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The concept of authenticity has been central to the human capacity to
communicate for over two millennia, and it continues to enjoy wide usage throughout
popular culture today. “Authenticity” typically conveys a sense that one has reached solid
bedrock, the unchanging foundation of an object or inner-self that transcends the context
of the moment. In this sense, the search or struggle for authenticity is a quest for VIP
access to the ineffable “real” that language can only inadequately gesture toward. This
study investigates the contemporary struggle for authenticity, or what can be described as
the “rhetoric of authenticity,” by exploring the way authenticity is negotiated,
constructed, and contested through various symbolic resources. More specifically, it
focuses on how authenticity is negotiated in the U.S. blues community, a complex
cultural site where the struggle over authenticity is especially salient and materializes in a
variety of complex ways. Drawing on a number of philosophical perspectives and critical
theories, the study employs the methods of rhetorical criticism and oral history as it seeks
to answer three central questions: First, what are the major rhetorical dimensions of
authenticity? Second, what does rhetorical analysis reveal about the relationship between
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authenticity and its various signifiers? And third, what does our desire for authenticity
teach us about ourselves as symbol-using creatures?
The study employs a case study approach that moves inductively in order to
discover the larger rhetorical dimensions of authenticity. The case studies examine the
relationship between authenticity and the blues’ larger historical trajectory; between
aesthetics and authenticity in the oral history narratives of professional blues musicians in
Austin, Texas, especially as they converge along a style/substance binary; between
identity and authenticity in the editorial policy of Living Blues magazine; and finally,
between imitation and authenticity in the 1980 film The Blues Brothers. The study
concludes by exploring how authenticity is contextual, aesthetic, ideological, and
political, and frames a rhetorical theory of authenticity that can be applied widely
throughout popular culture.
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Prologue
An Encounter with Authenticity
When I think back to my time as an undergraduate in college, I inevitably return
to memories of a part-time job I held for several years at Cisco’s, a popular deli in San
Luis Obispo, California. The business was situated at the end of a long, slender indoor
downtown mall that opened up onto a large outside patio, situated alongside a picturesque
creek that overlooked the eighteenth century Spanish mission located in the heart of
downtown. Needless to say, it was a beautiful site, and on Fridays and weekends Cisco’s
booked live bands to perform on the patio’s raised stage. I was already a fan of the blues
when I was first hired there, but later, after I took up blues harmonica as a hobby I grew
increasingly interested in the local blues acts that came to play four-hour shifts on our
patio. I was especially drawn to the acts that featured a harmonica player. One of those
groups, the Blues Effects, had a full-time harp player named Stan Sine, a talented and
gracious musician who was always eager to “talk shop” with novices like myself. It did
not take long for him to notice my constant presence as I lurked around the front of the
stage whenever he set up or took down his gear, a harmonica held conspicuously in my
hand, and we soon struck up a friendship that eventually led to an opportunity to sit in
(that is, to play a song or two) with them during a Cisco’s performance.
Ask any musician to recount his or her first experiences playing publicly on stage,
and he or she will tell you that few things in life can match the unique sensation, the
exciting thrill, of creating music spontaneously in front of a live crowd. From that point
on I was hooked, and would sit in with a half dozen different groups on a regular basis
whenever they played at the deli. As my skill and confidence improved, I would even go
on to work regular, paying gigs with the Guy Budd Band, another group of artists I met at
1

Cisco’s. Years later, we were invited to open a concert for the great B. B. King, a truly
once-in-a-lifetime experience—my first major brush with the “big time.” But it is those
sunny afternoons playing improvised blues numbers on the small Cisco’s patio in front of
a few dozen casual customers that I will always cherish the most.
I can remember one particular afternoon when I played my first paying gig at
Cisco’s. Gary Mendoza, the lead singer for Blues Effects, had hired me to play a show
with him there. Blues Effects had disbanded months earlier, and he had reformed the
group as the “Gary Mendoza Trio.” We played a predictable but crowd-pleasing set of
familiar covers as well as some of Mendoza’s own original material. I was still new to the
world of blues performance, an amateur player who (I hope) made up with my genuine
respect and love for the music what I lacked in technique and ability. As we left the stage
for a brief “pause for the cause” after finishing our first set, a woman from the audience
approached me to let me know how much she enjoyed our music. It was one of the first
unsolicited compliments I had received from a member of the public about my playing,
and boy, it felt good. After she left, Gary, who had overheard our conversation, walked
over and told me, “See, who says a Mexican guy and a white dude can’t play some real
lowdown blues?”
It has been some thirteen years since I played that show, but those words have
resonated with me ever since. At the time I possessed only a cursory knowledge of blues
history, but still, I understood his unspoken affirmation that blackness is a powerful
signifier of authenticity in the blues, and that despite our racial inauthenticity we could
still send the crowd home happy. Many years later, when I arrived at the University of
Texas at Austin to begin work on a Master’s degree in communication studies and
rhetoric, I became exposed to a new academic language that provided a way of
2

interrogating Gary’s comment in a more profound way than I was able to do during that
afternoon on the Cisco’s patio.
Even the most “objective” academic studies resonate with their authors in
personal, often profound ways. The present study is no exception. What follows over the
following pages is an examination of the rhetoric of authenticity in the blues, but it is also
more than that: it is a personal interrogation of my own “authenticity” as a subject. The
blues moves me, and I know the blues I have played has moved others, and has even
inspired promoters and booking agents to pay me to perform in public. Yet, on some
deeper level I have always been somewhat uncomfortable with my relationship to the
blues. Am I an uninvited tourist encroaching on a genre that developed out of the blood,
sweat, and tears of African Americans in the deep South? There is no question that I am
playing blues music, or something that at the very least sounds like it, but maybe the
question to ask was should I be playing it? I am not sure these questions can be addressed
with simple answers, but in many ways this project is my attempt to wrestle with these
issues that have concerned me ever since I first picked up my first diatonic harmonica
over a decade ago.
In writing this study I have joined a group of similarly-minded academic-blues
artists who write scholarship about this music we love so much. People like the
musicologist and guitarist David Evans, a full professor at the University of Memphis
who has toured both in the U.S. and Europe; Adam Gussow, a professional harmonica
player and blues instructor who teaches in the English Department at the University of
Mississippi; or Steven Tracy, another pro harp player and singer who once opened for
Muddy Waters and now teaches at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. I am not
sure what it is about the blues that inspires us to submit it to the often esoteric discourse
of the academy, but I hope that in doing so, the reader can come to better appreciate the
3

rhetorical qualities of a musical idiom that continues to move millions around the world,
and in the process gain insight into our continuing struggles over authenticity beyond the
blues.

4

Introduction
Chasing the Real: Toward a Rhetoric of Authenticity

The term “authenticity,” it seems, is everywhere one looks these days. In the
academy, for example, one is bound to come across it in any number of disciplines, from
philosophy to psychology, tourism studies to cultural studies, or political science to art
history. It is not only the subject of philosophical debate or academic inquiry, however,
as the concept of authenticity currently enjoys vigorous usage across a wide variety of
settings and contexts well beyond the university’s walls. This is especially true in popular
culture. Consider some recent examples: Christopher Gergen and Gregg Vanourek,
writing for the Washington Times, describe President Barack Obama’s popular appeal in
terms of his authenticity. He benefits from it, they argue, “in part because authenticity—
or rather the quest for it—is one of the defining features of this moment in our history.”1
Similarly, New York Times columnist Roger Cohen remarks that the central focus of the
presidential campaign between Barack Obama and John McCain centered on but two
things: “trust and authenticity.”2 In an op-ed piece in PR Week, Mark Weiner observes
that “an authenticity revolution is happening,” and calls for public relations professionals
to devote attention to their responsibilities as “drivers for authenticity.”3 Sunday Times
film critic Cosmo Landesman, in his review of the 2009 film The Wrestler, lauds Mickey
Rourke’s gripping portrayal of veteran grappler Randy “The Ram” Robinson for its

1

Christopher Gergen and Gregg Vanourek, “Obama’s Authenticity Inspires,” Washington Times, January
28, 2009, http://www.lexis-nexis.com/.
2 Roger Cohen, “Obama’s from Main St., Ain’t He?” editorial, New York Times, August 28, 2008,
http://www.lexis-nexis.com/.
3 Mark Weiner, “PR’s Goal Must be Its Own Authenticity,” PR Week, March 16, 2009, http://www.lexisnexis.com.
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“brute authenticity.”4 In Des Moines, Iowa, a small independent record label goes by the
name of “Authentic Records,” priding itself as a purveyor of “authentic music by
authentic artists.”5 The retail brand Gap even features a popular line of clothing called
“Authentic Jeans” that come in various styles such as “resin rinse,” “destructed vintage,”
and “whiskered authentic wash.” And so the list goes on.
Such varied uses of the concept “authenticity” as a category of legitimation to
describe actual presidential candidates and fictional professional wrestlers,
businesspeople and record labels, even mass produced jeans that can be found in stores
around the country, is illustrative of a larger cultural preoccupation with the authentic,
and suggests that authenticity is also a popular term that marshals descriptive forces that
have important political and social implications. Indeed, in order to better appreciate the
ubiquity and power of authenticity one must look beyond its ability to describe various
phenomena and experiences, and consider more fully the rhetorical work that
authenticity does.
This study is guided by three central questions: First, what are the major rhetorical
dimensions of authenticity? Second, what does rhetorical analysis reveal about the
relationship between authenticity and its various signifiers? And third, what does our
desire for authenticity teach us about ourselves as symbol-using creatures? In order to
answer these questions, this study focuses on a very specific area to illustrate and explore
the rhetoric of authenticity: U.S. blues music. Although I have narrowed this study’s
focus to the blues genre, my goal is admittedly an ambitious one: I aim to not only

4

Cosmo Landesman, “It’s Rocky in Tights,” Sunday Times, January 18, 2009, http://www.lexisnexis.com/.
5 Authentic Records Web site, “About Us,” http://store.authenticrecordsonline.com//aboutus.asp (accessed
February 22, 2011).
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explore how authenticity functions in the blues world but to also frame a rhetorical theory
of authenticity that can be applied widely throughout popular culture.
What do I mean when I refer to the “rhetorical” nature of authenticity and the
work it does in the world? Speaking about the field broadly, Corey Anton has observed
that, “it is rather interesting that communication scholars have said so little about the
concept of authenticity,” noting that “authenticity should be a central concept to
communication studies.”6 Rhetorical scholar Stephen A. King has similarly argued that
“rhetorical critics who have studied authenticity have been inadvertently excluded from
this scholarly conversation,” and “as a result, the extant literature on constructive
authenticity fails to acknowledge that authenticity is, indeed, a rhetorical practice.”7 To
describe authenticity as a product of rhetoric is to say that there is no one definition of
“authenticity,” as its meaning must always be situated historically, culturally, and
socially. “Authentic” when? “Authentic” to whom? Such questions are not meant to
suggest that the concept of authenticity is without a referent; although its meaning is
often slippery and difficult to pin down, it is nonetheless always grounded in a given
community’s understanding of the term, even if its meaning is necessarily ambiguous.
This ambiguity is key. Indeed, if there is one central feature that can be attributed to the
larger concept of authenticity, it is that authenticity is imprecise. The inherent ambiguity
of the concept itself allows “authenticity” to do the complex rhetorical work it does. In
this sense, when I say that authenticity is “rhetorical,” I am saying it is negotiable,
complex, changing, and wrapped up in symbolic struggle.

6

Corey Anton, Selfhood and Authenticity (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2001), 11.
Stephen A. King, “Memory, Mythmaking, and Museums: Constructive Authenticity and the Primitive
Blues Subject,” Southern Communication Journal 71, no. 3 (2006): 248.
7
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The examples I opened with help illustrate authenticity’s ambiguity, for what
“authenticity” means changes as one moves from context to context. The authenticity of
an actor’s filmic performance is unlikely to be judged according to the same criteria as
that of a campaigning presidential candidate. If we isolate the context, however, and
concern ourselves with the range of texts that just make up that specific context, it is
easier to consider how authenticity works rhetorically within that particular space. The
blues is one such arena where authenticity is of central importance. Indeed, blues music
and culture form a cultural node that many would agree is “authentic” in one way or
another, making it a useful place to look when studying the rhetoric of authenticity in
popular culture. Consider one of the blues’ most popular and recognizable stars, Muddy
Waters. Born McKinley Morganfield in Rolling Fork, Mississippi in 1915, Waters is
widely recognized by both diehard and casual fans alike as a thoroughly “authentic”
bluesman. During his lifetime, Waters never achieved the kind of international popularity
comparable to that of, say, B. B. King, but it is for this very reason that he is considered
authentic—despite his status as one of the great statesmen of Chicago blues and a
successful tenure recording for labels like Chess in Chicago, Waters never “sold out.” As
blues critic Bill Dahl puts it, “By the time of his death in 1983, Waters’ exalted place in
the history of blues (and twentieth century popular music, for that matter) was eternally
assured. The Chicago blues genre that he turned upside down during the years following
World War II would never recover.”8
The near-unanimous consensus regarding Waters’ “authenticity” extends to his
repertoire of songs as well. His deep baritone voice, the characteristic way he shook his
jowls while singing, his commanding presence on stage—all of these things combined to
8

All Music Guide, s.v. “Muddy Waters” (by Bill Dahl), http://allmusic.com/artist/muddy-watersp108085/biography.
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telegraph the “authenticity” of Waters the man over to his musical creations. Songs like
“I Got My Mojo Working,” “Hoochie Coochie Man,” and “Mannish Boy” will forever be
considered classic compositions in the Chicago blues songbook, and although they have
been covered by countless artists over the years, Muddy’s original versions are
unquestionably the “authentic” wellspring for most blues artists performing this material.
A number of things work together to signify Waters’ authenticity, from his childhood
growing up on a southern plantation to his first field recordings for the Library of
Congress, and his rise to success in Chicago to his association with the Rolling Stones as
the young British rockers’ paterfamilias (they took their name from a Waters song).
Muddy Waters’ ability to channel the aura of authenticity both during his lifetime and
long after his death illustrates how the blues has become an important source for
authenticity more broadly, an important observation considering many feel we currently
live in an age of inauthenticity.
The peculiar human desire for authentic objects and experiences—the “genuine
article,” the “real deal”—although not new, does appear to be a particularly salient
concern today. As Barry Brummett argues in A Rhetoric of Style, “our culture is shot
through with a longing for authenticity precisely because it is so engrossed in images,
floating signs, simulations, and style. There is thus a cultural longing for authenticity, for
the real, that is expressed in numerous texts and advertisements.”9 Similarly, Geoffrey
Hartman argues that we are currently living “in an era of simulacra, of increasing
saturation by the media and new, vast sources of information or disinformation” which
leads to “the schizoid feeling that the world we live in is not the real world.”10 Many hope

9

Barry Brummett, A Rhetoric of Style (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), 31.
Geoffrey Hartman, Scars of the Spirit: The Struggle Against Inauthenticity (New York: Palgrave, 2001),
98.
10
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that authenticity, whatever they understand it to be, is the prescription for curing this
postmodern, cultural schizophrenia, the terra firma that prevents them from losing their
footing during times when everything else seems so uncertain.

The (Endless) Search for Authenticity
A cursory survey of the titles of works on the topic of authenticity suggests that it
is a rather elusive category, and one that is constantly dodging our attempts to seize it. In
the introduction to their book Faking It: The Quest for Authenticity in Popular Music,
Hugh Barker and Yuval Taylor assert that “authenticity is an absolute, a goal that can
never be fully attained, a quest.”11 Our engagement with authenticity is often described in
contemporary scholarship as a “search” or “quest” because, as Hilde Heynen notes,
“authenticity is always already located somewhere else.”12 In Heynen’s view, “the rapid
transformations of modernity have made the past into a foreign country and have given
rise to nostalgia for the lost unity, harmony and authenticity that supposedly were part of
it.”13 Like Barker and Taylor, she opens up the possibility that “authenticity as such is an
unobtainable goal,” while at the same time asserting that it “remains a crucial element in
our quest for identity.”14 For sociologist David Grazian, “the search for authenticity is
never ending” and “always expresses a fantasy that the experience of an idealized reality
might render our lives more meaningful.”15 We may never find “true” authenticity, these
authors suggest, but it does not stop us from earnestly searching for it anyway.
11 Hugh Barker and Yuval Taylor, Faking It: The Quest for Authenticity in Popular Music (New York:
Norton, 2007), x.
12 Hilde Heynen, “Questioning Authenticity,” National Identities 8, no. 3 (2006): 298.
13 Heynen, “Questioning Authenticity,” 298. See also Dominic Strinati, An Introduction to Theories of
Popular Culture, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2006), 37.
14 Heynen, “Questioning Authenticity,” 299.
15 David Grazian, Blue Chicago: The Search for Authenticity in Urban Blues Clubs (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2005), 240-41.
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In order to better understand the contemporary search for authenticity, below I
discuss the relationship between authenticity and popular culture, and explain why
authenticity is such an important component of the texts of popular culture. Next, I
discuss two related, yet conceptually distinct categories of authenticity I call “authenticity
of the self” and “authenticity of the object.” This section concludes with an extended
discussion of race as a rhetorical concept. Racial categories, as we will see, are often
central to the negotiation of authenticity in popular culture.

Authenticity in Popular Culture
Popular culture is of particular interest to the present study, for it offers a dense
playground of texts where critics can explore the rhetorical power of authenticity.
Although it is by no means the only place where authenticity is (or has been) a concern,
popular culture is fascinating because the concept of authenticity seems to be inextricably
linked to it. As Stuart Hall has argued, the very “role of the ‘popular’ in popular culture is
to fix the authenticity of popular forms, rooting them in the experiences of popular
communities from which they draw their strength.”16 For this reason, Grazian contends
that authenticity “operates as an organizing principle” that structures the way we
consume popular culture texts.17
Many scholars have observed an increasing interest in issues of authenticity
throughout popular culture. Chief among them are Max Horkheimer and Theodor W.
Adorno, whose landmark essay “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass
Deception” presents the bleak, but insightful, argument that standardization throughout

16

Stuart Hall, “What is This ‘Black’ in Black Popular Culture?” in Black Popular Culture, ed. Gina Dent
(Seattle: Bay, 1992), 26.
17 Grazian, Blue Chicago, 28.
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popular culture “is infecting everything with sameness.”18 This is decidedly a bad thing,
the authors argue, for a society infected with sameness is one that is “alienated from
itself.”19 The complex machinations of the culture industry are thus presented as a direct
threat to the subjectivity of individuals, and this threat challenges the very concept of
authenticity. In his later work, Adorno reasserts that the culture industry “impedes the
development of autonomous, independent individuals who judge and decide consciously
for themselves.”20 The culture industry short circuits critical thought, thus transforming
the unique sovereignty of individual subjects into “apparatuses.” Manufactured culture is
tainted by mindless conformity and formal repetition, such that consumers cannot discern
between what is real and what is fake.21 In reference to popular music consumption,
Adorno calls this “regressive listening”: “it is contemporary listening which has
regressed, arrested at the infantile stage. Not only do the listening subjects lose, along
with the freedom of choice and responsibility, the capacity for conscious perception of
music, . . . but they stubbornly reject the possibility of such perception.”22
The culture that Horkheimer and Adorno described in the 1940s is in many ways
the culture we live in today. Regardless of whether or not one agrees with their view, it is
not difficult to envision a growing concern over authenticity that is stirred up by the
formal sameness that affects much of popular culture. For Hartman, it is the “dumbingdown of cultural life, the shadow side of its diffusion by media-saturated societies” that
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“makes us cling to mystery and ritual” in the hopes of experiencing authenticity in one
form or another.23 It is important to emphasize that the search for authenticity is also
agitated by the alienation that is an inherent condition of capitalism. Although it is true
that authenticity has become intertwined with the commodity, available for purchase
wherever one turns, many still experience what is felt as a loss of authenticity in late
capitalism, and this may be amplified in times of economic crisis.24 Workers are alienated
from the products of their labor, and lose a sense of their own authenticity as subjects.
Similarly, commodity fetishism erases the human labor that goes into producing the
products that drive the engine of popular culture; they appear there as if by magic, as
Marx argues, “abounding in metaphysical subtleties” and with no sense of history or
authenticity.25
The intimate relationship between popular culture and capitalism threatens to
erode the terrain of authenticity. Hall, for example, maintains that “there is no whole,
authentic, autonomous ‘popular culture’ which lies outside the field of force of the
relations of cultural power and domination.”26 This does not mean, however, that
authenticity simply disappears in these relations of power. Hall locates popular culture
within a “dialectic of cultural struggle,” marked by the resistive practices of subcultures
and “the people” against the culture industry’s attempts “to disorganise and reorganise
popular culture; to enclose and confine its definitions and forms within a more inclusive
range of dominant forms.”27 Hall’s perspective on popular culture also nicely
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demonstrates the rhetorical quality of authenticity. “What matters is not the intrinsic or
historically fixed objects of culture, but the state of play in cultural relations,” he writes.28
Authenticity is therefore better understood not as an objective quality or state of being,
but rather the product of cultural struggle. The rhetoric of authenticity—that is, the ways
in which authenticity gets defined, categorized, and negotiated symbolically—will
always depend on how this struggle plays out and who takes part in it, just as rhetoric will
always be a part of that struggle as various parties draw on discursive and symbolic
resources (language, images, signs) to influence what they and others understand
authenticity to be. Hall’s conceptualization of popular culture and authenticity as
emerging out of the ongoing tension between various cultural forces aligns closely with
what Raymond Williams calls “structures of feeling.” For Williams, the affectivity of
private life, or what Jenny Bourne Taylor calls “the lived experience of the quality of life
at a particular time and place,” is also always caught up in negotiations with larger social
structures.29
In order to pursue these strains of thought it is necessary to further delineate what
is meant by the term “authenticity” and distinguish between its different forms. Citing
Lionel Trilling’s landmark study Sincerity and Authenticity, Richard Todd notes that “the
idea of authenticity is essentially oppositional, a stance taken, a distinction achieved.”30
The concept of authenticity, whatever a given group of people come to understand it to
be, requires the concomitant category of inauthenticity to legitimate it. Such binary
thinking both underwrites authenticity and drives our search for it; in this sense, it may be
28
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that authenticity only becomes an area of serious concern when its presence is no longer
felt, when it appears to be slipping away, or when it is threatened by the encroachment of
inauthenticity. As Hartman explains,
value words with complex associations, such as authenticity and spirit, gather
about them a swarm of synonyms and antonyms. Authenticity contrasts with
imitation, simulation, dissimulation, impersonation, imposture, fakery, forgery,
inauthenticity, the counterfeit, lack of character or integrity.31
Art dealers maintain the authenticity of a valuable painting against the inauthenticity of
the brazen forgery, for example. For Regina Bendix, this distinction can be a problem.
“The notion of authenticity implies the existence of its opposite, the fake,” she argues,
“and this dichotomous construct is at the heart of what makes authenticity problematic.”32
To describe something as in/authentic is to make a value judgment about it. “Because the
claim of authenticity imputes value relative to inauthenticity,” Richard A. Peterson
argues, “one of the most effective ways to assert authenticity is to claim that an action,
object, or person is ‘natural’ and without ‘artifice.’”33 Claims and judgments like these
necessarily entail a struggle over meaning and power as rhetors negotiate guidelines for
distinguishing between the authentic and the inauthentic.
As this struggle unfolds throughout popular culture, authenticity seems to fall into
one of two distinct yet interrelated categories, what I call authenticity of the self and
authenticity of the object.34 As Paul Frosh argues, popular culture, and more specifically
the technological processes of mass production that make it all possible, have lead to the
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widespread “notion that mass culture is inauthentic culture.” His argument is worth
quoting at length:
Fabricated, alienated, uniform, and debased, [mass culture] has expelled all
elements of authentic cultural production. “Authenticity” can be defined here in
the broadest sense as “truth-to-oneself,” a project of ontological fidelity that takes
particular discursive forms: in the aesthetic realm, it stresses the creativity of the
individual artistic personality (the artist is therefore “true to” his or her own
individual “genius”), and the formal and expressive uniqueness of the artwork
(the artwork is “true to” its own internal formal necessity, and often transgresses
accepted formats). The prominence of planning and especially of the “formula” in
mass cultural production is thus particularly important, for it functions as the
inauthentic other against which authentic cultural activity establishes its value,
expressed through the twin virtues of “singularity” (the logic of the work) and
“creativity” (the uncompromising personal productive capacities of the individual
artist).35
Frosh’s apt characterization of authenticity as “a project of ontological fidelity” neatly
sums up the rhetorical work that the concept does, regardless of the context in which it is
deployed. Of particular interest is his mention of “formula” and the way it provides a
necessary foil against which the authenticity of a person, object, or experience can be
measured. In this sense, that which breaks away from established formulas is valued both
for its uniqueness and the way it promises the fantasy of access to an unadulterated,
“authentic” essence or purity. Let us turn our attention to these categories now.

Authenticity of the Self
At one point in his study Faking It, William Ian Miller looks in the mirror and
wonders about the relationship between authenticity and his personal identity. “Am I
merely the sum of my roles,” he asks,
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father + son + husband + professor + American + Jew + next-door neighbor +
writer + teacher + jester? What if I am good enough at some to qualify as the
genuine article but am pretty much a fraud at others? Is it only the roles I am good
at for which I can claim authenticity? . . . Or do I get credit for being fully
authentic if I own up to being four-fifths a fraud?36
Miller’s questions point to our ongoing anxieties over the nature of authenticity and
subjectivity, and the ways in which the two are inextricably bound together. Indeed, his
inquiry is a good example of a form of authenticity we can describe as authenticity of the
person or the self, or what Corey Anton describes as “the modern ‘quest’ for selffulfillment, self-realization, or personal development.”37 What does it mean to be an
“authentic” person or “true” to oneself, as when blues artists and fans refer to “real
bluesmen?” This is an old question that has preoccupied humankind since at least the
premodern era, and has been addressed by many scholars studying this particular shade of
authenticity. As Charles Guignon argues in On Being Authentic, “the ideal of authenticity
is a project of becoming the person you are.”38 Guignon draws our attention to “the
assumption . . . that there is a substantial self lying deep within each of us, a self with
attributes that are both distinctively our own and profoundly important as guides for how
we ought to live,” and that “the project of authenticity involves living in such a way that
in all your actions you express the true self you discovered through the process of
inward-turning.”39 Similarly, in The Politics of Authenticity Marshall Berman observes
that “our vocabulary overflows with expressions which express a persistent and intense
concern with being oneself.”40 He describes authenticity as “a whole family of aspirations
and ideals which are central to the cultural life of our age,” and counts terms like
36
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“identity, autonomy, individuality, self-development, self-realization, and your own
thing” as synonyms.41 Rhonda Byrne’s 2006 book and film The Secret, where she touts
the power of positive thinking, is one of many contemporary examples of the way
popular interest in the authenticity of the self is encouraged and cultivated through the
“self-help” industry.42
Many scholars locate the historical roots of our present preoccupation over
authenticity of the self in the West’s transition to modernity. Bendix argues, “The quest
for authenticity . . . is oriented toward the recovery of an essence whose loss has been
realized only through modernity, and whose recovery is feasible only through methods
and sentiments created in modernity.”43 The break from feudal systems of political and
economic organization and the massive societal shifts caused by the Reformation and
Industrial Revolution, “made the strong solidarity of the premodern community an ever
scarcer resource.”44 In the Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels argue
that the advent of modern capitalism and the centrality of money as the primary mode of
exchange has compromised the integrity of the feudal subject, such that “naked selfinterest” and “callous ‘cash payment’” now dictate the relationship between workers and
those who own the means of production.45 Anxiety over authenticity is not a uniquely
modern concern, however. In contrast to the individualistic subject of modernity, for
some premodern thinkers (such as Socrates and Augustine) one’s subjectivity was always
connected to larger spheres that lay beyond the self and gave greater meaning to an
41
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individual’s existence (e.g., God, the cosmos). Such a perspective has important
implications for the study of authenticity, as Guignon explains: “In such a worldview,
you just are what you do. . . . There is no way to draw a sharp distinction between an
inner ‘real me’ and what is seen as merely external show. And so there is no basis for
formulating a conception of ‘authenticity’ as we understand that notion today.”46
Although our ongoing interest in becoming “authentic” has undoubtedly been
amplified as a result of modernization and Enlightenment thinking, Guignon’s thesis
overlooks the influence of premodern sophistic thought. Mark Backman traces our
contemporary concern over authenticity of the self back directly to the Greek sophists,
whose conception of self-consciousness, in contrast to Plato’s, comprised “an awareness
of the potential for representation in all kinds of situations.”47 For the sophist, “the search
for self is misplaced . . . if it seeks a unitary being or single animating soul. We are all a
collection of many ‘selves,’ each with a purpose dictated by the external circumstances of
its creation and employment.”48 Self-knowledge and the urge to be authentic or true to
oneself, then, are inherently rhetorical endeavors, Backman argues, and “the sophistic
self is always located outside the individual, in the circumstances that dictate—and the
contingent verisimilitudes that manifest—rhetorical self-consciousness.”49
A sophistic authenticity of the self could be said to presage the postmodern or
posthumanist subject, insofar as it recognizes that the desire to be true to oneself is an
important one (i.e., we cannot help but desire it) while at the same time acknowledging
that an individual’s subjectivity has no stable, essential core. In a review essay in the
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Quarterly Journal of Speech, Joshua Gunn addresses posthumanist understandings of
subjectivity when he argues that the rallying cries against postmodernism are actually
reactions against a species of posthumanism that “displac[es] the masculinist, self-same
rational agent as the center of the known universe.”50 As John McGowan puts it,
postmodernism offers a critique of this notion of “artistic autonomy,” calling it “neither
possible nor desirable.”51 McGowan illustrates such a perspective thusly:
Postmodernists continually argue that the distinctions we make, distinctions that
identify one thing as different from another and subject to different constraints,
cannot be understood as stemming from the distinct essences possessed by the
things themselves, but as differences produced by a relational totality.52
For some it may seem that postmodernity negates the possibility of authenticity, but
because it presents a direct challenge to notions of the “true” or “authentic” self,
postmodernism, somewhat paradoxically, actually becomes an ideal condition of
authenticity. The postmodern milieu encourages
the ideal of clear-sightedly and courageously embracing the fact that there is no
“true self” to be, of recognizing that where we formerly had sought a true self,
there is only an empty space, a gap or a lack. The postmodern ideal, then, is to be
that lack of self with playfulness and ironic amusement.53
In this sense, authenticity is not likely to be a matter of concern in conditions that
promote its stability. Postmodernity, on the other hand, can be primarily understood as a
crisis of the authentic, and precisely the context in which authenticity, or the lack of it, is
most deeply felt—and therefore most aggressively pursued. This is not to ignore the way
authenticity has been a central concern throughout recorded history, but rather to
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illustrate that what has been called the “postmodern condition” has its own unique
relationship with the concept of authenticity.
A sophistic authenticity embraces a rhetorical worldview by occupying the middle
ground between the modern, Enlightenment notion of the authentic self and the
postmodern troubling of that “authentic” self. It is this, more “sophistic” or rhetorical
sense that this study embraces, or what Charles Taylor defines as a dialogic process of
“self-definition in dialogue”54 that “binds us to others.”55 We cannot know ourselves in a
vacuum, in other words, and it is only through communication with others (that is,
through rhetoric) that we may hope to approach the ideal of the authentic self, however
unattainable that ideal may ultimately be. This sophistic approach is often at odds with
the radical individualism promoted by, say, contemporary self-help gurus, whose vision
of the authentic self, in Guignon’s view, is “out of synch with society” and “antisocial.”56

Authenticity of the Object
Where authenticity of the self focuses on fidelity to one’s subjectivity or true
nature, the authenticity of the object, or what Elizabeth Outka calls the “originary
authentic,” refers to the processes through which we pass value judgments that legitimize
or delegitimize a potentially endless spectrum of objects, products, and experiences.57 To
point to just one of many contemporary examples, consider for a moment television
commercials advertising local furniture stores that promote the authenticity of their
54
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wares. Surely you are familiar with the commercials I am referring to. They typically
feature an over-enthusiastic salesperson pitching hot sales for the week. He or she runs
through the typical gamut of items—sofas, recliners, dining room tables—before lauding
the store’s impressive selection of “authentic Persian rugs” or some other “authentic”
import. The camera lingers for an extra second or two on the sales display, just long
enough to highlight the words “authentic” and “handmade” for the viewer watching at
home. The salesperson’s appeal to authenticity is quite conspicuous here. He or she does
not use it to describe the love seat or the futon, products which, one assumes, are neither
one-of-a-kind nor produced by artisans, and therefore would never merit the designation
of being “authentic.” Those rugs and “ethnic” imports, however, are a different story;
their intricate designs suggest they were individually crafted by the hands of skilled
artists, and that, more importantly, no two items are alike. The store peddling these wares
(and countless others stores like them) would have us believe that these products are the
“real McCoy.”
The commercial about “authentic” imports points to a central tension in
contemporary society over the authenticity of the object, a tension that Frosh calls the
“dialectic of authenticity.” This “antithesis of inauthentic formula and authentic cultural
production,” as he describes it, demonstrates the extent to which “authenticity operates at
the core of mass cultural production, its energy strictly and scrupulously contained to
generate the power that the system requires, yet ever threatening to lead to meltdown.”58
Authenticity, in his view, is a powerful force in our capitalist society in that it functions
not as an uncorrupted essence, but rather as a kind of discourse of resistance that adds
exchange value to mass produced products. Artists and other cultural producers draw on
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this discourse in order to assert the originality, creativity, and “aura” of their work in
opposition to the crass consumerism and formal uniformity that marks much of what one
finds in popular culture, especially in an age of mechanical reproduction.59
This artistic resistance against the hyper-commodification of popular culture
highlights the relationship between authenticity and Marx’s concept of the commodity
fetish. Writing in the first volume of Capital, Marx argues that whenever a commodity is
created for exchange in a capitalist market, “it changes into a thing which transcends
sensuousness.”60 He describes this transcendence as commodity fetishism, where the
exchange of money “conceals the social character of private labour, and the social
relations between the individual workers, by making those relations appear as relations
between material objects, instead of revealing them plainly.”61 Money, as if by magic,
obscures all evidence of the labor that went into creating the commodity available for
purchase, or as Adorno astutely argues in reference to classical music, “The consumer is
really worshipping the money that he himself has paid for the ticket to the Toscanini
concert.”62 This can be witnessed in all facets of consumer culture today, as a great
number of people go about their daily lives making purchases based on price or
aesthetics, with little or no consideration for who made those products, under what
conditions, and for what wage. One way to maintain the authenticity of fetishized
commodities (which in turn enhances their exchange value), then, is to reclaim that “lost”
labor. Anyone who has ever visited a farmer’s market and come away with a heightened
sense of “authenticity” after learning the care and craft that went into producing wheels
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of handmade cheese by a local artisan has experienced the interrelationship between
authenticity and commodity fetishism.
It is the promise of authenticity, then, that often motivates our efforts to resist the
mainstream, and this is often accomplished through appeals to authentic objects. In his
landmark study Subculture: The Meaning of Style, Dick Hebdige explores punk and mod
subculture in the U.K., noting that “the tensions between dominant and subordinate
groups can be found reflected in the surfaces of subculture—in the styles made up of
mundane objects which have a double meaning.”63 Punk subculture is an excellent
example of the contemporary quest for authentic objects, particularly the way punks
employ a logic of bricolage by assembling and resignifying a wide array of objects—
tattoos, piercings, trash bags, fish netting—into a cohesive, resistive, and “authentic”
style. Of course, the question is whether or not this pastiche can retain its resignifying
power as an authentic expression of subcultural style without getting reincorporated back
into the mainstream. On this point Hebdige is not optimistic. He argues, “the creation and
diffusion of new styles is inextricably bound up with the process of production, publicity
and packaging which must inevitably lead to the defusion of the subculture’s subversive
power.”64 Indeed, for Hebdige, a subculture’s style, no matter how transgressive, never
results in a full-scale authentic transcendence of the symbolic order: “Cut ups and
collages, no matter how bizarre, do not change so much as rearrange things, and needless
to say, the ‘explosive junction’ never occurs: no amount of stylistic incantation can alter
the oppressive mode in which the commodities used in subculture have been produced.”65
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Subcultures must therefore constantly reinvent themselves as they engage in this
cycle of subversion-commodification in popular culture, and claims regarding the
authenticity of the objects or style of that culture form the basis of their resistive efforts.
What I want to emphasize with the above example is that authenticity is, ultimately, a
performance. Both the punks who supposedly originated their subversive style and the
hordes of teens who later incorporated that style after it was made available to them in
commodified form (think of the ubiquity of belly piercings and nose rings, for example)
are performing “authenticity.” Despite the various discourses of authenticity that circulate
around the “original” style and its commodified counterpart, to understand these as
performances is to admit that neither performance is any closer to the “natural” essence
that grounds their in/authenticity. Indeed, who is to say that nose piercings, as
commonplace as they are, are any less an authentic expression of self or object today as
they were prior to their commodification and mass market appeal? Who is to say that
authenticity in the twenty-first century is anything more than an individual seated in front
of a television set, remote in hand, eating cheese puffs and drinking a beer?
I have presented the authenticity of the self and object as if they were distinct and
separate categories. Although this distinction is helpful for making sense of how
authenticity is negotiated in everyday life, it is important to remember that “self” and
“object” are also tied together in important ways. The self/object distinction is certainly a
rhetorical fiction in late capitalism, where the spectacle of publicity has transformed the
self into a commodified object or “brand.” As Alison Hearn argues,
Work on the production of a branded “self” involves creating a detachable,
saleable image or narrative, which effectively circulates cultural meanings. This
branded self either consciously positions itself, or is positioned by its context and
use, as a site for the extraction of value. If we see the self as both a product and a
reflexively constituted brand subject to transaction and exchange, we see a notion
25

of self deeply marked by the discourses and practices of post-Fordist modes of
capitalist production.66
The commodified, branded self thus “illustrates how flexible corporate capital has
subsumed all areas of human life, including the very concept of a private self, . . . proof
positive of the inherent centrality of subjectivity to the current mode of production.”67
Adorno’s critique of the relationship between “standardization” and the authenticating
mirage of “pseudo-individualization” in the culture industry, where pseudoindividualization refers to the process of “endowing cultural mass production with the
halo of free choice or open market on the basis of standardization itself,” addresses how
the ideology of capitalism obscures the self-as-object relation. In the case of popular
music, Adorno argues that “standardization of song hits keeps the customers in line by
doing their listening for them, as it were. Pseudo-individualization, for its part, keeps
them in line by making them forget that what they listen to is already listened to for them,
or ‘pre-digested.’”68 For Adorno, pseudo-individualization is a kind of false authenticity,
and for many blues fans today, blues offers an “authentic” product that resists the
standardized forms of commercial pop.
It is no surprise, then, that the authenticity of both self and object are intimately
connected in popular culture and music. In the case of punk subculture, the individual
elements that make up punk style contribute to the “authenticity” of the self as much as
that of the objects themselves. In certain genres of popular music, such as blues,
flamenco, and rock and roll, the assumed authenticity of the artist affects judgments by
audiences and critics regarding the authenticity or originality of the artist’s music. If the
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artist is a phony, it follows that the music is somehow less authentic (remember Milli
Vanilli?).69 Even in a genre like blues, known for its formulaic chord structure and lyrical
content that largely draws on a canon of previously recorded songs, some artists (e.g.,
Robert Johnson or Muddy Waters) are described as performing “original” music, even
when their music is clearly derivative of similar songs that came before. The music’s
authenticity is therefore tied to the authenticity of the artist. As is often the case, an
artist’s racial identity heavily influences whether or not that artist is considered authentic.
In the blues, as we will see, constructions of blackness and whiteness are used to
negotiate authenticity in complex, often contradictory ways. Sharon Zukin has observed
similar patterns in consumer culture, where she argues that, “In an age of inauthentic
products, a product associated with blackness looked real.”70 Insofar as the blues’
historical roots have led some fans to inevitably link it with certain (often troubling)
conceptions of blackness, it is important to consider what race is, and why the category is
an important, if not central, concept in the rhetoric of authenticity in popular culture.

Race and Rhetoric
Race, like authenticity, is a term saturated with ideological meaning. Werner
Sollors emphasizes the rhetorical “nature” of race and ethnicity when he describes them
as “widely shared, though intensely debated, collective fictions that are continually
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reinvented.”71 The variety of labels that have been used throughout history to artificially
index humankind according to racial categories points to the rhetorical power of “race,”
and the way racial identifications empower and disempower entire groups of people. In
his study White, Richard Dyer considers “two broad ways of categorising race: one
genealogical, concerned with origins and lineages of reproduction,” and “the other more
statically biological, concerned with identifying and securing difference on and/or in the
body itself.”72 Dyer notes that “the biological seems to have eclipsed the genealogical in
recent times,”73 an observation that makes sense considering that his distinction between
genealogy and biology aligns roughly with the notions of “ethnicity” and “race” as they
are used today. When deployed as a way of cataloging the biological essence of a person
or group of people, race is fundamentally concerned with the body; ethnicity, however,
more closely tracks one’s cultural affiliation and heritage. Although the two terms can be
used differently both in everyday conversation and official discourses (the U.S. Census
Bureau, for example, codifies the differences between them in its survey documents), it is
important to recognize that the discourse of ethnicity is often a code for race, as it usually
carries racial connotations, especially when used to construct an other who is
fundamentally different from “us.”74
In his study of the history of race, Thomas F. Gossett draws attention to the
French physician François Bernier, who in 1684 became one of the first persons in the
historical record to develop a crude racial taxonomy when he made a distinction between
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Europeans, Far Easterners, blacks, and “Lapps.”75 Of course, humans had been making
distinctions between various groups of people centuries before Bernier’s time, but
Gossett maintains that it was not until the seventeenth century that race theory, although
“still in its infancy,” started to develop in the scientific community.76 Building on
Bernier’s work, anthropologists in the eighteenth century emphasized skin color and
morphological differences between people living around the world as bases for
constructing human races. The concept of “whiteness,” where the racial category “white”
functions hegemonically as the presumed standard from which all other races are
understood, was bolstered through the “scientific” findings of these early anthropologists.
One example is George Louis Leclerc Buffon, who argued that “white” was “the real and
natural color of man.”77 The work of English doctor Charles White (no pun intended) on
race science further established whiteness as the norm. According to Gossett, White’s
theories were partially based on what he saw as differences in human anatomy between
whites and “animalistic” blacks. “The feet of the Negroes are flatter,” he argued,
their fingers and toes are longer, and their thumbs are shorter. Their hair is
coarser. Their cheekbones project more, their lower arms are considerably longer,
and their chins, instead of projecting outward, recede as do those of apes. Their
skulls are smaller in internal capacity. Their nerves are larger and their brains are
smaller. Their bodies exude an unpleasant odor, a characteristic which is
accentuated in apes.78
Although this particular brand of race science has been largely abandoned by the
scientific community today, Paul Gilroy notes that “the rise of gene-oriented or genomic
constructions of ‘race,’” despite “their distance from the older versions of race-thinking
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that were produced in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries underlines that the meaning
of racial difference is itself being changed as the relationship between human beings and
nature is reconstructed by the impact of the DNA revolution.”79
Contrary to these essentializing discourses of raciology (to borrow a term from
Gilroy) that present race as a natural, scientific construct, critical theories of race
emphasize that race is a symbolic, social construction that “is replete with cultural
meaning.”80 The difference between these two ways of understanding race align with the
idea that we either first see race in order believe it, or first believe in race in order to see
it. For example, Kenan Malik argues for the latter perspective when he says, “We do not
define races because biological data compels us so to do. Rather society begins with an a
priori division of humanity into different races for which it subsequently finds a rationale
in certain physical characteristics.”81 Similarly, social anthropologist Audrey Smedley
argues that early conceptions of race
imposed social meanings on physical variations among human groups that served
as the basis for the structuring of the total society. Since that time many people in
the West have continued to link human identity to external physical features. We
have been socialized to an ideology about the meaning of these differences based
on a notion of heredity and permanence that was unknown in the ancient world
and in the Middle Ages.82
The ideology of race—that is, the commonly held attitudes, beliefs, and values about
what race is and what race means, as well as the dominant discourses that shape those
attitudes, beliefs, and values—allows us to see race because we first believe it exists.
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A common thread connecting the work of critical race scholars (and critical
scholarship more generally) is Antonio Gramsci’s concept of hegemony, specifically the
way it illuminates contemporary narratives of race in the mass media. Writing while
incarcerated as a prisoner under Mussolini’s regime, Gramsci developed a theory of
hegemony in order to explain how power is managed in capitalist societies, not so much
through the use of direct, coercive force, but rather through social and cultural processes
that naturalize the interests of the ruling class into “common sense.”83 From a critical
perspective, racial categories are deployed hegemonically in popular culture in ways that
essentialize the identity of the racialized other; these stereotypical representations, over
time, become accepted by many as commonsensical portrayals of the way things “really”
are. In Unthinking Eurocentrism, Ella Shohat and Robert Stam recognize the opportunity
for contesting damaging hegemonic (or “authentic”) portrayals of the racialized other,
while at the same time cautioning against the uncritical push towards securing “better” or
“more positive” representations. The “‘positive image’ approach” to addressing racist
stereotypes, as the authors describe it, “assumes a bourgeois morality intimately linked to
status quo politics” that often contradicts, oversimplifies, or distorts the self-image that
disempowered groups want to portray.84
The effects of dominant narratives of race and representation, although farreaching, are never totalizing. Opportunities for struggle abound, and Torres points out
that “a complex, and often resistant, spectatorship [is] engendered by the sheer
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egregiousness of such stereotypes among minoritarian subjects.”85 Although those
classified as “white” have enjoyed the relative anonymity and invisibility of this racial
category and the material benefits and power that come with the ideology of whiteness,
some scholars, like Gilroy, argue that they too can benefit from efforts to “free ourselves
from the bonds of all raciology.”86 Despite their position of power, the category of race
detrimentally affects whites as well, “because in endowing them with the alchemical
magic of racial mastery, it has distorted and delimited their experiences and
consciousness in other ways.” “Black and white are bonded together,” he argues, “by the
mechanisms of ‘race’ that estrange them from each other and amputate their common
humanity.”87
Like authenticity, the negotiation of racial categories and the ideologies that prop
them up entail a complex intersection between gender, sexuality, class, family, nation,
and the body. Race, in other words, is never just “race”—it always signifies something
else, something beyond color or physical characteristics. David R. Roediger, for example,
has argued that “the most pressing task for historians of race and class is not to draw
precise lines separating race and class but to draw lines connecting race and class.”88 In
her provocatively-titled essay “Selling Hot Pussy” bell hooks argues that “black female
beauty is constructed, not innate or inherent.”89 hooks identifies popular culture, and
popular music in particular, as a primary site where the relationship between gender, race,
and sexuality are managed. She argues that, “In song lyrics, ‘the butt’ is talked about in
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ways that attempt to challenge racist assumptions that suggest it is an ugly sign of
inferiority, even as it remains a sexualized sign.”90 Linda Mizejewski highlights certain
early twentieth century texts (like Florenz Ziegfeld’s American Magazine writings on
female beauty) “whose ‘advice’ was actually the definition of female beauty as racially
white, nonethnic, and categorized into ‘types’ similar to those being used by the era’s
eugenics movement.”91
What this scholarship indicates is that studying the rhetoric of authenticity
requires a critical understanding of race and the complex ways in which it becomes an
“essential” criteria for authenticating both self and object in certain popular contexts, like
the blues. Stuart Hall discusses the potential negative effects of essentialist discourses of
blackness in the pursuit of a progressive racial politics when he says, “The moment the
signifier ‘black’ is torn from its historical, cultural, and political embedding and lodged in
a biologically constituted racial category, we valorize, by inversion, the very ground of
the racism we are trying to deconstruct.”92 Biologic discourses of race may not signify
authenticity in every context, but it is important that critics are prepared to encounter it
and possess the necessary tools for investigating its rhetorical effects. In the section that
follows, I illustrate the relationship between the authenticity of self and object with a
brief analysis of a popular blues text, the film Black Snake Moan. This film is a good
example of the way race, and constructions of blackness in particular, are central to
authenticating narratives about the blues. Black Snake Moan also shows how a criticalrhetorical approach to understanding race permits valuable insights into the negotiation of
authenticity.
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The Rhetoric of Authenticity in Black Snake Moan
A complex intersection of racial, gender, and class politics is often negotiated in
the construction of the authentic self or object, and it is in this construction that one can
locate much of the rhetorical power of authenticity. Historically, to call a blues musician
authentic is also to make a claim about the perceived racial purity of that artist, and such
claims always entail a power struggle over the right to claim this or that music/race/artist
as “authentic.” In cases like these it is important to ask whose interests are being served
in the struggle over authenticity, for this struggle points to the way authenticity functions
as a disguise for concerns over other important social issues.
Craig Brewer’s film Black Snake Moan opened in theaters in early spring 2007
with an ad campaign that seemed destined to generate controversy. Promotional posters
featured images of a pale, scantily-clad Christina Ricci seated on her bare knees against a
weathered-looking, “vintage” brown background, with one end of a heavy-gauge chain
locked around her bare waist and the other held firmly in the hands of a towering Samuel
L. Jackson, sporting a balding head and gray beard and dressed in dark work pants and a
stained white tank top. Black Snake Moan is the second in a planned trilogy of musicthemed films from writer-director Brewer, who also wrote and directed the 2005 Oscarwinning film Hustle and Flow. Where Hustle and Flow explores topics such as race,
class, and sex through the lens of Memphis’ hip hop scene, Black Snake Moan tackles
similar issues with a narrative that is firmly grounded in the blues. Set in the deep South,
the film features a blues soundtrack with songs from legendary southern artists like R. L.
Burnside, Jessie Mae Hemphill, and Bobby Rush, in addition to performances from
younger blues-rock groups like the Black Keys and the North Mississippi Allstars.
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Interestingly enough, the individual featured most prominently on the film
soundtrack is Samuel L. Jackson, who portrays aging bluesman Lazarus in the film. He
sings six songs in the film itself, four of which appear on the soundtrack album.
Jackson’s role as a featured performer on the album raises some important questions
about the concept of authenticity, which is central to the film’s overall feel and rhetorical
appeal. If David Grazian is correct in arguing that blackness is one of the dominant
signifiers of authenticity in the blues, how does Jackson’s status as a wealthy and
accomplished Hollywood actor—certainly a far cry from the blues artists whose songs he
covers in the film—complicate the authenticity of his performance?93 Does Jackson’s
blackness compensate for his lack of musical ethos?
Judging from the film’s overall aesthetic alone, it seems clear that Brewer and his
creative team went to great lengths to create “authentic” representations of the blues in
Black Snake Moan. The film opens with black and white archival footage of Son House
(one of the founding fathers of early Mississippi Delta blues) giving a grandfatherly
lecture on what “real” blues is all about:
Ain’t but one kind of blues, and that consists between male and female that’s in
love. In love, just like I sung one of them songs a while ago when I put a verse in
there, say that, “Love hides all faults, make you do things you don’t want to
do/Love sometimes will leave you feeling sad and blue.” I’m talking about the
blues now, I ain’t talking about monkey junk. And it consists between male and
female. And that means two people, supposed to be in love when one or the other
deceives the other through their love.
It seems reasonable to assume that some, if not most casual viewers will be unfamiliar
with Son House, especially those who are not schooled in Delta blues history. The
concept of authenticity still circulates in the footage, however, overriding this
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unfamiliarity with shorthand signifiers like House’s steel body guitar and southern
dialect, his black body and furrowed brow. House’s claim that the blues can only be
experienced by a man and a woman who are in love with each other, situated strategically
at the outset of film’s narrative, also naturalizes dominant ideologies of normative malefemale heterosexual partnership as a prerequisite for authenticity in the blues. The
following scene, which shows Ricci’s character Rae having sex with her boyfriend
Ronnie (played by Justin Timberlake) to the rhythmic bass drum and electric guitar of the
Black Keys’ “When the Lights Go Out,” reinforces House’s words in both image and
sound: “Don’t it hurt so bad/Standing in the sun/The bottom of your heart/You don’t love
no one/You can be/Oh so mean/I just can’t see/No in-between/You know what the sun’s
all about when the lights go out.”
Symbols commonly identified with the deep South function as additional visual
signifiers of authenticity. For example, as Rae walks into town along an old country road
in one scene, the camera surveys corn fields, John Deere tractors and other pieces of
ancient farm equipment, and local farmers selling watermelons from the backs of old
pickup trucks. Beyond the edge of town lies Lazarus’ residence, a small country shack
with a large front porch and peeling paint that suggests his lower class standing.
Although Lazarus seems to live comfortably, unmistakable images of poverty surround
his residence, from the battered mailbox and dirty floorboards, to his ex-wife’s
complaints about the lack of proper heating in the house. The circulation of these images
in the larger symbolic economy of authenticity in the film is an important part of “the
rhetorical practice of linking authenticity of the blues to primitiveness that makes the
issue of representation and power a particularly salient one for critique.”94
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In terms of the music, Black Snake Moan makes an interesting study of
authenticity for its focus on North Mississippi hill country blues, a sub-genre of
American blues that is performed by artists such as Junior Kimbrough, Jessie Mae
Hemphill, and of course R. L. Burnside, to whom Brewer dedicates the film. While
American blues music has become thoroughly commodified, from B. B. King’s
appearances in televised commercials for diabetes home testing equipment to the national
House of Blues restaurant and club chain, hill country blues, with its vamping one-chord
rhythms, haunting, atmospheric guitar lines, and song lengths that far exceed the time
limits imposed by commercial radio, differs from the typical 12-bar, I-IV-V chord
structure of Chicago blues (about which more in the next chapter), allowing listeners the
fantasy that it has avoided the commercial appropriation that has transformed prewar
Delta blues songs like “Cross Road Blues” and “Sweet Home Chicago” into tired clichés.
Black Snake Moan draws on this “untainted” hill country blues tradition as a
source of authenticity for Jackson’s character in the film. In a short documentary included
as a special feature on the DVD release, Brewer and musical director Scott Bomar
discuss the time Jackson invested in order to learn the songs he performs on screen. As
Jackson is neither a trained guitarist nor vocalist, he spent many hours learning how to
play guitar, and even worked closely with veteran southern bluesman Big Jack Johnson
until he was able to actually play all of the songs in the film. In another interesting
symbolic gesture to Jackson/Lazarus’ authenticity, Brewer mentions in the DVD director
commentary that Johnson’s gold teeth inspired the look of the Lazarus character. Jackson
sings the songs in addition to learning guitar, and the results of the time he spent
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woodshedding earned him the praise of music critics from esteemed publications like
Rolling Stone and Living Blues.95
During one of Lazarus’ performances, the camera trains on dark scars on the
bluesman’s body, suggesting a life marked by years of hard labor in the field and violent
encounters in the “blood bucket jukes” he once frequented. The viewer’s attention is
directed toward Lazarus’ weathered fingers during the first song he performs, a faithful
interpretation of R. L. Burnside’s 1968 arrangement of the traditional “Just Like a Bird
Without a Feather.” Drunk, with his hand wrapped in a bandana to protect an injury he
sustained in a barroom confrontation earlier that evening, Jackson’s character effortlessly
tunes his guitar as the camera focuses on the movement of his fingers across the strings.
It is immediately apparent that Lazarus—and more importantly, Jackson himself—knows
his way around the instrument. Close-up shots of his fingers plucking out chords and
single note leads in typical hill country fashion combine with similar close-ups of his face
as he sings the song, emphasizing that it is indeed Jackson, rather than a double, handling
the vocals and picking the guitar strings.96 Jackson sings:
Just like a bird without a feather, you know I’m lost without your love/
Just like a bird without a feather, you know I’m lost without your love/
You know I need your loving, just like the angels need heaven above.
Well I shot that woman, shot her ’cuz she done me wrong/
Well I love that woman, says she don’t love no one but me/
But I caught that woman cheating, now our home ain’t where it used to be.
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Jackson’s abrupt shift from violent misogyny to loving husband in the second verse is
representative of a longstanding expression of violence against women in the lyrics of
blues songs, and points to ways in which the negotiation of authenticity can continue to
perpetuate expressions of gendered violence and patriarchal control.
Black Snake Moan underscores how misogyny, unfortunately, is an old and
recurring theme in the blues, and one that often functions to authenticate the artist
enacting violence against women symbolically through song. The authenticity of
Jackson’s performance is therefore reinforced by his participation in this tradition that
deploys the trope of woman as the recipient of a male agent’s violence. The agents of
violence in these songs are usually the singers themselves, giving the lyrics and
performance an autobiographical quality that rhetorically presents them as an authentic
expression of the artists’ lived experience. To consider one example, prewar blues artist
Blind Willie McTell issues an early iteration of “your ass is mine” to his unfaithful lover
in his 1933 recording of “Southern Can Mama”: “Now looka here mama, let me explain
you this/You want to get crooked, I’ll even give you my fist/Read from Revelations, back
to Genesis/You get crooked, your southern can belongs to me.” McTell’s threats of brutal
physical violence (later in the song, he threatens to punch his lover “through that barbed
wire fence”) and the countless prewar and postwar songs like “Southern Can Mama”
clearly influence Jackson’s rendition of “Just Like a Bird Without a Feather,” even if
indirectly, while suggesting that misogyny is an important signifier of masculine
authenticity in the blues: One must be violent, or at least capable of the threat of violence,
in order to be an authentic blues artist. In this sense, “authenticity” in the blues has a
palpable dark side: representational realness is often achieved through overt acts of
cruelty against women the artists claim to love. As Brian Ward argues,
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In the male blues tradition, women were paradoxically depicted as both the
primary source of disorder and grief in the black man’s world and as
indispensable to his happiness and self-esteem. Women in the blues were sirens:
irresistible yet lethal, they were to be loved, but more importantly, to be tamed
and controlled.97
Brutality, in other words, is often a troubling part of the stamp of the “real” in the blues.
Lazarus/Jackson performs many other songs throughout the film, including the
sexually suggestive Blind Lemon Jefferson-penned composition from which the movie
gets its title, but the more provocative are actually the two songs he sings with a backing
electric band at a local juke joint. The club was not a studio set, but rather an actual juke
joint located in Brewer’s hometown of Memphis. Decorated with traditional juke
adornments like old carpet, strings of Christmas lights, and sheets of particle board, the
tiny club provides the setting for Lazarus’ first public performance after spending years
away from the stage. Singing from a microphone that is conspicuously duct-taped to its
stand, Jackson greets his band members, played by real life musicians Cedric Burnside
(R. L. Burnside’s grandson) and Kenny Brown, a white guitarist who performed for many
years as the elder Burnside’s “adopted son.” Both Cedric and Brown toured and recorded
regularly with R. L. Burnside before he passed in 2005, and their participation in Black
Snake Moan lends a boost of credibility and “authenticity” to both the film and Jackson’s
performance (admittedly, this likely only applies to viewers who recognize the actual
relationship between the artists). The trio kicks off with Burnside’s original “Alice Mae,”
also performed faithfully to Burnside’s arrangements, followed by “Stack-O-Lee.” Closeups of Jackson singing the lyrics live are interspersed with multiple shots of the nearly
all-black audience, most of whom are dancing in a sexually evocative manner that recalls
pervasive stereotypes of African Americans as hyper-sexual and animalistic. These
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stereotypes are further reinforced through the film’s title, where “black snake,” of course,
does not refer to a dark reptile or to Blind Lemon Jefferson’s blindness, as musical
director Bomar suggests in the special features available on the DVD.98
Multiple layers of alterity are constructed through the deployment of racial
stereotypes, the hyper-sexed body, nostalgia for the past, and misogyny in Black Snake
Moan, and these all contribute to the rhetoric of authenticity surrounding
Jackson/Lazarus’ performance in the film. Despite the potentially troubling effects of the
reification of symbolic, discursively-constructed categories like race or gender, the film
does offer an opportunity for a reading that challenges the dominance of the signifier
blackness as a marker of authenticity. Although Jackson’s voice is featured on the songs
he performs in the film and its accompanying soundtrack, his guitar work is overdubbed
by Kenny Brown. It is important to note that Brown’s participation in the film and
soundtrack is not hidden from viewers. The DVD release highlights footage of him
working in the studio on the album’s soundtrack along with other white blues artists such
as Charlie Musselwhite and members of the North Mississippi Allstars, and Lazarus
greets him and the young Cedric Burnside by their actual first names when he steps onto
stage for the juke joint scene. Director Brewer makes it clear that although Jackson
worked long hours learning to play the guitar, when you see him pluck those strings on
film it is Brown’s music coming through the speakers. In this sense, Brown’s authority as
a musician and close relationship with the late Burnside authenticates Jackson. However,
while Brown’s participation may challenge the relationship between blackness and
98 On the song “Black Snake Moan,” see also Alan Govenar, “Blind Lemon Jefferson: The Myth and the
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authenticity in the blues, it simply replaces one racial category for another—white for
black—and in the process does little to question the racial underpinnings of authenticity.
The negotiation of authenticity in Black Snake Moan reveals an important, if not
fundamental, characteristic of authenticity that will be explored more deeply in the next
four chapters: its ambiguity. Authenticity is less a thing as it is a process or rhetorical
quality, and as such it refuses to be easily categorized or defined—even though its public
face evokes stability. While this may be frustrating for the reader who hopes to determine
if a given person, object, or experience is “authentic” or “inauthentic,” this study will
explore how this drive to know the “true” nature of things is more important rhetorically
than the final verdict itself. Put differently, one can get a richer sense of “authenticity”
not by deciding if it exists, but rather by tracking its rhetorical effects and the processes
through which it mediates everyday texts and experiences. Black Snake Moan, like the
texts analyzed in future chapters, gives us insight into many of these effects and
processes through which authenticity is negotiated. More specifically, my reading of the
film, and especially Jackson’s performance as an aged, veteran bluesman, encourages us
to consider whose interests are being served when authenticity is being articulated in
image and sound. This reinforces the relationship between power and alterity in the
discourse of authenticity, signified through the film’s portrayal of Jackson as a
mysterious, black other. The white Kenny Brown’s paradoxical “authenticity” in the film
also shows that negotiations of authenticity are open to alternative and resistive readings,
further emphasizing the ambiguity of the concept.
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Toward a Rhetoric of Authenticity
By exploring the rhetoric of authenticity in Black Snake Moan I have tried to
show that authenticity is a complex category or “battleground” of meanings that often
entails a continual search for a kind of object, self, or experience that has no “objective
existence.” Instead, authenticity is always the product of rhetorical, discursive struggle,
and standards for judging authenticity are therefore in a constant state of flux. As
MacNeil and Mak memorably describe it, authenticity “is a creature of circumstance.
What it means to be authentic continues to change, and the parameters and content of
authenticity are always under negotiation. Authenticity provides a semblance of stability
and a mode by which each disciplinary area can function.”99 A rhetorical theory of
authenticity must be a malleable framework for understanding a category that is both
elusive and transitory. It should allow critics to test authenticity’s potential to underwrite
oppressive beliefs and practices (racism, tokenism, colonialism) as well as provide those
who seek it with a sense of wholeness or comfort, however fleeting or tenuous that may
be. Finally, a rhetorical theory of authenticity must offer critics innovative ways of
thinking about the relationship between rhetoric and the world around us more broadly.

Method
It may come as a surprise to some readers to learn that the present study is not,
despite its title and focus, about the blues. This study is first and foremost concerned with
authenticity and the ways in which it is negotiated, contested, and struggled over
rhetorically. Tackling a subject as broad as “the rhetoric of authenticity” in every social
or cultural context has the potential to be a mammoth undertaking, perhaps more than any
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author could reasonably cover in a single study. For this reason I have chosen to narrow
my focus to the rhetoric of authenticity in the realm of blues music and culture in the U.S.
By restricting the study’s scope to a more manageable collection of blues texts, I am
better able to provide conclusions about the rhetoric of authenticity than if I were to
attempt to cover a variety of disparate texts from across the vast horizon of popular
culture—conclusions that, importantly, can also be applied to understanding how
authenticity works beyond the blues world. In this way, I strive to model Roderick P.
Hart and Suzanne Daughton’s call for rhetorical critics to be “modest and cautious”
samplers of texts, with the understanding that “what the critic gives up in scope is offset
by the power of insight made available.”100
My choice to focus on the blues is not an arbitrary one. Judging from the
prologue that preceded this introductory chapter, the reader likely already suspects that
the blues holds a special place of interest for this author. I have consciously tried to make
my personal investment in the blues as clear as possible, rather than evoke a dubious air
of scholarly disinterest and objectivity with the subject at hand. Over the past fourteen
years the blues has become an integral part of my identity, and throughout this study I
draw on my love and knowledge of the music to inform my analysis of the codes of
authenticity, both in the blues and beyond it. It is my hope that readers will come to this
study with varying degrees of familiarity with the blues idiom, and as such will bring
their own unique perspectives and assessments on the rhetoric of authenticity. As we will
see, authenticity, in all its ambiguity, is malleable enough to accommodate a variety of
alternative viewpoints.
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My analysis in the following chapters uses a case study approach that is organized
inductively. Rather than embark on this journey guided by an a priori set of immovable
theoretical assumptions, the study proceeds inductively, examining specific texts or sets
of texts that in turn illuminate the larger dimensions of the rhetoric of authenticity. Each
case study is therefore put in the service of formulating a general rhetorical theory of
authenticity. The primary method of analysis used in this study is rhetorical criticism, a
mode of critical inquiry that employs close textual analysis, or what Brummett defines as
the “mindful, disciplined reading of an object with a view to deeper understanding of its
meanings.”101 The closest I come to moving deductively in this study is in the first
chapter, where I propose that the blues is a rhetorical genre and then delineate three
formal characteristics of that genre—aesthetics, identity, and imitation—to help organize
the case studies that follow. These characteristics, however, are meant to merely guide,
rather than structure, my rhetorical analysis. I wait until the final conclusion to crystalize
the various insights of each case study into a more coherent, theoretical “whole.”
In addition, each case study is directed by additional theoretical or methodological
frameworks that guide the analysis (but without overdetermining what that analysis
uncovers). In the second chapter, this methodological framework is oral history, one that
is generally underutilized in communication studies.102 Put simply, oral history is “the
more general process of gathering, by tape-recorded means, reminiscences,
interpretations, and accounts of the recent past.”103 Although “its aim is historical in
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nature,”104 oral history is a useful approach for critical scholarship as well, because it
allows the critic to do something that is less common in rhetorical studies: creating (or
better put, co-creating) primary source documents (like interview transcripts) that are ripe
for analysis. Like many other qualitative research approaches (e.g., ethnography,
participant observation), oral history is a labor-intensive and time-consuming method, but
its rewards are great. This chapter also draws on Brummett’s recent work on the rhetoric
of style to guide my reading of the interview transcripts. Race is an important category in
this chapter and throughout the study, and it comes into particular relief in the third and
fourth chapters. These chapters will use critical race and whiteness theory as theoretical
road maps for guiding each close reading. The remaining pages of this introduction
preview the texts and subject matter of each chapter.

Chapter Preview
The first chapter serves as a starting point for the three central case studies that
make up the remainder of this study. The chapter begins with a history of the blues and
its development from a black southern art form to a global commodity. This history,
although necessarily brief, functions as a helpful primer for readers whose familiarity
with the genre may be limited to Stevie Ray Vaughan and B. B. King, as well as the
seasoned, lifelong blues fan. This history serves as more than a simple chronological
timeline, however. In addition to offering a “greatest hits” of the artists and styles that
make up the blues, I also focus on the racial, class, and gender politics of the idiom, and
why these make the blues a productive text for scholars interested in studying the rhetoric
of authenticity. I pay particular attention to the unique sound of the blues, an important
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element to consider in relation to what it means to be an “authentic” blues musician.
Finally, I set up the case studies that follow by discussing how the blues comprises a
rhetorical genre that displays specific formal characteristics (again, aesthetics, identity,
and imitation) that have important implications for the rhetorical study of authenticity.
The second chapter narrows in focus from the historical overview of the previous
chapter down to a specific local blues scene in Austin, Texas. This chapter draws on my
extensive oral history work in the Austin blues community in order to examine how
professional blues artists there understand and negotiate the concept of authenticity in
their music and performances. Although each musician has unique experiences to narrate,
they typically filter their life narratives through the blues, or what they often refer to as
“our music”—that is, the vernacular musical language of this particular, largely black
community. More to the point, Chapter Two explores the way the narrators in these
interviews construct “authenticity” rhetorically along a style/substance binary. In this
way, the chapter demonstrates how aesthetics is intimately tied to notions of authenticity
in the blues, and more broadly, throughout popular culture itself. The chapter also builds
a case by example for the importance of using oral history as a research method in
communication and rhetorical studies.
Chapter Three focuses on popular representations of the blues in the national
publication Living Blues magazine. This chapter delves deeper into the complex racial
and identity politics that underpin the construction of blues authenticity. Specifically, I
draw on the concept of “race consciousness” from the field of critical race theory in order
to explore the magazine’s activist approach to covering the blues idiom. Living Blues has
a long-running policy of focusing specifically on African American blues artists. The
chapter reveals how this approach, while well-intentioned, is fraught with problematic
constructions of black essentialism and racial stereotypes that appeal to what King calls
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the “primitive blues subject.”105 In light of these troubling rhetorical constructions, I
consider whether or not the magazine has the potential to promote a progressive dialogue
about race and authenticity.
Chapter Four continues the study’s exploration of popular blues representations
by turning its attention to the 1980 comedy-musical The Blues Brothers, starring John
Belushi and Dan Aykroyd. Here, I argue that The Blues Brothers is an example of
contemporary minstrelsy and “symbolic blackface.” The film and its numerous spinoffs
demonstrate the extent to which minstrelsy continues to influence popular culture today
(and the racial politics of entertainment more broadly). More specifically, I argue that
Belushi and Aykroyd’s performance of blackface (which is symbolic in the sense that
they don’t literally “blacken up”) reinforces the invisibility of normative whiteness and
promotes white control of the blues, thus demonstrating the complex relationship
between imitation, whiteness, and authenticity in contemporary American popular
culture. The chapter concludes with a comparison between Living Blues and The Blues
Brothers that considers the ideological and rhetorical consequences of the texts’ different
approaches to promoting black blues artists.
Following Chapter Four, the study concludes with an assessment of the case
studies and what they teach us about the rhetoric of authenticity beyond the specific
realm of blues music. I offer two brief examples to illustrate the continued importance of
authenticity today: one from the benediction at Barack Obama’s inauguration, and the
other from a novelist’s National Public Radio report on the authenticity of food. Here I
ruminate on the larger themes, issues, and concerns about blues authenticity that will be
of interest to rhetorical scholars studying other popular culture texts. I go on to highlight
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three theoretical principles that are important for framing a rhetoric of authenticity: 1)
Authenticity is always context-based, 2) Authenticity is wrapped up in the aesthetic, and
3) Authenticity is both ideological and political. Finally, I demonstrate that authenticity is
a central problem for the field of communication studies today, and that it cannot be fully
appreciated without addressing its rhetorical characteristics.
Authenticity is a concept that has been written on extensively, and ultimately, this
project attempts to show why it continues to be a productive object of study despite all of
this scholarly attention, especially for communication and rhetorical scholars. The blues
is just one site (and a particularly fascinating one, as I hope to show) where authenticity
echoes with particular resonance, and this journey through authenticity in the blues will
allow readers to connect the abstract, ambiguous category of “authenticity” to concrete
texts in popular culture. By taking this journey, readers will not only become thoroughly
versed in the negotiation of authenticity in the blues, but will also be able to better
appreciate how authenticity works its rhetorical magic elsewhere, often where we least
expect it.
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Chapter 1
“Getting” the Blues
The blues ain’t nothing but a good man feeling bad, thinking about the woman he
once was with.
—Willie Brown, aka Blind Dog Fulton, aka Smokehouse Brown, to Eugene
Martone, aka Lightnin’ Boy, Crossroads106

In the 1986 film Crossroads, actor Joe Seneca, playing a fictionalized version of
famed Delta blues artist Willie Brown, comforts Ralph Macchio’s Eugene Martone with
this bit of hard-earned wisdom about blues life when the disheartened Juilliard prodigy
gets his first real taste of what the blues feels like. Martone has just woken up after a long
night performing to an enthusiastic crowd of black patrons at a juke joint somewhere
deep in the Mississippi Delta, only to discover that Frances, a traveling companion he has
fallen for, abruptly parted ways with the group in the early morning hours without saying
goodbye. The scene marks a pivotal moment in the young guitarist’s tutelage under the
elder Brown, the point at which he makes the transition from being just another white boy
peddling “soul from the golden ghetto,” as Brown describes it earlier in the film, to a
supposedly legit bluesman who possesses not only musical skill and chops, but the
mileage to back them up. Soaked from the rainstorm outside, Martone takes a stiff drink
of whiskey, grabs his guitar and slide, and proceeds to convey the depth of his heartbreak
with a spontaneous slow blues instrumental.
His first original composition in the context of the film’s narrative, Martone’s
“Feelin’ Bad Blues” (performed on the accompanying soundtrack by Grammy-winning
musician Ry Cooder) functions as a musical response to one of the central questions that
106
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lies at the heart of this rather terrible buddy tale: What is the blues? In the liner notes to
his 1999 album Continental Drifter, veteran harmonica player Charlie Musselwhite
answers with one of the most accessible definitions that I know of. “Some people say that
blues is twelve bars and three chords,” he writes. “I say blues is deeper than that. Blues is
a feeling. It can go anywhere. It can come from anywhere. When I hear any music with
feeling, it’s blues to me.”107 Both Musselwhite and Seneca’s character offer definitions
that address the centrality of feeling in the blues, but the elegance of Musselwhite’s
narrative lies in its simplicity and the way it mediates the dialectical tension between two
opposing views: Those who would define the blues as a mechanical, codified collection
of notes that follow particular melodic patterns and chord progressions; and those, such
as blues scholar Paul Garon, who define it as the natural, “primitive” expression of pain
and suffering through song. In his book Blues and the Poetic Spirit, Garon asserts that the
blues conveys “uncluttered [read: authentic] descriptions of human life” and “remains
close to its instinctual sources, relatively unalienated, and unashamedly primitive.”108
Musselwhite is able to avoid such definitions altogether, and although he casts a wide net
that captures musical forms not typically understood as American blues—flamenco, fado,
or classical Indian music, for example—the emphasis he places on “feeling” offers a way
of reckoning with the ineffability of the blues and music more broadly.
In order to really answer the question “What is the blues?” then, one must first
admit that such an endeavor is in some sense an impossible one. Much like Louis
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Armstrong is rumored to have said about the elusive ontological nature of jazz—“If you
have to ask, you’ll never know”—the blues is best understood through one’s corporal
experience in a club or concert hall rather than the scholarly stutterings of an academic
monograph like this one. The written word is simply not equipped to fully convey the
visceral sensations evoked by sound—but that does not mean one cannot, or should not,
try to convey them anyway. This chapter is an attempt to do just that, and my purpose
here is twofold: First, to provide a historical overview of the blues and its longstanding
relationship to authenticity that I hope will function as a useful primer for both uninitiated
readers as well as lifelong fans of the idiom, and second, to explain what it means to
conceptualize the blues not just as a musical genre (that can be distinguished from, say,
jazz, rock, or hip hop), but also as a rhetorical genre possessing certain formal elements
that in turn have important implications for the study of authenticity.
To this end, the chapter proceeds as follows: I begin by tracing the blues’
historical and geographical trajectory, starting with its origins in the American South up
through the beginning of World War II, and focusing particularly on blues music in this
period as a site of counter-hegemonic resistance for southern blacks. Next, I discuss the
postwar boom and Great Migration of black laborers into industrial cities like Chicago
that led to the subsequent blues revival and British movement of the 1960s. Finally, I
explore the cultural resurgences of recent decades that have pushed the blues into the
international spotlight, making it a truly global commodity in the twenty-first century.
Midway through this larger historical discussion I zoom in on a particular local blues
scene in Austin, a city with its own rich blues history that is often neglected in popular
chronicles of the genre. Despite Texas’ important place in blues history, many people
inevitably think of cities like Chicago or Memphis when they think of the blues. It is
precisely because Austin has been overlooked by blues historians that the city’s local
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blues scene becomes a particularly fertile site for studying authenticity. Austin’s
conspicuous exclusion from the larger blues mythos surrounding, say, urban Chicago and
the Mississippi Delta, helps spotlight the rhetorical construction of authenticity in even
greater relief. And because Austin has been less affected by popular fantasies about the
blues, this historical overview of the city’s scene will also provide a helpful prelude to
Chapter Two, which offers an in-depth analysis of the relationship between aesthetics and
authenticity from the unique perspective of Austin blues musicians. In the last section of
this chapter, I identify the formal characteristics of the blues genre that are important for
fleshing out a rhetorical theory of authenticity: identity, aesthetics, and imitation. Later
chapters will present case studies that explore the way authenticity is negotiated with
respect to each of these generic features.

The Blues and Authenticity: A Synoptic History
It’s the story of a small and deprived group of people who created, against
tremendous odds, something that has enriched us all.
—Robert Palmer, Deep Blues109

Since its emergence in the mid-1970s, rap has grown to become the dominant
form of contemporary African American musical and cultural expression in the U.S., but
the blues, an older African American musical idiom with West African roots, continues
to enjoy widespread popularity around the globe. In his introduction to the exhaustive All
Music Guide to the Blues, Cub Koda describes the blues as “a bedrock musical form” that
“has always been here.”110 In fact, its origins can be traced back at least as far as the early
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1900s, when artists like Gertrude “Ma” Rainey and W. C. Handy claimed they first heard
songs that were representative of the genre.111 Although its popularity and demographics
have shifted considerably in the ensuing decades, the blues has witnessed a number of
important “cultural revivals” in recent years, prompted in part by historical CD reissues
of influential Mississippi Delta artists like Robert Johnson.112
The blues experienced such a revival in 2003, at least nominally, after the U.S.
Senate declared it the “Year of the Blues” in an effort “to bring long overdue recognition
to one of America’s most important music forms.”113 That year saw the premier of The
Blues on PBS, an extensive seven-part documentary film series executive produced by
Martin Scorsese. Accompanying the documentary’s release was a companion book by the
same title, twenty CD compilations, and a thirteen-part radio series inspired by the films.
More recently, Craig Brewer’s 2007 film Black Snake Moan brought the regional style of
North Mississippi hill country blues to movie screens around the world, and in 2008,
Darnell Martin’s movie Cadillac Records cast Adrien Brody and pop star Beyoncé in a
dramatization of the story of Chicago blues label Chess Records, thus introducing a mass
audience to the sounds of Windy City blues icons like Etta James, Muddy Waters, and
Little Walter. Films like these, along with cultural centers like the Delta Blues Museum
or the B. B. King Museum and Delta Interpretive Center, continue to drive a thriving
tourism industry in important geographical blues sites like Chicago and Clarksdale,
Mississippi, where hundreds of thousands of visitors make yearly pilgrimages to attend
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blues festivals, visit museums and historical gravesites, searching for an elusive
“authenticity” in back alley clubs and country juke joints.114
Over the past century the blues has evolved into a powerful cultural force with a
worldwide (and since the 1960s, predominantly white) audience, and its widespread
influence on popular music is evident in genres such as jazz, rock, funk, and, most
recently, rap and hip hop. Its historical and contemporary significance is complex, and
they can best be understood as a long, often contentious process of influence, negotiation,
and appropriation between African American musicians and the dominant culture
industry. For example, the scholar Georg Lipsitz argues that popular music and the blues
in particular are created through “a dialogic process” that is “embedded in collective
history and nurtured by the ingenuity of artists interested in fashioning icons of
opposition.”115 By highlighting its oppositional nature, Lipsitz draws attention to how the
blues and other forms of popular musical expression open spaces for contesting the
hegemonic norms of dominant society. For blues artists and audiences, the blues creates
opportunities for opening political spaces of contestation, identity formation,
emancipation, and cultural appropriation. More importantly for this study, the concept of
authenticity has become an ubiquitous part of these power struggles. For now, let us
return to the beginning where the blues all started.
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White Violence, Black Agency: Early History and the Sound of Prewar Blues (18601939)
In her 1969 book The Sound of Soul, the late professor Phyl Garland reminds us,
“It should never be forgotten that the sound of soul has also been the sound of
suffering.”116 Indeed, the emergence of the blues and its close relative, soul, as distinct
musical idioms must be examined in relation to the historical context and specific
material conditions that affected the creation and development of early black music in
America. The so-called “father of the blues,” W. C. Handy, claimed he first discovered
blues music when he encountered an itinerant slide guitar player in Tutwiler, Mississippi
in 1903 or 1904.117 The preconditions for the blues’ development can actually be located
much earlier, in the long history of institutionalized racism, forced enslavement, and the
myriad acts of systemic violence enacted on southern blacks by whites throughout the
United States’ early history. Although it is impossible to identify a precise year when the
blues first formed, Clyde Woods situates the birth of the blues “after the overthrow of
Reconstruction,” when
unmediated African American voices were routinely silenced through the
imposition of a new regime of censorship based on exile, assassination and
massacre. The blues became an alternative form of communication, analysis,
moral intervention, observation, celebration for a new generation that had
witnessed slavery, freedom, and unfreedom in rapid succession between 1860 and
1875.118
According to Woods, the blues was an agentive response from southern blacks to the
violence and oppression that pervaded the American South. Interestingly, he further
describes the blues as an epistemology, or way of knowing, that “ensure[d] the autonomy
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of thought and action in the midst of constant surveillance and violence,” and became a
“highly developed introspective and universalist system of social thought.”119 Houston A.
Baker, Jr. conceptualizes blues as a kind of cultural matrix, “a point of ceaseless input
and output, a web of intersecting, crisscrossing impulses always in productive transit”
and an “enabling script in which Afro-American cultural discourse is inscribed.”120 As
both a source of knowledge and a way of knowing, the blues is more than a simple
musical art—it becomes a symbolic resource for unifying oppressed blacks, “a way of
being” in the world and a direct means of consciousness-raising for the black
community.121
This blues worldview that these authors describe also countered the culture of
victimization that undermined the agency of southern black subjects in the years
following the Civil War, a fact noted by several scholars. As Ira Berlin argues, even in
the face of abject violence and domination, “former slaves . . . refused to be dehumanized
by dehumanizing treatment. On the narrowest of grounds and in the most difficult of
circumstances, they created and sustained life in the form of families, churches, and
associations of all kinds.”122 This often included cultural and artistic practices such as
“story, music, dance, and cuisine,” of which the blues, of course, was an integral part.123
For Garland, the blues is comprised of “intense, highly personal and telling depictions of
the human condition expressed with a cutting candor.”124 In his influential study Blues
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People, the poet and scholar Leroi Jones (Amiri Baraka) further emphasizes the distinctly
personal edge that characterizes blues music as an articulation of the artist’s subjectivity.
“Early blues,” he argues, “was also perhaps the most impressive expression of the
Negro’s individuality within the superstructure of American society.”125 And British
blues scholar Paul Oliver argues that the blues is ultimately “a state of mind” and “a
means whereby a man may give expression to his feelings.”126
Institutionalized racism throughout the U.S. continued to present a number of
obstacles to those struggling for racial justice in post-Reconstruction America, and this in
turn profoundly affected the musical responses of black musicians. Berry and
Blassingame argue that “segregation, employment discrimination, disenfranchisement,
and restrictions on personal freedom circumscribed” the lives of free blacks, imposed on
the black community by whites who “accepted the notion that slavery rather than
freedom was their natural condition.”127 The authors observe that “oppression followed
the free Negro everywhere,”128 and note that during the years between 1890 and 1920,
when the first blues recordings, or “race records,” were released, “blacks faced a virtual
reign of terror in the South” that included lynchings, Jim Crow laws, and institutionalized
segregation.129 Similarly, rhetorical and public memory scholar Stephen A. King states
that while “living under the tyranny of a small yet powerful white planter elite, blacks
created the blues in a response to an environment ruled by abject poverty, political
disenfranchisement, and legal segregation.”130 Adam Gussow makes a persuasive case for
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connecting the blues idiom specifically to the traumatic violence of mob lynchings,
calling them “the ontological ground out of which blues expressiveness arose.”131 Indeed,
the blues worldview was born from pain and suffering and immanently grounded in
violence, which helps explain why acts of physical and psychological violence have
become commonplace tropes in the blues canon. For example, Robert Johnson, one of the
most famous of the prewar Delta blues artists, recorded a song titled “32-20” in which he
boasts of using his gun to “cut her half in two,” and Georgia vocalist Peg Leg Howell
sang of cutting his lover’s soul and drinking her blood “like wine” in his mid-1920s
Columbia side “New Prison Blues.”
Not all blues is violent, of course, and the earliest blues artists who performed and
recorded prior to the start of World War II (what is commonly referred to as “prewar
blues”) displayed a remarkably diverse range of styles. The late Texas blues guitarist and
singer Mance Lipscomb, for example, was a bluesman of incomparable talent, but was
also equally adept at playing rags, spirituals, polkas, and even pop music. It was during
this prewar period that the commercialization of the burgeoning race record industry and
the development of the phonograph encouraged standardization of the blues form.132 The
familiar formal structure most commonly associated with the blues today began to
coalesce with the Delta artists recording before 1939, and is evident in songs like “Sissy
Man Blues,” cut by Kokomo Arnold for Decca Records in the mid-1930s:
I believe, I believe I’ll go back home/
I believe, I believe I’ll go back home/
Lord acknowledge to my good gal mama, Lord that I have done you wrong.
I’m gonna ring up China (yeah man!), see can I find my good gal over there (ride
it Kokomo, ride it!)/
131
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I’m gonna ring up China, see can I find my good gal over there/
Says the good book tells me, that I got a good gal in this world somewhere.
Arnold’s composition displays many of the characteristic features of the standard blues
form. It follows a 12-bar structure, I-IV-V chord progression, and AAB vocal pattern
where two verses (AA) are repeated during the first eight bars of music, followed by a
third rhyming line (B) that responds to the first two. Moreover, Arnold’s passionate
vocals recall the haunting work songs and field hollers sung by enslaved blacks (an early
precursor to the blues), while his biting, knife-edged slide guitar channels the allimportant “blue note”—a flattened third, fifth, or seventh note—as it simultaneously
answers his vocals in an instrumental display of call-and-response.
AAB rhyming schemes, 12-bar structures, I-IV-V chord progressions, blue notes,
call-and-response—such terminology likely means little to the reader unfamiliar with the
peculiar occultic discourse of musicologists.133 One of the primary challenges for those
writing about music is to translate this discourse, or the sound itself, into more familiar
terms that better resonate with the actual bodily experience of individuals listening to
music. This challenge is perhaps best summed up in Elvis Costello’s insightful
observation that “writing about music is like dancing about architecture,” or as Tracy
Stephenson Shaffer and Joshua Gunn translate, in the written word’s failure “to capture
the fullness of the experience of listening to and feeling music.”134 For Lipsitz, this has
become “one of the most daunting problems facing cultural critics,”135 a sentiment
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echoed by the theorist Roland Barthes, who in his 1977 essay “The Grain of the Voice”
maintains that language does “very badly” when “it has to interpret music.”136
One of the issues this study seeks to explore is the connection between
authenticity and sound, making it worth our while to briefly consider at this juncture the
unique sound of the blues. Musicology, despite its development of a sophisticated method
for encoding the sounds of musical texts, is not able to adequately address the problem of
authenticity as it is being articulated in this study. Susan McClary and Robert Walser
illustrate the pitfalls of musicological approaches, noting their tendency toward “poetic or
technical mystification.”137 More specific to this project is their admission that
the blues suffer especially in the hands of unreconstructed musicologists, for the
harmonic progression itself (simple and unvarying for the most part) cannot begin
to explain what is significant about this reperoire [sic]. The musical interest
resides elsewhere, in the dimensions of music that musicology systematically
overlooks.138
It is precisely in that nebulous, overlooked “elsewhere”—a space fraught with racial,
class, and gender politics—that the rhetoric of authenticity is often negotiated. One of the
ways in which scholars (particularly those in communication studies) have contended
with the difficulties presented by musical notation and analysis is to ignore it altogether,
and instead focus on lyrical content.139 Of course, there is much more to a song than its
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lyrics, despite some scholars’ stubborn insistence, as McClary and Walser put it, that
“text remains prior to the music.”140
As one of the earliest forms of the larger blues idiom, prewar blues styles exhibit
a unique corpus of sounds and are often lauded by fans and promoters for their inherent
“authenticity.” Part of this sound can be attributed to the particular instruments that were
being played, as well as the innovative techniques blues artists developed to play them.
Although this section of this chapter is dedicated to exploring blues history, it is
important to address sound because sound is grafted onto the history itself—the two
cannot be separated. For example, early Delta artist Skip James mostly sang in a highpitched falsetto that when coupled with his guitar’s minor tuning led more than one critic
to describe his style as “haunting.” Gussow argues that this “haunting” sound
characteristic of prewar blues “may have been just that: the musical expression of a
regionally inflected black social unconscious under grievous pressure.”141 Delta blues
artists, Gussow explains, also
were particularly fond of making their guitars and harmonicas “talk,” and the talk
they engaged in was drawn from the sonic environment that surrounded them:
chugging trains, baying hounds, yelping foxes, and the like. Might not [W. C.]
Handy’s early bluesmen, along with their instrumental vocalizations, also have
functioned as an essential part of the cultural pattern—imitating feminine cries of
grief, cursing the lynchers with glossolalic knife flourishes, signifying on mob
pursuits (and the agonies of “treed” victims) with so-called fox-chase songs?142
As Gussow mentions, the diatonic harmonica, a small, ten-holed reed instrument that was
both cheap and portable, was particularly well-suited to producing this “talking” sound,
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as players used their hands to manipulate the air forced through its reed plates to imitate
the human voice (much like a trumpet player uses a mute to alter the tone and sound of
the instrument). Similarly, bottleneck slide guitar—a style of playing where one literally
uses the neck of a glass bottle to apply pressure to the strings along a guitar’s fretboard—
creates a powerfully evocative sound that can imitate the expressive range of the human
voice. The physical sound of glass or calloused fingers scraping against strings, of a
player’s breath channeled through the chamber housing a harmonica’s thin reeds, works
homologously with blues history to inform notions of authenticity in the blues. That is to
say, although this sound can easily be imitated by a skilled player regardless of the
player’s race, for many in the blues community it is not enough to simply reproduce that
sound—one must have also lived the history to be authentic. In the next chapter, we will
hear from some Austin blues musicians who argue precisely this point, as well as some
who would disagree.
Prewar blues is often called a simple music, but Robert Palmer’s description of its
sonic complexity is worth quoting at length. Delta blues “seems simple enough,” he
writes, yet,
[it] is a refined, extremely subtle, ingeniously systematic musical language.
Playing and especially singing it right involve some exceptionally fine points that
only a few white guitarists, virtually no white singers, and not too many black
musicians who learned to play and sing anywhere other than the Delta have been
able to grasp. These fine points have to do with timing, with subtle variations in
vocal timbre, and with being able to hear and execute, vocally and instrumentally,
very precise gradations in pitch that are neither haphazard waverings nor mere
effects. We’re talking here about techniques that are learned and methodically
applied, are meaningful in both an expressive and a purely musical sense, and are
absolutely central to the art.143
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Blue notes and call-and-response would become two of the defining features of prewar
blues music. The “blue note” is a term used to describe an integral part of the blues scale
in Western music theory, and refers to the way specific notes in that scale (thirds, fifths,
and sevenths, specifically) are “flattened,” or played/sung at a lower pitch in order to
express that ineffable “feeling” that is the blues. When a harmonica player plays a blue
note, for example, one can hear it in the plaintive wail or muscular growl of the strained,
“bent” read. Call-and-response, a dynamic interaction that occurs when musicians engage
in both vocal or instrumental dialog with each other or the audience, is another feature of
African musical culture that is preserved in early black American music.
These unique sonic features of prewar blues continue to be an integral part of all
blues today, as well as much of contemporary popular music. Even the most banal pop
hits from the likes of Britney Spears or last season’s American Idol winner owe a stylistic
debt to the blues. In a 2011 interview between Jon King and Andy Gill of English postpunk group Gang of Four and Chicago-based rock critics Jim DeRogatis and Greg Kot,
King talked about the relationship between the blues and early breakout punk groups like
the Sex Pistols. What is particularly interesting is the way King associates the sound of
prewar blues with a kind of nostalgic authenticity against the inauthentic posing of U.K.’s
transgressive punk subculture:
I don’t think any musician who deserves to pick up any instrument cannot fail to
stand on the shoulders of giants. And the music that came up from the Delta,
obviously from Robert Johnson up through Blind Lemon Jefferson, up to the great
Muddy Waters, those great black musicians of this city, you have to take account
of what they do as a kind of refresher course. Andy and I absolutely love Muddy
Waters; you cannot be a musician without loving that stuff, and the simplicity and
the intensity of it. And I think that, again, like a lot of people who take music a bit
more seriously, you can’t disregard all that kind of stuff. You can’t sort of say,
like those punk bands said, “It’s all nonsense before that.” In fact what they did
was speeded up Black Sabbath. That’s why it’s so boring to listen to now, because
it is, the three chord thing is a conceit and a gag. But it’s not really that
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interesting. And then if you want some interest, you can get back to Robert
Johnson.144
Despite the prevalence of prewar blues styles in pop and punk, these contemporary forms
of music lack the particular subversive character that the blues has carried historically,
and this in turn affects notions of authenticity in the blues. For example, Lipsitz describes
the blue note as an example of black agency and counter-hegemonic resistance. He writes
that what started out as a method for “Afro-Americans to ‘bend’ the notes of western
instruments to conform to the harmonies of African traditions” became “a means of
preserving collective memory about a continent where they were free and as a way of
shielding themselves against the hegemony of white racism.”145 Palmer observes that the
blue note forms “the expressive core of the hollers, work songs, [and] spirituals that have
not been substantially influenced by white church music, and later the blues, especially
Delta blues,” and is a device used by blues artists “to raise the emotional temperature of a
performance . . . often with shattering emotional effect.”146 Blue notes, and particularly
call-and-response, can be heard in fife and drum music, a form that long predates blues
and features repetitive notes played on a cane flute accompanied by snare and bass
drums. This style sounds something like a cross between West African tribal drumming
and Western military march tunes, where the drums and fife “talk” to each other in
musical dialogue. Even more so than the blue note, drums were often employed by
enslaved Africans as a subversive, coded communication strategy for inciting uprisings
and waging “guerilla war” against slave owners.147
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The decades following the turn of the twentieth century were of course an
especially volatile period for race relations in the U.S., particularly in the deep South, and
this was often reflected in the music of early bluesmen and women. Many of the genre’s
earliest recordings were in fact by women, as was one of the first blues singles to achieve
major commercial success, Mamie Smith’s “Crazy Blues.” In this wildly popular 1920
recording by the blues and vaudeville performer, she boldly threatens to “get myself a
gun and shoot myself a cop.” In Gussow’s detailed analysis of the song, he argues that
Smith’s gender “becomes crucial: sentiments that might have struck contemporary white
listeners as insurrectionary if recorded by a black man could be dismissed as allowable
hysteria coming from a black woman.”148 If Gussow is correct, then gender stereotypes
that framed women as less of a threat to the racial hierarchy than men seem to have
functioned as a source of empowerment for artists like Smith, who utilized the privileged
position they occupied as performers to critique the dual oppression they suffered as
black women. Indeed, Angela Davis argues that “women’s blues provided a cultural
space for community-building among working-class black women, and . . . was a space in
which the coercions of bourgeois notions of sexual purity and ‘true womanhood’ were
absent.”149 Grazian similarly observes how pioneering blueswomen sang songs that
“rejected patriarchy in all its forms, including marriage and . . . enforced domesticity.”150
One delightfully naughty example is Lucille Bogan’s risqué 1935 recording of “Shave
’Em Dry”:
I got nipples on my titties big as the end of my thumb/
I got something between my legs’ll make a dead man cum/
Oh daddy, baby won’t you shave ’em dry/
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I want you to grind me baby, grind me until I cry.
And the slightly more impious:
Now your nuts hang down like a damn bell clapper/
And your dick stands up like a steeple/
Your goddamn asshole stands open like a church door/
And the crabs walk in like people!
Bogan’s ditty makes even the raunchiest lyrics from the contemporary rap world sound
like preschool nursery rhymes in comparison. By the time the Second World War had
come to an end, however, her vaudevillian antics and the more rural, acoustic style of the
solo Mississippi artists had already “taken a more sophisticated turn” toward full band
accompaniment, perhaps most clearly evident in the postwar boom centered in urban
settings like Chicago.151

Electric Blues and the Postwar Boom (1945-1960)
It is impossible to cover the historical development of the blues without
discussing the two Great Migrations—the diaspora of black laborers out of the South and
into urban centers in the North, West, Midwest, and Northeast U.S.—that took place from
1915 to 1930 and again, from 1940 through 1970. Urged on by campaigns in the black
press (such as the Chicago Defender’s advocacy of “The Great Northern Drive”) and
drawn by opportunities for industrial employment that opened up during World Wars I
and II, scores of African Americans fled racial injustice in the South in search of a better
life elsewhere.152 In an essay detailing the blues’ geographical evolution, Hiram Nall
argues that the Great Migration was also
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a response to the drastic curtailment of European immigration which caused an
acute labor shortage in northern factories. Northern industrialists, in dire need of
unskilled and semiskilled labor, began an intensive campaign to attract workers
from the South in order to solve their labor problems. Labor recruiters travelled
throughout the South offering impoverished African American workers “justice
tickets” (free transportation) and high wages if they agreed to migrate to the
North.153
Of course, the reality these workers encountered in the North was in many ways more of
the same: racism, segregation, and open hostility from whites towards these southern
“intruders.”
R. L. Burnside, a North Mississippi artist whose releases for the Fat Possum label
in the nineties and early 2000s garnered him an unprecedented level of visibility for a hill
country blues musician, was one of many artists who moved to Chicago during the
second Great Migration to escape the toils of sharecropping at home. He returned to
Mississippi in the 1950s, however, after his father, brother, and uncle were murdered in
Chicago (all in the same month), a traumatic experience he sings about on the hypnotic
song “Hard Time Killing Floor” from his 2000 album Wish I Was in Heaven Sitting
Down: “Let me tell you people, just before I go/These hard times will kill you, yes I
know/Thought you’d make some money, but you can’t be sure/You ain’t never gonna
have nothing.” The song, originally recorded by Skip James for Paramount in 1931 and
later featured in the Coen Brothers’ film O Brother, Where Art Thou? draws on the
symbol of the “killing floor” (the specific place in a slaughterhouse where livestock are
killed) as a metaphor for hard times, oppression, and mental anguish. In Burnside’s
reading of the song, he directly associates the killing floor with Chicago. With slide
guitar and hip hop drums creating an eerie, atmospheric backdrop, Burnside pauses
briefly during the song to address the listener with a spoken word narrative:
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Two brothers and my father got killed in Chicago. That’s why I don’t like living
there. It’s too rough a place. People going up and down the street shooting, killing
people. Which they’re doing it everywhere but they’ve been doing it there a long
time. That’s a sad thing.
Burnside’s work not only demonstrates the extent to which racial violence followed
African Americans as they migrated north, but also the way blues functions as a powerful
medium for working through that trauma.
Historian Steven Hahn notes that the migration had already started taking place in
the late nineteenth century, and despite dangers like the ones Burnside’s family fell
victim to, by 1930 some 1.5 million blacks had made “the move from the South to the
North,” where they found “precious new space for civic and political activism.”154 As
Robert Gordon discusses in his biography of Muddy Waters, Chicago became home for
“the largest population of Mississippians outside the state” some nine years before the
start of WWII.155 The 1968 Kerner Report, named after the chairman of the National
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, a committee established by President Lyndon
B. Johnson in 1967 to discover the root causes of civil unrest like the Watts Riot, showed
that more blacks left the South between 1940 and 1950 than at any other time period
before 1970.156 “Blues migrations to industrial cities during and after the war had
profound cultural implications,” Lipsitz argues.157 Chief among them was the growth of
white interest in the blues and the development of rock and roll, as whites “sought
autonomy, emotion, and authentic connection to others in the cultures of the working
class.”158
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It is no coincidence, then, that several independent blues and rhythm and blues
record labels started up around this time. By the early 1950s Chess and Vee-Jay Records
were established in Chicago with a roster that included artists like Muddy Waters and
Jimmy Reed (later, both the Beatles and the Rolling Stones would record there), Sun
Records in Memphis (Howlin’ Wolf, James Cotton, and Rufus Thomas, not to mention
Johnny Cash and one Elvis Presley), and Duke/Peacock in Houston, whose owner Don
Robey recorded, among other popular blues and gospel artists, the Alabama-born vocalist
Big Mama Thornton. Although Chicago became one of the nation’s most important blues
meccas during the 1940s and fifties, to such an extent that even today “no strain of blues
has a more universally recognized form, feel and sound than Chicago blues,” the city was
just one of many major destinations during the Great Migration.159 Lipsitz notes that
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Detroit, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco were all popular cities as well, and the direction one traveled
in was often determined by what railroad corridors were most accessible.160 The regional
variety blues fans enjoy today—from the unique fingerpicking style known as
“Piedmont” blues on the East Coast to the swinging jump blues of the West Coast, and
everything in between—developed largely because of the Great Migrations.
Another unique style developed in and around Texas, a state that has a long and
rich blues history. Many legendary blues performers are from Texas, from Blind Lemon
Jefferson to Lightnin’ Hopkins, Albert Collins to Freddie King, and T-Bone Walker to
Clarence “Gatemouth” Brown. Although there is no shortage of books in both the
academic and popular press detailing the history and development of the blues in cities
like Chicago, Detroit, and Memphis, less work has been done on Austin. Several
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excellent studies have been published in recent years that focus on Texas cities like
Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio, but to date there has been no comprehensive study of
the storied blues scene in Austin’s East side.161 Despite this history, Austin, the capital of
the state, is better known in the popular imaginary as the seat of Texas country music and
for the “cosmic cowboy” and “progressive country” movements of the 1970s. It is
important to consider Austin blues more closely not simply because its history has been
overlooked, however, but rather because it is an example of what Kenneth Burke calls a
“representative anecdote” for how blues authenticity is always articulated to specific,
localized scenes.162 Austin race relations in the twentieth century were inextricably yoked
to the local blues scene there, making it a particularly fecund site for analyzing the
rhetoric of authenticity.

The Austin Scene
In 1928, city planners called for the creation of a “Negro district” in East Austin
as part of efforts to segregate the city along the East Avenue corridor. Yet in spite of the
laws and social practices that systematically forced blacks into East Austin (and
eventually led to the collapse of Wheatville, one of the first antebellum black
communities in West Austin), the black community actively created spaces where they
could enjoy music and forge strong social ties. By the 1950s, a vibrant blues scene had
developed there, based around popular black-owned clubs like the Victory Grill and
Charlie’s Playhouse. Decades before Austin christened itself the “Live Music Capital of
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the World,” the city held a prominent place on the national blues scene by virtue of its
location on the “Chitlin’ Circuit,” a loose collection of venues throughout the country
where touring black performers could play. B. B. King and Ike and Tina Turner were
among some of the more prominent artists who frequented East Austin during this time.
Austin Chronicle journalist Jonny Meyers, who has written about Austin’s local
blues scene, describes the Circuit as
more than a tour route. It was an important and vibrant means of economy,
community, and cultural trade. Since segregation placed limits on AfricanAmerican businesses—no bank loans or credit, zoning and neighborhood
restrictions, zero mainstream exposure—entrepreneurs turned to informal means
in order to run their businesses.163
By avoiding city building codes, black East Austin residents also nurtured an active
counterpublic sphere in the face of segregation laws that prevented them from
participating in public life on the West side of the city. Harold McMillan, a musician and
founder of a nonprofit organization that supports the music and culture of East Austin,
describes the East Austin community in a 1999 interview:
Once you go back to pre-integration black East Austin . . . what you’ve got is a
community that had cultural institutions, and commerce, and people with money,
and people without money, and crime and people with jobs and people without
jobs, but it was a normal, functioning community. One of the things that
segregation did for black folks was provide some amount of insulation so that
they knew what was going on in the community, and their institutions were
granted respect.164
McMillan continues,
there was a point where black East Austin had two colleges, for instance. Two
colleges, lots of churches, barber shops, theatres, hotels, doctors, grocery stores—
stuff that’s hard to believe today, but that used to be the situation. Part of it was
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that’s the only place they could do business in Austin, but that had its advantages
culturally.165
This cultural enclave included numerous black-owned blues clubs, venues that provided
gainful employment for local artists and touring musicians alike.
Known as juke (or “jook”) joints, Davis notes that these vernacular blues havens
were places where audiences could “alchemize poison into medicine” while “smiling
through (or sneering at) adversity.”166 Country blues guitarist and fiddle player Howard
Armstrong describes a juke as a “black man’s club. . . . It was no place for snobs and
what we black people call ‘saddity’ people. It means snobs, elite, upper crust, and so
forth. Well, everybody rubbed elbows or whatever they were rubbing, on common
ground.”167 In Race Rebels, Robin D. G. Kelley explains that in juke joints, “black
working people of both sexes” created a space where they “shook and twisted their
overworked bodies, drank, talked, engaged in sexual play and—in spite of occasional
fights—reinforced their sense of community.”168 Kelley is careful to point out that juke
joint life cannot always be understood as a direct expression of political resistance,
however it nonetheless brought together people “who shared a common vernacular filled
with a grammar and vocabulary that struggled to articulate the beauty and burden of their
racial, class, and gender experiences in the South,” and as such “gave African Americans
a place to hide, a place to plan.”169 Gussow similarly argues that juke joints offered “both
a relative immunity from white surveillance and an unprecedented latitude of selfexpression and self-creation.”170 They were places where blacks “rediscovered their pride
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and agency, and lived out their freedom within the imperiled zone of autonomy the jook
had staked out on the unforgiving terrain of the post-Reconstruction South.”171
Through the dancing, drinking, socializing, and gambling that took place in blues
jukes, musicians and patrons cultivated a sense of community through the music, and
clubs like the Victory Grill, Charlie’s Playhouse, and Ernie’s Chicken Shack, among
many others, became important landmarks in East Austin’s musical and cultural milieu.

Fig. 1: (above, left): Victory Grill mural, 2010172
Fig. 2: (above, right): Blues artists at the Victory Grill, 2010173
At times the clubs were even utilized as sites for civil rights organizing. Henry
“Bluesboy” Hubbard, whose group Bluesboy Hubbard and the Jets held court as the
house band at Charlie’s Playhouse and Ernie’s Chicken Shack, recalls headlining benefits
for the local chapter of the NAACP.174
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East Austin trumpet player and vocalist Donald “Duck” Jennings, a long-time
friend of Hubbard’s who also performed regularly with the Jets, was a prominent feature
in East Austin blues clubs. “It was segregated here hard,” Jennings recalled during our
2008 interview together. He described how the black community’s response to
segregation laws was to create an informal nightclub infrastructure that contributed to the
birth of a lively music scene in East Austin, of which the blues was an important part:
But down Rosewood [Avenue, in East Austin], it was little clubs everywhere.
And the people that lived there on that street, Rosewood, they lived right in the
maze of it. So what a lot of them did was take their home, and little old box
houses, it was kind of like a little living area and a bedroom, right here. They’d
knock this wall out, and block this right here, and they had a club. They lived, put
a room back here maybe, if the house was big enough they wouldn’t have to do
nothing. Just move all that back here, and they had a club. And several houses did
that.
. . . And these clubs, all these little places, they thrived. Because if you went to
this place on weekends, you were not going nowhere else but to this place. Solid.
You didn’t come over here. Maybe some, but this man had his crowd, and this
little place had his crowd, and this place had a crowd. They thrived. And that was
true on East Twelfth Street, Eleventh Street, and Rosewood, because those places
served the whole East side. Everybody went there, because it was segregated. You
couldn’t go nowhere else. So you had to pick a place where you like, and that was
it. Restaurant, pick a place. They had some restaurants on Twelfth Street that were
dynamite. Because the people could, the owners could, you know they could deal
with it because it wasn’t so bad on them. You know, the city codes and all that,
they didn’t have all that. They didn’t give a damn if you had extension cords
everywhere. [laughs] Now you got to have outlets, or you can’t open, or they’ll
close you.175
Austin blues and soul singer Matthew Robinson recalls a man who went by the name of
“Charlie Payday.” He made his living working outside of East side clubs and stores,
Robinson remembers, “by putting on a tuxedo and sweeping down the sidewalk. . . .
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That’s how he made his living, some main form of it anyway. He’d sweep all the way
down this side, sweep all the way up this side, and he wore a tuxedo everyday.”176
East Austin juke joints, particularly Charlie’s Playhouse, were also some of the
first sites to experiment with desegregation in Austin, years before the city began the
official, legal process of integration.177 Although it was rare for Hubbard to find work
playing in West Austin clubs when the city was legally segregated, he was one of the few
black musicians who got booked regularly for fraternity and sorority events west of the
East Avenue corridor. The Jets’ popularity at Greek social events in turn led many white
university students to venture into East Austin to watch Hubbard and his band perform at
Charlie’s Playhouse. Speaking of this era, Robinson recalls that “you started having the
races mixed for the music.”178 As Hubbard remembers, it got “to the point where if you
went to Charlie’s on a Friday or Saturday, the place was completely white. It would be
like ninety-eight percent white.”179 Jennings, who continues to play in a band with
Hubbard today, agrees. “They’d be in there like flies,” he says, referring to the large
number of white students that visited the club operated by Charlie and Ira Gilden.180
Word got around that “Charlie’s catering to white folks,” as Hubbard explains:
Now the problem was, the white University kids would call and reserve their
tables. So you may walk in there and see a lot of people over here, and there’s not
a lot of people over there, and some blacks would come there, and look in there,
and say, “Well let’s go in here.” And Miss Ira would say, “Well all that’s
reserved.” Well see, most of the black people, “Reserved, what are you talking
176
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about?” See they wasn’t into that reserve thing, because this is a black club. But
the white university brothers had already reserved the whole spot for maybe fifty
people. And the reserved sign is on the tables, you know. “Reserved.” And black
people couldn’t understand, “What do you mean reserved? This is a black club. I
should be able to walk in here and sit wherever I want to or when I want to.” But
that’s what they found out they couldn’t do. And they was getting pissed about
that, you know.181
Hubbard maintains that the Gildens’ decision to allow white students to patronize the
club was a wise business move, and Jennings agrees: “We didn’t care. Didn’t care at all,
didn’t faze us at all. Not me, and none of the rest of the guys. It didn’t matter.”182
However, they also recognized that while whites were generally accepted at the
Playhouse (albeit begrudgingly by many black patrons), this same welcome was rarely
extended to black players in West Austin. Hubbard and Jennings did get booked to play
events for Greek student organizations, but they also told stories of being forced to stop
performing by sheriffs toting shotguns.
Robinson, who grew up admiring Hubbard and Jennings and was close friends
with Volma Overton, Jr. (the son of Volma Overton, president of the Austin chapter of
the NAACP), experienced racism and segregation first hand as well. During visits with
his mother to the state capitol building, she would allow him to drink from the white
drinking fountains, often in plain view of law enforcement personnel who were on duty.
He recalls playing shows where assailants slashed the band’s car tires and tossed smoke
bombs into the club. Robinson also recognizes that blues musicians have a special status
in the black community. “You can be really useful in the community or everywhere
you’re at, just by playing,” he says, “and you can say things in music that you normally
couldn’t just talk about, and have it accepted through song.”183
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For Jennings, blues music carried the potential to help facilitate the complex
process of integration throughout Austin, especially after Clifford Antone opened his
famous namesake blues club on East Sixth Street in the summer of 1975. “So the music,
the music did, it helped bring people together,” he says, “people of different color and
people of color, it brought us all together because it didn’t matter about you being there
white, and I’m being there black. We come for the entertainment.”184 Yet while Antone’s
is described as Austin’s “Home of the Blues” and the definitive club on the city’s blues
scene, these oral histories present an alternative counter-memory to this dominant
narrative. Collectively, Hubbard, Jennings, and Robinson show how their pioneering
work in East Austin effectively laid the groundwork that made it possible for successful
white-owned Austin clubs like Antone’s, a fact that is rarely mentioned when Antone’s is
described as Austin’s “Home of the Blues.”
Although many blues artists in the Austin scene opted to stay in Central Texas,
other Texas artists (such as T-Bone Walker, Charles Brown, Johnny “Guitar” Watson,
and Big Pete Pearson) joined the Great Migration west. On the larger national scene, as
blacks migrated out of the volatile South and into industrial city centers, Lipsitz explains
that these “new urban realities of the 1940s sometimes led to violence, but they also
allowed for new cultural exchanges that would have been impossible in prewar
America.”185 And as these artists traded in their acoustic instruments for electric ones in
order to compete sonically with the hustle and bustle of clubs in the cities, the blues
shifted from a rural style to a more modern, amplified format, and in the process began
developing a dedicated white following as growing numbers of blacks sought musical
enjoyment elsewhere. This focus on Austin has permitted a special kind of insight into
184
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the relationship between blues and race in this local scene, but it is also important to
explore the blues diaspora more broadly, and the way “authenticity” is implicated in the
blues’ popularity overseas. For example, in Europe, and particularly in the United
Kingdom, the blues was starting to attract a significant following in the 1960s in what has
been described as the “British Revival.” Shifting our focus now from Austin’s local blues
community to the international blues scene will help explain how the blues has become a
worldwide commodity that is coveted for its authenticity.

“Thames Valley Cotton Fields”: The British Blues Revival (1960-1970)
By the time Muddy Waters made his first appearance in the United Kingdom in
1958, the British had already spent the past several decades enjoying the music of black
America, from southern spirituals and minstrel shows to ragtime and early jazz.186
Musicologist Roberta Freund Schwartz argues that widespread interest in jazz throughout
Britain during the first half of the twentieth century led audiences to seek out the genre’s
roots in the blues, thus laying the foundation for what has been called the “British
revival.”187 “Anyone calling himself a connoisseur was expected to be familiar with the
entire body of African American folk music,” she argues, an idea that “was emphatically
and enthusiastically promoted” by the jazz press in the U.K.188 As Stax and Motown
Records (both founded in the late 1950s) started gaining momentum, black audiences in
the states were shifting their attention from blues over to the burgeoning genre of soul,
while more whites were discovering the blues through white rock and roll stars like Elvis
Presley. Meanwhile, new generations of critics, scholars, musicians and fans throughout
186 Roberta Freund Schwartz, How Britain Got the Blues: The Transmission and Reception of American
Blues Style in the United Kingdom (Burlington: Ashgate, 2007), 1-16.
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Britain were starting to write about, perform, and listen to the music of black blues artists
like Big Bill Broonzy, Sister Rosetta Tharpe (really a gospel singer who played blues and
early rock), and the duo of Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee. In addition, German
promoters Horst Lippmann and Fritz Rau began organizing the American Folk Blues
Festival in 1962, a series of annual concerts that took place throughout the U.K. and other
European countries that featured popular blues artists from the states.
Then-fledgling talents such as John Mayall, Eric Clapton, Van Morrison, and
Mick Jagger—the same artists who fueled the revival—sought out blues records with a
voracious appetite, as opportunities to hear blues music on the radio were rare. In Red,
White and Blues, a 2003 documentary that explores “the roots of a new kind of blues
music, entirely influenced by the authentic black blues of the USA,” many of these
British artists recall the hours they once spent combing through record stores and their
friends’ vinyl collections in search of obscure blues recordings by the likes of Muddy
Waters and Josh White.189 “We used to have record listening parties on Saturday nights
that would go all the way through the night,” Mayall recalls during one segment.190
Consider also Mick Jagger and Keith Richards of the Rolling Stones. In a 2010 New
Yorker piece, David Remnick discusses Richards’ early years as a college student, where
he
spent all his time goofing off and listening to blues records. Then, in 1961, at the
Dartford train station, he ran into Jagger, who, he discovered, was a blues fanatic
and a record collector. Jagger had all the latest disks from Chess: Muddy Waters,
Chuck Berry, Howlin’ Wolf, Willie Dixon. The two boys listened to the records
over and over again.191
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The two would go on to start a group called Little Boy Blue and the Blue Boys prior to
forming the Rolling Stones, whose name, of course, was a tribute to Muddy Waters, who
had recorded a song by the same title.
When looking at the responses of the white artists who drove the surge of interest
in blues throughout Britain during the 1960s, it is clear that authenticity was one of their
central concerns. Mayall, one of the more popular and enduring figures of the British
blues scene who has led the Bluesbreakers since the 1960s, describes the blues LPs he
enjoyed from black American musicians as “the real thing.”192 Mick Fleetwood, the
drummer for British pop outfit Fleetwood Mac, recalls traveling to Chicago in the late
sixties to record at the Chess studios with veteran American blues artists like Honeyboy
Edwards and Willie Dixon. The band’s original configuration, which at that time
included guitarist Jeremy Spencer, had a much stronger blues-oriented approach than the
rock-pop stylings of their later years, when they found mainstream success with
schmaltzy singles like “You Can Go Your Own Way” and “You Make Loving Fun.” “To
be blunt,” Fleetwood says, speaking of the sessions,
for us to play their music in studios that they recorded those songs in could have
gone horribly wrong. It truly didn’t. But there was a moment when there was a
testing of our situation, I do remember that. And then suddenly—and I hope, in
fact I feel it had something to do with it—that they were blown away as to how
this little bunch of English kids could sound—and [Chicago blues saxophonist]
J. T. Brown turned around, and I know genuinely, would say, “That’s pretty damn
cool.” Because it was so heartfelt from us bunch.193
Similarly, Welsh singer and “blue eyed” soulster Tom Jones, who appears prominently in
Red, White and Blues performing vocal renditions of blues material alongside Jeff Beck
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and Van Morrison, discusses his own anxiety as a white artist performing black music.
“As long as you sounded real, they didn’t mind if you were white or whatever,” he says.
“As long as it was real.”194 Even an artist as cool and chaotic as Keith Richards expressed
a similar anxiety over his authenticity as a performer when, in 1997, he reportedly said, “I
just want to be Muddy Waters. Even though I’ll never be that good or that black.”195
Schwartz argues that British standards for authenticity in the blues fluctuated
somewhat throughout the sixties, but generally centered on characteristics such as the
music and artist’s honesty, truth, geographical roots, and subcultural (as opposed to
commercial or mainstream) appeal. Such standards were also problematic for the way
they relied on racist tropes of the primitive, exotic black musician. “The musicians who
were considered authentic representatives of the blues tradition in the 1950s and early
1960s were those who confirmed listener’s ideas about what constituted blackness, which
often included stereotyped notions of southern black culture,” she argues.196 A vivid
example of this exists in footage from the American Folk Blues and Gospel Caravan that
toured England in 1964. Filmed at a railroad depot in Manchester for a special that aired
on British television titled Blues and Gospel Train, one episode of the program featured
performances by both Muddy Waters and Sister Rosetta Tharpe. It opens with a shot of
Waters outdoors, dressed sharply in a suit and carrying a battered leather bag, walking
slowly down railroad tracks that lead towards the main station. He sings one of his classic
songs as he strolls along, “You Can’t Lose What You Ain’t Never Had,” accompanied
only by a drummer and upright bassist, who are already in position and playing on the
station platform when he arrives. The show’s stage was the platform itself, which had
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been decorated with various objects—tattered shutters hanging from a single hinge, an
old wooden rocking chair, wicker baskets stacked haphazardly on top of burlap sacks,
even a live goat (!)—that evoke a sense of poverty and primitiveness in their Disneylandlike simulacrum of the “authentic” Mississippi Delta. The irony, of course, is that by this
time Waters had been a long-time resident of Chicago, having left the Stovall plantation
he worked on in the Delta some twenty-one years earlier in 1943. Indeed, in 1964, when
the program was filmed, it would have been easier to find Waters traveling in a Cadillac
than by rail.
All music scenes experience highs and lows, of course, and attendance for
performances by some touring American blues artists in the U.K. began to level off (or
even drop) during the mid-1960s. The blues remained a popular attraction for audiences
and artists alike for several years, however, as artists continued to tour, British blues
bands continued to record and collaborate with other blues musicians from the U.S., and
specialty magazines like Blues Unlimited (which predated America’s own Living Blues
by some seven years) attracted a wide and enthusiastic readership. This had started to
change by the end of the decade, when it became clear that the revival had mostly run its
course. The inaugural issue of the Chicago-based magazine Living Blues, published in
Spring 1970, included an advertisement for an album that seemed to herald the end of
Britain’s blues boom. The record was the Groundhogs’ Blues Obituary, and the ad read,
“an album to proclaim the end of their blues period and herald the dawning of their new
era.” Back in the states, a blues folk revival had been enjoying success roughly
concurrently with Britain’s own discovery of the blues. This brought new attention to
prewar artists from mostly white fans in the U.S. who, like their British counterparts,
were similarly eager to hear “authentic” southern blues from masters like Son House,
Skip James, or Lightnin’ Hopkins (also, 1961 was the year that Robert Johnson’s
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recordings were first reissued). Like the revival overseas, the U.S. folk blues revival
would eventually wane as well, although white interest in the blues continued to be
strong as black fans (especially younger generations) turned their attention elsewhere.
“While their kids danced to Motown, many black adults continued to listen to some
variety of blues,” Davis writes, “but soul music gave both them and their Northern-born
offspring a different fish to fry.”197 In 1970, Living Blues magazine started publishing out
of a small Chicago apartment partially in response to this shift in the blues’ demographic
appeal and in an effort to rearticulate, perhaps even recuperate, the blues as an authentic
black idiom.

The Blues Today (1970-Present)
During the past four decades, blues musicians have continued to enjoy varying
levels of success, and a very few have even gained mainstream or “crossover” exposure.
In some cases blues artists have even been hired by prominent companies to help sell
their products, a practice that was once commonplace on radio. B. B. King, who once
worked as a disc jockey peddling the medicinal tonic Pepticon on WDIA out of Memphis
as early as 1949, appeared on commercials in the early 2000s for Burger King and the
diabetes home testing equipment manufacturer OneTouch (in one memorable television
spot, he appears alongside an adolescent white boy, who boasts, “me and B. B. King have
a lot in common: he has diabetes, I have diabetes; we both play the blues”). Ray Charles
and John Lee Hooker both appeared in their own Pepsi commercials during the 1990s,
and Hooker’s son, John Lee Hooker, Jr., was featured prominently in a 2010 television
promo for the U.S. Open. Howlin’ Wolf even made a posthumous appearance on national
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television in 2010 and 2011, when his song “Smokestack Lightin’” played during a
Viagra ad.
Despite these examples of mainstream visibility, as well as the fact that several
black blues artists—Buddy Guy, B. B. King, or Robert Cray, for example—have become
international blues ambassadors, extending the music’s reach well beyond the United
Kingdom, the U.S. blues scene has been largely dominated by a steady influx of white
blues and blues-rock performers since the 1960s. This has led to the continuation of an
age-old problem that journalist Kevin Phinney describes succinctly in his book Souled
American: “more often than not, blacks innovate/create and whites popularize/exploit
until, finally, the trend breaks through to mass acceptance.”198 Although countless
examples of honest interracial musical partnership and collaboration exist, the history of
American popular music—from minstrelsy to tin pan alley, jazz to blues, and rock and
roll to hip hop—is the product of a long power struggle in which the cultural
contributions of black artists have been appropriated or stolen outright.
As was the case with British blues and blues-rock bands, authenticity remained a
central concern for white blues interpreters from the 1970s forward, and continues to be a
primary concern for many musicians and fans today. Unterberger argues that by the time
both the British blues and American folk blues revivals had tapered off, “the challenge
facing new and old artists alike would be to build upon the enormous body of classic
work produced between 1920 and 1970 without either sounding repetitious, or
abandoning the fundamental structures of the music.”199 The new white artists that
emerged on the national scene who had been deeply influenced by black bluesmen and
women included Charlie Musselwhite, Paul Butterfield, and Johnny Winter in the sixties;
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ZZ Top, Stevie Ray Vaughan, and the Allman Brothers in the seventies; the Fabulous
Thunderbirds (with Kim Wilson and Jimmie Vaughan) and Anson Funderburgh in the
eighties; Candye Kane, Kenny Wayne Shepherd and Johnny Lang in the nineties; and the
Black Keys and Nick Curran in the early 2000s. Davis argues that the “lack of black
faces in the crowd” at blues concerts “has become a greater cause for concern, because
without them the blues no longer represents an oppositional black subculture, merely an
upmarket consumer option.”200 Of course, the same concerns exist over the status of hip
hop today, whose primary audience is white. Writing in the late eighties, hip hop scholar
Michael Eric Dyson had already noticed the similarities between the culture appeal of
blues and rap when he argued that rap’s “self defined and continuing challenge,” much
like the blues’, “is to maintain its aesthetic, cultural, and political proximity to its site of
original expression: the ghetto poor.”201
For a contemporary example of the way blues loses its subversive edge (and,
potentially, it’s “authenticity”) when it becomes a mainstream product, consider the
popular House of Blues restaurant and concert hall chain. The House of Blues attempts to
construct an “authentic” image rooted in a southern blues aesthetic (even in touristy
locations such as Las Vegas or Anaheim) by employing racial markers of blackness that
rely on a Disneyfied evocation of rural poverty, not unlike that on display in the
Manchester train depot from the British Blues and Gospel Train program.202 A 1997
press release from the House of Blues’ corporate headquarters describes the chain’s
establishments as “an upgraded version of an authentic Mississippi juke joint—complete
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with distressed wood and rusted metal.”203 However, despite the fact that “blues” features
prominently in the chain’s name and overall aesthetic, one is more likely to hear rock,
pop, or hip hop at its various locations around the country (although the latest incarnation
of the Blues Brothers—Dan Aykroyd and James Belushi—do perform their blues and
soul revue at the grand opening of each venue). The House of Blues thus functions in
many ways as a metaphor for today’s blues scene, or what Gussow describes as “an
infinite series of regressions from a fictive, fast-fading, endlessly reconstituted Primal
Black Source, located somewhere down in Mississippi.”204 Such is the case that in 2000,
the satirical news rag the Onion ran a hilarious story titled, “Affluent White Man Enjoys,
Causes the Blues.” The article features one Steve Smalls, a well-to-do business executive
and self-styled blues fan who has a “regular table at Dan Aykroyd’s House of Blues” and
a “vast CD collection featuring the likes of B. B. King, Bonnie Raitt, and Johnny Lang.”
“Kenny Wayne Shepherd was just in town,” Smalls is quoted saying. “I got front-row
seats and talked to him for a while at a $500 cocktail meet-and-greet backstage. That was
a big thrill. He’s one of the best young axes around.”205
A variety of independent blues labels have also staked their place in the wake of
the revivals, helping to fill the void left by influential (but now defunct) names like
Chess, Vee-Jay, and Peacock. Some of these labels were also based in Chicago (Delmark,
Alligator), while others found success in other parts of the country (Blind Pig, in Ann
Arbor, Michigan). Fat Possum, an Oxford, Mississippi-based label that continues to
operate today, rose quickly in the nineties with releases from its roster of obscure
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southern bluesmen like Junior Kimbrough and R. L. Burnside. Burnside’s unique body of
work for Fat Possum, which was subject to various creative remixes and included
collaborations with indie rocker Jon Spencer, appealed to a younger demographic of
college-aged hipsters in a way no one could have predicted at the time. More recent
developments in digital recording technology have made it possible for practically any
blues band to produce decent-sounding records from home or independent local studios,
leading to a flood of “self-released” efforts on the market. One Texas artist I spoke with
in 2010, the Reverend K. M. Williams, told me that record labels are “becoming
obsolete.” A “record company can’t do any more than what you do now,” he said, in
reference to his ability to successfully market his own releases on the internet.206
It is no surprise, then, that the specter of authenticity looms large over the blues
scene today. In some ways, the blues’ popularity (particularly among white audiences)
has always been yoked in some way to the concept of authenticity, which mirrors a larger
concern for authenticity in popular culture itself. Indeed, contemporary popular culture is
replete with examples of authenticity being sold, constructed, and consumed in an effort
to counterbalance the presumed inauthenticity of everyday life. Popular culture texts,
especially musical ones, are deployed in ways that both exacerbate the desire for
authenticity as well as help people manage their anxiety over it. William Ian Miller
observes that our world is marked by “posing and shams, anxieties of exposure, and a
fear that the genuine may be just another sham whose cover is too tough to be blown.”207
The ever-expanding stable of reality television programs is also symptomatic of the
contemporary search for authenticity in popular culture (for a time in the mid-2000s,
North Mississippi hill country blues guitarist Duwayne Burnside—the son of R. L.—was
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toying with the idea of starting his own blues-based reality television program). For many
fans today, the blues offers an anchor in this stormy sea of inauthenticity. This also often
holds true for the artists themselves. One of the more interesting developments in the
contemporary blues scene has been an increase in rock, pop, or electronic artists who
have incorporated the blues into their work.
In 2006, Dan Auerbach and Patrick Carney of the Black Keys, a duo comprised of
two young white artists from Akron, Ohio, released an EP titled Chulahoma. The album,
a tribute to the late black Mississippi blues artist Junior Kimbrough, features all covers of
Kimbrough’s material, in which they imitate his unique “moaning” vocals and haunting,
North Mississippi hill country melodic style, which leans heavily toward modal, droning
single- or dual-chord progressions. As a bonus track, the album concludes with a
recorded message left on one of the band member’s answering machine by Kimbrough’s
wife. In the thirty-second message to the Black Keys, she praises them for being one of
the few artists to get her husband’s music right. “I think you are doing a remarkable job,”
she says. “I like it. You’re about the only ones that really, really played like Junior played
his records, and I’m very proud. It makes me feel very proud.” The inclusion of the
message betrays a kind of anxiety over authenticity on the part of the group. Although
Kimbrough’s wife never mentions the word “authentic,” the concept is clearly at play
here—not so much in the message itself, but in the rhetorical work that the message does
as part of the larger musical text. The message recording works to authenticate the Black
Keys’ white interpretation of an African American idiom, and it does so by first locating
authenticity in Kimbrough’s original work. Kimbrough is doubly authentic because he is
real and his music is real (authenticity of self and object), and his wife’s message is
placed conspicuously on the album to apparently encourage the listener to believe the
same is true for the Black Keys.
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The overcompensatory feel of the answering machine recording notwithstanding,
Chulahoma is a strong record from a group who makes a concerted effort to pay respect
to that Primal Source. Other modern releases, however, have been less successful. Action
movie star Steven Seagal’s forays into the blues, particularly his most recent album Mojo
Priest, clearly draw on a primitive construction of blackness in order to authenticate his
blues persona. He appears in photographs throughout the CD’s booklet playing a wellworn acoustic guitar, while sitting in a rocking chair on the front porch of a weatherbeaten shack with trash strewn about and what appears to be a liquor bottle at his side. In
another example, eighties icon Cyndi Lauper released a blues record titled Memphis
Blues in 2010, where she performs predictable versions of old chestnuts like Robert
Johnson’s “Crossroad Blues” with Johnny Lang, a white blues-rock guitarist known for
singing with an overly-affected growl and who came to prominence in the nineties while
still a teenager. When asked during an interview about where the album sessions took
place, Lauper responded, “I wanted to be authentic, so I went to Memphis. I said, ‘It has
to be dirty. It can’t be clean and pristine, ’cause that ain’t what it’s about for me.”208
More successful have been the electronic-blues fusions of artists like Moby and Alan
Wilder, who have created provocative songs by remixing modern dance music with the
original recordings of folk blues artists like Vera Hall and Bukka White.

Authenticity, Rhetoric, and the Blues
This synoptic history of the blues has offered a general overview of the genre’s
development, from its early inception in the southern U.S. to the electric postwar boom
through 1960, followed by a focus on the local scene in Austin and the blues’ growth in
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popularity in the United Kingdom, and finally to its current status as a global commodity.
I also described the unique sound of the blues in terms of its chord and lyrical structure,
blue notes, and call-and-response, and the way these sonic features signify authenticity
and counter-hegemonic resistance. Although I have knowingly overlooked certain aspects
of blues history that have been covered more thoroughly by scholars elsewhere, this
abbreviated narrative serves an important function because it highlights the centrality of
authenticity in the blues. Indeed, popular music, and the blues specifically, offer an
excellent terrain for studying the rhetoric of authenticity. As Dominic Strinati observes,
“popular music is an area in which the roots and authenticity of particular styles are
important issues, and are used to champion the superiority of certain genres such as folk,
blues or country over the artificial and superficial character of commercial and
mainstream popular music.”209 Vernacular musical idioms like the blues, as Strinati
suggests, become a source of stability and empowerment for fans, artists, promoters and
club owners who seek authentic, grounded experiences in a culture where stability seems
increasingly elusive. For example, sociologist David Grazian, who spent several years
doing ethnographic fieldwork in Chicago blues clubs, argues that the blues continues to
have a prominent place in postmodernity precisely because of its connection to
authenticity:
Unlike the postmodern blur of New Age adult pop and the multiethnic world beat
of the international underground rave scene, the blues evokes a deep sense of
place among its fans, whether the sun-baked stickiness of the Mississippi Delta,
the Creole spice of New Orleans nightlife, or the honky-tonk burliness of the
South Side of Chicago. . . . To millions of fans both in America and abroad, the
blues symbolizes authenticity in a cultural universe populated by virtual realities,
artificial intelligences, and a dizzying sense of placelessness.210
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The postmodern musical and cultural milieu Grazian describes would seem to stifle
authentic expression, but this is not so. As Charles Guignon argues, “like the phoenix, the
ideal of authenticity rises afresh from the conflagration of postmodernism.”211 For many,
blues music, and the artists that perform it, are that phoenix.212
Authenticity in the blues is a complex and multi-faceted category. Grazian has
described what he calls the “symbolic economy of authenticity,” a “specific network of
commodified signs, social relations, and meanings, a world of human experience and
subjectivity” that defines one’s experience with the blues.213 In this sense, blues
authenticity is best understood as a symbolic, constructed category—a fundamentally
rhetorical pursuit that is malleable and open to contestation and negotiation. In this final
section, I explore this rhetorical complexity by outlining the three major formal
characteristics that define the relationship between authenticity and the blues. As we will
see in later chapters, these generic features are not exclusive to the blues. Indeed, they
can be applied more broadly to a rhetorical theory of authenticity that cuts across a wide
variety of conditions and experiences, musical and otherwise.

The Formal Characteristics of Authenticity in the Blues: Aesthetics, Identity, and
Imitation
The language of authenticity may be one of essences and pureness, but my
position throughout this study is that authenticity as such is a constructed, symbolic
category. Authenticity is typically used as a term to describe some object or experience,
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as when tourists claim to have witnessed an “authentic” flamenco performance in Spain,
or when this Californian lauds the superiority of “real” Texas barbecue. A rhetoric of
authenticity must recognize that such seemingly descriptive labels are actually
constitutive, however. To describe something or someone as “authentic” is to make (or
attempt to make) it so; this is also the case when one is criticized for being “fake” or
“inauthentic.” When authenticity is defined by its constitutive character, rhetoric becomes
less an art of describing reality that is perceived prior to its signification, and more a
means by which reality comes to have meaning for those who experience it. As John
Fiske explains in Media Matters, “discourse does not represent the world; it acts in and
upon the world” and shapes our very perceptions of it.214 Rhetoric is always already at
play when one brushes up against the real, mediating those experiences and managing the
field of possibilities from which one selects terms to talk about it.215 In short, because we
use rhetoric just as much as it uses us, a rhetoric of authenticity must be sensitive to how
discourses of authenticity—in the blues or elsewhere—shape reality across a wide variety
of contexts by appealing to a prior, pre-symbolic essence. Put simply: nothing is
authentic, but we waste no time in trying to convince each other that that is not the case.
As a musical art, it should come to no surprise that blues authenticity is intimately
tied to aesthetics and the supposed division between style and substance. In The Ethics of
Authenticity, philosopher Charles Taylor argues that “the demands of authenticity are
closely bound up with the aesthetic,” or what Brummett describes as “the pervasive
aestheticization of everyday life.”216 As Brummett argues, postmodernity is characterized
214
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by “flux and flow,” and becomes “a fertile breeding ground for preoccupations with style
and aesthetics.”217 In such a world, that which is considered to be “real” or substantive
collapses into an ontology of style.218 One might assume that authenticity disappears in a
world where style, aesthetics, and the surface of things rule the day, but this is not the
case. Authenticity merely changes along with the aestheticization of everyday life, such
that aesthetic dimensions—that is, “the sensory qualities of experience”—become a
common barometer for gauging authenticity.219 Hugh Barker and Yuval Taylor examine
how aestheticized authenticity plays out in popular music. “Whether it be the folklorist’s
search for forgotten bluesmen, the rock critic’s elevation of raw power over
sophistication, or the importance of bullet wounds to the careers of hip-hop artists,” they
argue, “the aesthetic of the ‘authentic musical experience,’ with its rejection of music that
is labeled contrived, pretentious, artificial, or overly commercial, has played a major role
in forming musical tastes and canons, with wide-ranging consequences.”220
Authenticity may be cast as pure and unchanging, but our society’s preoccupation
with style lays bare authenticity’s rhetorical nature. It reveals how authenticity is (and
perhaps has always been, despite the numerous ways in which it has been defined) a
symbolic category of legitimation that rests on the assumption of an essential purity. We
may point to a particular object—an original 78 rpm platter from Robert Johnson, for
example—and describe it as “authentic” because it is unlike any other in existence, but it
is important to remember that the “authentic” label is an interpretation layered on top of
that object. It is one thing to call the record unique, which is a more or less “objective”
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observation based on the fact that it may not be found anywhere else; to authenticate the
record, however, is an interpretive move that is inherently value-laden. To claim that
something or someone is authentic is to pass moral judgment on the object or person in
question, and this claim comes with the assumption that something else is not authentic.
As Barker and Taylor explain, “what individuals understand by the word authentic tends
to be influenced by what exactly they perceive as fake, in a pejorative sense; seeing
something as authentic is thus often a moral judgment as well as an aesthetic one.”221
Authenticity, both in the blues and elsewhere, is an important category for
understanding who we are as individuals, as well as members of larger communities,
cultures, even nations. Hilde Heynen observes that authenticity “remains one of the
important driving forces of our culture, and it is a category we cannot do without when
thinking about identity.”222 Many employ a discourse of authenticity in order to construct
their identity and the identities of others. In the blues tourism industry, for example, King
has argued that authenticity mediates “a larger cultural struggle between powerful
institutionalized voices and marginalized communities over the issues of representation
and identity.”223 Dominant discourses that frame cultural texts for touristic consumption
in historically important blues sites like the Mississippi Delta often traffic in pervasive
racial stereotypes that romanticize the poor, itinerant, or hyper-sexualized black
musician—what King calls the “primitive blues subject”—and for this reason he makes a
point of emphasizing that authenticity “is, indeed, a rhetorical practice.”224 Grazian, who
found similar practices on the Chicago blues scene, points out that white blues fans who
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laud performances by black artists as genuine or “authentic” often “manufacture racial
difference under the guise of flattery and praise.”225
Authenticity therefore operates not only in respect to one’s fidelity to his or her
“true self,” but also as a marker of alterity in others—a condition that is particularly
salient in the blues. Authenticity as such is a dense category that can accommodate
multiple dimensions of otherness, in terms of race, gender, class, disability, or nostalgia
for the past. For example, Kofi Agawu argues in Representing African Music that music
scholars have perpetuated nostalgic, romanticized images of a “pristine, uncontaminated
African essence . . . innocent of ‘outside’ influences,” and that is “natural,”
“spontaneous,” and “spiritual,” in direct contrast to the “clinical, atomized, cold, and
scientific” nature that characterizes European culture.226 For Agawu, these scholars have
engaged in their own search for authenticity through their study of African music.
However, their nostalgic portrayal of an authentic past is problematic when they impose a
history onto a group of people who may not necessarily identify with it, a practice that is
common to the construction of the primitive blues subject as well.
Drawing on my own experience as a blues musician, a few years ago I had the
opportunity to perform a few shows with an Austin blues singer who calls himself Blind
Orange Jefferson. The moniker “Blind” functioned conspicuously as a label that gave
him some “street cred” in the greater Texas blues community, but Jefferson is not
actually blind. Instead, he was drawing on a history of authenticating discourses that date
back to the early twentieth century and were used by legitimately disabled prewar blues
musicians—Peg Leg Sam, Blind Willie McTell, Blind Lemon Jefferson—artists who
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included their disability as part of their stage name and incorporated it into their overall
blues persona. By passing himself off as blind, Orange Jefferson was somehow more
“authentic” as a blues artist.
A rhetoric of authenticity will therefore have to contend with a wide variety of
ways in which authenticity may be used to negotiate identity categories. Vincent J. Cheng
warns that such rhetorics often lead to undesirable or harmful “isms,” such as racial
tokenism, essentialism, and racism, as well as cultural domination.227 The rhetoric of
authenticity is one that should facilitate a critical posture by offering critics strategies for
uncovering the ideological motivations behind different constructions of authenticity. In
the words of Mary McAleer Balkun, “the word ‘authentic’ always begs the question ‘to
and for whom?’”228
In addition to the formal characteristics of aesthetics and identity, one can also
identify a “tension between imitation and authenticity,” as Miles Orvell argues. Orvell
describes this tension as “a primary category in American civilization,” and it is
fundamental to the blues as well.229 One of the most influential essays addressing this
tension is Walter Benjamin’s “The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological
Reproducibility.”230 Writing in the 1930s, Benjamin examines how technologies of
reproduction operate in the capitalist mode of production. New modes of technology,
from the printing press to photography to film, “[detach] the reproduced object from the
sphere of tradition,” Benjamin argues, a space where one may locate the authority,
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authenticity, and “aura” in an original work of art.231 In Charles Taylor’s words, this kind
of “authenticity involves originality, it demands a revolt against convention.”232
Underwriting the authenticity of objects and experiences is what Benjamin calls the “here
and now” of the original work, that is, “its unique existence in a particular place”—its
history.233
Benjamin’s essay is an important foundational document that establishes how
authenticity is constructed, and challenged, in modern society. Of course, late capitalism
has devised all sorts of strategies for restoring the aura to mass-produced commodities,
and the same applies to artists who are foreign to the blues and who have dabbled in the
genre (think back to Cyndi Lauper’s Memphis Blues album, which she recorded in
Memphis in order to make it more “dirty,” and therefore more “authentic”). As Barker
and Taylor observe, “with the twentieth-century elevation of the vernacular into the new
high culture, authenticity became of supreme value, for calling something ‘authentic’ is
the easiest way to add value to low-culture products.”234 Richard Todd, contrary to
Benjamin, goes so far as to argue that mechanical reproduction “only seems to have
enhanced the mystique, the aura, of original art.”235 Yet few of the products sold on store
shelves today stem from an original that anyone would identify as “authentic.”
Capitalism has thus given us the paradoxical category of the “authentic replica,” or what
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Lawrence Grossberg calls “authentic inauthenticity,” in order to restore some of the aura
that is lost in the process of mass reproduction.236
These three formal characteristics of authenticity in the blues—aesthetics,
identity, and imitation—provide the critic with a blueprint for studying the rhetoric of
authenticity in the blues idiom. A sense of caution is warranted, as this blueprint should
not be considered a “one size fits all” approach to examining the concept of authenticity
in every context. That is to say, one can not immediately assume that authenticity does
the same kind of rhetorical work in, say, Chicago blues clubs as it does in East Austin.
That may be the case, but it must first be made clear through rhetorical analysis. Recall
that authenticity is an inherently ambiguous concept—indeed, ambiguity may very well
be the primary source of its rhetorical power. And authenticity ultimately really is about
power: the power to name, the power to claim ownership, the power to claim originality.
Many advantages come with the ability to claim authenticity, and it is for this reason that
people invest so much energy and rhetorical effort struggling over it.
Fortunately for critics, the ambiguity of authenticity can be sussed out through
close attention to the ways in which blues texts connect to issues of aesthetics, identity,
and imitation. One of the more interesting aspects of authenticity is that one need not
necessarily find the precise word “authentic” to suspect the concept is present, lurking
just underneath the surface. Language provides a flexible system of synonyms that allow
one to dance around the term without using it outright, and therefore the formal
characteristics outlined in this section offer theoretical tools for “decoding” the rhetoric
of authenticity in the blues.
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Conclusion
In this chapter I have offered a synoptic history of the blues and its sonic features
that traces its development from the mid-eighteenth century to the present day,
emphasizing along the way how central authenticity is to the idiom both in the way it is
performed and consumed. What should be clear at this point is that the blues and
authenticity are inextricably yoked in a relationship that has only intensified over the
years, even as the genre has inevitably been “watered down” after decades of
appropriation, cooptation, and change. An interplay between aesthetics, identity, and
imitation is often at work when the category of authenticity rears its head in the blues
world, and this is what makes authenticity such a complex beast to wrangle with. This
chapter has also identified a method for exploring the shifting ambiguity of authenticity
in the blues, which is the first step toward developing what I have been calling “the
rhetoric of authenticity.” In the chapters that follow, I will build this rhetoric inductively,
exploring individual case studies that yield insight into the complex relationship between
blues, authenticity, and its three formal characteristics I have detailed here. Now, let us
take a trip to Austin, Texas, and visit with some veteran blues musicians there who have a
whole lot to say about the connection between aesthetics and authenticity in their art.
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Chapter 2
“I’ve Got Some Antique in Me”: Styling the Blues in Austin, Texas
When I first broke onto the small, yet vibrant local blues scene in San Luis
Obispo, a college community of around 43,000 nestled on California’s central coast, I
was keenly aware of (and in some ways even obsessed with) my self-presentation as a
novice blues artist. I was an undergraduate with no prior musical experience and no
family history of musicianship, holding down a part-time day job making sandwiches at
the local deli where I first played blues on stage. Concerned with how my audience and
fellow musicians would perceive me on the bandstand and eager to portray an air of
authenticity despite my amateurish ability and lack of experience, I went to great lengths
to stylize myself aesthetically in accordance with popular conceptions of what an
“authentic” blues artist looked and acted like. Since I played harmonica and had amassed
a growing collection of harps in all their different keys, I logically needed a bag to carry
them around in as I traveled to and from gigs. Of course, not just any bag would do. I
appealed to some friends of mine who were antique dealers, and acquired the shoddiest,
most beat-up looking black leather briefcase I could get my hands on (this, after my quest
to find a nineteenth century medicine bag proved unsuccessful). I carried the thing around
for the better part of three years, despite the fact that my harps kept falling out on account
of holes and ripped seams in the sides. Unable to locate a leatherworker willing to repair
it, when it did finally come time to replace the bag I held out until I found a classic
tweed-covered briefcase exactly like the one used by Johnny Dyer, a black Mississippiborn vocalist and harmonica player whom I greatly admired.
The bag was just one accessory in my new blues style, and I didn’t stop there. I
purchased a pork pie hat that I proudly wore to each gig, something I picked up from the
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Blues Brothers and images of countless other bluesmen I had seen who make the hat an
integral part of their aesthetic. Sometimes I wore dark shades when I performed—another
obvious nod to the Blues Brothers, as well as John Lee Hooker and Los Angeles-based
harmonica player Rod Piazza. I rummaged through the racks of vintage clothing shops
looking for shirts and slacks that, in my mind, evoked authenticity in their aesthetic
resemblance to the stage dress of other touring bluesmen. The first amplifier I purchased
was covered in tweed fabric that matched my briefcase, lending it a “vintage”
appearance; when presented with the choice of playing harmonicas partially fastened
from plastic or wood, I of course opted for the latter. I even recall a moment when I came
to practice at a band member’s home; lacking a microphone stand, I jury-rigged one by
strapping a vocal microphone to an upright vacuum cleaner with duct tape—“now that’s
the blues,” I quipped, impressed somehow by the tenuous invocation of poverty and
resourcefulness my makeshift microphone stand represented. In retrospect, I believed that
such “authentic” accouterments made up in style what I thought I lacked in substance as a
blues player. My style provided a sort of authenticity anchor in the absence of other racial
or class markers of authenticity I did not possess, and it made me feel more confident on
stage, more real. I hoped audiences would take me and my music more seriously as a
result.
The apparent division between style and substance that influenced my attempts to
authenticate myself as a blues artist is one example of a powerful (and ancient) binary
that continues to underwrite our understandings of authenticity across many contexts
today. To consider how that binary functions vis-à-vis authenticity is to be concerned
with aesthetics, one of the three formal characteristics of authenticity in the blues.
Whereas later chapters in this study focus on how identity and imitation are tied to
authenticity when the blues is mediated for popular audiences, this chapter explores the
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aesthetic dimension of authenticity through the rhetoric of actual blues musicians.
Drawing on oral history interviews with several key members of the Austin blues
community, I examine how their constructions of authenticity converge along a binary of
style/substance, through the lens of what Dennis Jarrett calls the “blues persona,” a selfperformance that bluesmen and blueswomen construct in order to negotiate their own
identities as artists.237 Although each musician interviewed for this chapter had unique
experiences to narrate, they all filter their life stories through the blues. For many, even
their earliest childhood memories are connected to the blues in some way. Through these
interviews it becomes clear that music, and specifically the blues, is the way blues artists
in Austin have come to understand who they are as individual subjects and their
relationship to the larger blues community throughout the city.
More importantly, I will show that authenticity is an integral concept that shapes
these local Austin musicians’ blues persona; although the artists expressed a variety of
perspectives that enrich our understanding of authenticity’s complexity and ambiguity,
these views coalesce around the style/substance binary and ultimately illustrate how the
binary collapses altogether. David Grazian has argued that “all definitions of authenticity
. . . [are] based on a mix of prevailing myths and prejudices invented in the absence of
actual experience.”238 How, then, might the actual experiences of professional blues
musicians in Austin complicate such understandings of authenticity? As we will see, oral
history permits a kind of privileged access into the world of professional blues artists, a
world where authenticity in the blues moves far beyond one’s technical proficiency or
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ability to play well in the idiom. In fact, contrary to what common sense might suggest,
for some narrators authenticity has very little to do with the music itself—making
rhetoric all the more central to the concept of authenticity. By the end of this chapter, it
will be clear that authenticity, regardless of how it may be defined, is experienced as real
aesthetically even though it is always negotiated rhetorically.
To this end, the chapter proceeds as follows. First, I briefly discuss what oral
history is, and survey some of the major theoretical and methodological issues that
concern oral historians as they pertain to this study. Next, I preface my analysis of
authenticity in the Austin blues scene by providing an overview of the idea that style is
diametrically opposed to substance, and trace the binary’s origins back to ancient Greece
and the Platonic debates over sophistry and philosophy. An overview of the data gathered
for this chapter follows, and I then offer a close analysis of the transcripts and audio
recordings, focusing on the artists’ rhetorical construction of authenticity along the
style/substance binary. Finally, I conclude by discussing how the oral history interviews
demonstrate an important characteristic of the concept of authenticity, namely, that it
challenges any strict division between style and substance and reinforces the centrality of
rhetoric to authenticity itself.

The Sounds of Silence: Race, Power and Oral History
Story-telling that leaves history to the oppressor, that imagines a world of desire
detached from the world of necessity, cannot challenge the hegemony of
dominant discourse. But story-telling that combines subjectivity and objectivity,
that employs the insights and passions of myth and folklore in the service of
revising history, can be a powerful tool of contestation.
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—George Lipsitz, Time Passages239

History, it is often said, is written with the pen of the victors and from the
perspective of those in power. This statement emphasizes the politicized nature of the
way we understand the past—the idea that history (much like authenticity) is actively
produced through a process that is never neutral or purely “objective.” Kathleen J. Turner
argues that history is not simply “a mirror of the past that is reported by objective
historians,” but rather a rhetorical endeavor and a social construction that cannot be
disarticulated from ideology, power relations, and the interests of those who write it.240 In
this sense, the historical past is less a thing or series of events that happened in some
quantifiable place and time “back then,” and more a position or stance one takes in
relation to the present, or what anthropology professor Michel-Rolph Trouillot describes
as “pastness.” “The past has no content,” he explains, because “the past does not exist
independently from the present. Indeed, the past is only past because there is a
present.”241 This is not to say that events in the past never happened, of course, but rather
that those events are always already a symbolic construction based on memories, direct
experiences, or narratives that have been passed down from generation to generation, all
of which are filtered through the position one occupies in the here and now.242 Martha
Norkunas, an oral historian and folklorist who has written on constructions of the past
and the politics of place in tourist centers like Monterey, California and Lowell,
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Massachusetts, similarly argues that “the past is created . . . in the present to legitimize
contemporary personal, social, and political circumstances.”243
These understandings of history—as social construction, “pastness,” or cultural
perception—have important implications for how we come to understand the history of
the blues since the genre’s inception over a century ago, and the ways in which the
category of authenticity has been (and continues to be) a central feature of that history.
The practice of oral history itself creates spaces in which blues artists have an opportunity
to fill the conspicuous gaps in dominant historical narratives about the blues and black
history more generally, as well as craft what George Lipsitz calls “counter-memories,” a
“sometimes dangerous terrain” that “forces revision of existing histories by supplying
new perspectives about the past.”244 While oral history is not without its own problematic
politics and ideological concerns, it can provide spaces for blues musicians to exercise
agency by articulating an identity for themselves and describing, through their
experiences with music and as professional musicians, very personal visions of what it
means to be an “authentic” player.

Oral History and the Blues
Oral history can be described as both a field of study and a method that is
uniquely equipped to broaden our understanding of history and recuperate the silences of
the past. Paul Thompson notes that historians who have traditionally concerned
themselves with studying “Big Events” and “Important People” have fueled “a great
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recording machine shaping the past in its own image.”245 This culturally specific,
hegemonic iteration of history often presents narratives that omit (sometimes unwittingly,
but often systematically) the experiences of oppressed populations. This has been
particularly evident in the U.S.’s conflicted relationship with its own complicated racial
past. John Michael Vlach notes that at popular heritage sites like Southern plantations,
“accounts of the lives of slaves” are often “shaped by the interpretive ploys of deflection,
trivialization, or erasure,” thus denying visitors an opportunity to engage with issues of
slavery, segregation, and black oppression.246 Similarly, Jennifer L. Eichstedt and
Stephen Small argue that in plantation museums, it is often the case that “slavery and
African Americans are presented as almost incidental to the growth of the South and, by
extension, the United States.”247 The state of Mississippi, by contrast, boasts a Delta
Blues Museum in Clarksdale whose exhibits chronicle the African American experience
in the South. However, as Stephen A. King argues in his analysis of the museum, its
“depiction of blues artists reflects a blues myth grounded in rhetorical narratives and
visual tropes of poverty and primitiveness,” that “perpetuate White control over an
African American art form.”248
These examples of the way slavery and Jim Crow are framed for touristic
consumption demonstrate how the historical record is often full of silences, even in the
case of museums that actively attempt to make space for the voices of the oppressed.
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“Any historical narrative is a particular bundle of silences,” Trouillot reminds us, and
“something is always left out while something else is recorded.”249 Rhetorical critics can
draw on oral history narratives to better understand how marginalized communities carve
out spaces of resistance and negotiate their identities in the face of power. Oral history
itself is an agentive act, or as Della Pollock describes it, “a process of making history in
dialogue.” “It is cocreative,” she argues, “co-embodied, specially framed, contextually
and intersubjectively contingent, sensuous, vital, artful in its achievement of narrative
form, meaning, and ethics, and insistent on doing through saying.”250
In a 2006 interview with Harold McMillan, he highlights the racial politics of
dominant blues histories of Texas and the way they typically emphasize the contributions
of white artists, often at the expense of the pioneering black musicians who came before
them. “When you’re reading that book about the history of Texas blues and Austin
blues,” he says, “you’re reading an interview with Clifford Antone and Stevie [Ray]
Vaughan and Jimmie Vaughan. You’re not reading an interview with [black Austin
musicians] Grey Ghost, or Snuff Johnson, or Matthew Robinson, so their story’s not
really out there, you know.”251 Two years after that interview, folklorist and blues scholar
Alan Govenar published the mighty, six hundred-page Texas Blues: The Rise of a
Contemporary Sound. Featured prominently on the cover is a color photograph of an
artist that neatly encapsulates popular perceptions of Texas blues: white Dallas guitarist
Stevie Ray Vaughan, who would go on to achieve worldwide fame before his untimely
death in a helicopter crash in 1990. Although the majority of the book is dedicated to the
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contributions of black artists in Texas (Snuff Johnson and Grey Ghost, the neglected
artists McMillan mentions above, both make appearances), Vaughan, a Grammy winner
and international star in the blues and rock world, is clearly positioned as the focal point
and “torchbearer” of the Texas blues community. McMillan’s efforts to collect the oral
histories of a dying generation of black Austin blues musicians through his Blues Family
Tree Oral History Project, like the interviews conducted for this project, are part of a
larger effort to shift the spotlight back onto these artists and recognize them for their
contributions and experiences. As we will see in the next chapters on Living Blues
magazine and The Blues Brothers film, these efforts can also have troubling ideological
implications when the blues is coupled with authenticity while at the same time creating
opportunities for dialogue.
Oral history is, ultimately, about voice. As its very name implies, oral history is
defined by its orality, that is, by its connection to the spoken word. In this sense it is
unique when compared to more traditional forms of historical research and method that
focus primarily on written texts. Although publication norms require that oral historians
inevitably must translate narrators’ voices into a written transcript, interviewers are
concerned first and foremost with capturing the embodied voice on tape (or, in what is
increasingly more common, a digital file). This orality has interesting implications for the
use of oral history when studying authenticity. As the reader will see shortly, for many
Austin blues musicians “authenticity” is a concept that one experiences viscerally, with
his or her whole body. One can capture a fuller, richer sense of what “authenticity”
means for these members of the Austin blues community by listening to their voice.
Ultimately, their negotiations of authenticity are better captured with orality and by
experiencing their “presence” on audio recordings, since written transcripts literally strip
each narrator of his or her body.
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Given what we learned from the discussion of authenticity and blues history
(particularly East Austin blues history) in the previous chapter, it should come as no
surprise that Austin blues artists have a lot to say about the concept of authenticity.
Indeed, they hold a multitude of views regarding the specific criteria a blues artist must
meet in order to be considered “authentic.” Despite this range of opinions, the artists’
views coalesce along a binary of style and substance. Some artists, for example,
explained authenticity in terms of its aesthetic or stylistic features (e.g., rhythm and
musical structure), whereas others described it in terms of more “substantive” features
(e.g., race and class). Although it may seem counterintuitive, it will be helpful to travel
momentarily back to ancient Greece in order to better appreciate these blues artists’
narratives and the relationship between authenticity and the style/substance binary.
Authenticity, and specifically the connection between authenticity, style, and substance,
has deep historical roots in the philosophical thought of ancient Greece. As Mark
Backman has argued, “we live in an age powered by assumptions about language and
reality that took root in Greece during the fifth century B.C.”252 In this sense, Western
conceptions of “authenticity” and the many signifiers that orbit around it are anything but
new. In order to better appreciate how they function in the contemporary discourse of
blues artists today, it is helpful to describe their ancient legacy in Greek thought.

“Original” Authenticity: Sophistic Style, Platonic Substance
In The Beginnings of Rhetorical Theory in Ancient Greece, Edward Schiappa
argues that “rhetoric was defined at cross-purposes with the emerging rival discipline of
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Philosophy.”253 This is particularly evident in Plato’s famous dialogue Gorgias, where
the author delivers a scathing critique of sophistry and rhetoric in favor of dialectic and
the philosophical pursuit of truth and knowledge. The term “sophistry” refers to the
formal practice of sophists, a special class of itinerant public speaking professionals in
ancient Greece, a society whose budding democracy (especially in Athens) placed a high
premium on the ability to speak well in public. Sophists offered courses of instruction in
public speaking and persuasion, and while many were successful in their efforts to
educate paying students in the art of rhetoric, they were also held suspect for practicing
an “art of hoodwinking the audience in any manner possible.”254 Plato considered
rhetoric more a knack than a true art, and his critique of sophistry can be mapped along a
division between style and substance, a binary that gives priority to that which is
substantive and real over that which deals with surface-level appearances and style.
Grounded in his epistemology and cosmology, which holds that absolute truth is rooted in
the world of Ideal Forms and is attainable through the disciplined practice of dialectic,
Plato’s critique of sophistry is important to the rhetorical study of authenticity for the way
in which it acknowledges that absolute truth (and therefore authenticity) does indeed
exist—as opposed to a more sophistic epistemology that argues that truth, and by
extension authenticity, are always contingent.
In the Gorgias, one finds multiple examples from the exchange between Socrates
and the aging sophist the dialogue is named after that illustrate this idea. At one point in
their dialectical exchange, Socrates succeeds in convincing Gorgias to admit that there
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are two distinct forms of persuasion, “one providing belief without knowledge, and the
other sure knowledge.”255 Belief without knowledge is revealed as the subject matter of
rhetoric, whereas belief with knowledge is the exclusive province of philosophy. Plato’s
distinction between belief with knowledge and belief without knowledge not only
establishes that true knowledge can only be acquired through the practice of philosophy
and dialectic, it establishes a value hierarchy that characterizes rhetoric—with its
attention to appearances and stylistic devices, as opposed to truth and substance—as an
inauthentic type of discourse. For example, in the dialogue Socrates defines rhetoric not
as a proper discipline onto itself but rather as the appearance of one, “a semblance of a
branch of politics.”256 As a semblance it deals with outward appearances and counterfeit
images; it is a façade that only adorns the surface of things, with little substance below
that surface.
Plato’s characterization of rhetoric as a deficient form of politics stems from the
schema his character Socrates explains in the Gorgias, where the philosopher
distinguishes true arts, such as gymnastic, medicine, legislation, and justice, from their
corresponding habitudes, which include cosmetics, cookery, sophistry, and rhetoric.257
Each pair aligns closely with the style/substance binary. Consider, for example, Socrates’
claim that a habitude “pretends to be that into which she has crept, and cares nothing for
what is the best, but dangles what is most pleasant for the moment as a bait for folly, and
deceives it into thinking that she is of the highest value.”258 Through simulation and
deception, these pretenders detract from “the best” by appealing only to “the pleasant,”
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and more importantly for Plato, each habitude can give “no account . . . of the real nature
of the things it applies.”259
In Book Ten of the Republic, Plato again addresses the topic of authenticity
through a discussion of imitation. In this section of the dialogue, Socrates envisions a
powerful artisan who is able to craft any item, including the “earth and sky and gods and
everything in the sky, and everything in Hades beneath the earth.”260 Socrates goes on to
posit a world in which three types of couches exist: one that is created by a god, another
manufactured by a carpenter, and a third made by a painter on canvas. The god-made
couch seems to correlate with Plato’s theory of Ideal Forms; it is the ultimate form, the
one, True Couch. Even if the god had willed two couches into existence, Socrates
explains, there could only be one ideal couch, for “one would again come to light whose
form they in turn would both possess, and it would be what a couch itself is, not the
two.”261 Once he establishes this couch as the ontological foundation of couchness,
Socrates examines the true nature, or authenticity, of the painter’s couch. The painter, he
argues, is thrice removed from The Couch because “he is an imitator of what the others
are craftsmen of,” or, an “imitation of an illusion.”262 Socrates’ notion of a copy of a copy
not only separates style from the substantive reality which it imitates, it also assumes that
the imitation is necessarily inferior, and therefore less authentic, than the original. This is
similar to the logic that underwrites the rhetoric of authenticity today, as Socrates reveals
in a parallel he draws between a painter and a poet: “the maker of an image—the
imitator—knows nothing, we say, about what is, but only about what appears.”263
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Although Plato was writing about a very different set of concerns than those experienced
by blues musicians and fans today, his work reveals that humans have been preoccupied
with the concept of authenticity for a very long time.
Plato may not use the term “authentic” in these dialogues, but he is clearly
concerned with some of the fundamental epistemological issues that are important to the
contemporary theorization of rhetorical authenticity. Based on a Platonic perspective that
is invested in absolute Truth and privileges the pursuit of true knowledge through
dialectic, one might conceptualize authenticity objectively, as a way of describing the end
result of a dialectical exchange. All that is associated with rhetoric and sophistry, by
contrast, is decidedly inauthentic for Plato, for it is based on conjecture, probability, style,
and belief as opposed to knowledge. From a sophistic perspective that is invested in a
more rhetorical worldview, authenticity seems to anticipate the postmodern turn in its
lack of a stable referent. A contemporary rhetorical theory of authenticity must
interrogate both of these positions and their epistemological implications for the subject.
Subjectivity, or the notion of selfhood, however, does not appear to be an
important consideration for Plato and his understanding of authenticity. As Charles
Guignon argues in On Being Authentic, the division between an “inner ‘real me’ and
what is seen as merely external show” simply does not make sense in premodern societies
like ancient Greece: “A person just is what he or she does in performing socially
established roles and carrying out the functions necessary to the smooth functioning of
the wider context of the world.”264 For example, consider Plato’s Socrates, who in the
beginning of Gorgias asks the sophist: “Gorgias, do you tell us yourself in what art it is
you are skilled, and hence, what we ought to call you.”265 Gorgias’ selfhood, and that of
264
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all premodern subjects, Guignon contends, collapses into the work they do or the specific
role they play in ancient society. The real or authentic Gorgias in this example would be
defined by his commitment to a particular occupation, that is, the practice of sophistry.
Barry Brummett’s recent work on style as an increasingly universal, global
rhetorical system offers a productive way to consider the contemporary significance of
these ancient debates over style, substance, and authenticity. Brummett conceptualizes
rhetoric according to what is called the “intersubjectivist” position, which posits a world
made up of signs and symbols where “reality” is socially constructed. Brummett
introduced this position in a 1976 essay on postmodern rhetoric, and maintains it in his
2004 book Rhetorical Homologies, where he asserts, “A world of discourse is just exactly
the world we live in today.”266 In that work he forwards the idea of rhetorical homologies
as one that “sees rhetoric, and all rhetorical struggle, as manipulation of the resources of
King Discourse.”267 From this perspective, authenticity is no longer tethered to a
substantive real, as Plato would have it, but rather becomes the product of discourse,
symbols, and rhetoric.
Brummett builds on his theory of rhetorical homology in 2008’s A Rhetoric of
Style, where he identifies homology as one component in a larger rhetorical system of
style. Brummett expands our understanding of style beyond its more narrow conception
in classical rhetorical theory or its contemporary usage in the world of fashion, calling it
“the transcendent ground in which the social is formed in late capitalism.”268 “Style is not
so much something that one does,” he argues, “as it is the grounds in terms of which
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something is done.”269 Brummett collapses the Platonic binary between style and
substance, claiming “rhetorical status for substance and ontological status for style.”270
Style, in short, “is substance. If we live in a culture that is increasingly one of sign and
image, then a style made of sign and image may be as ‘real’ as it gets, as real as anybody
wants or needs for it to be. That is precisely our world.”271 As substance collapses into
style and as style becomes more and more substantive in an increasingly stylized world,
authenticity in turn loses its tenuous connection to a stable “real.”
Negotiations of authenticity can be mapped along a style/substance binary
according to how authenticity is being defined in each specific case. Many claims of
authenticity, for example, insist that a stable, substantive foundation props up the person
or practice that is framed as authentic. These claims, which appear frequently in Plato’s
writings, could be located on the “substance” side of the style/substance binary. One
could imagine other claims, especially today, that privilege aesthetic elements that one
might map along the “style” side of the binary. The problem with this division is that its
usefulness begins to erode once the distinction between style and substance is called into
question. As Schiappa argues, it is our responsibility “not merely to reverse our
evaluation of such pairs . . . but to deconstruct and replace the pairs.”272 As the
style/substance binary starts to slip, collapse, or disappear, what happens to authenticity
along the way? Brummett’s conception of a rhetoric of style helps us to better understand
the implications for authenticity when we move beyond the binary. In the section that
follows, I examine the perspectives of actual working blues artists whose experiences
living and playing the blues offer a unique perspective into the negotiation of
269
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authenticity. As we will see, the style/substance binary provides a useful framework for
mapping their views on what it means to be an authentic blues musician, and ultimately
demonstrate how the binary ceases to hold true.

Talking About Authenticity
Who gets to claim that a certain cultural art form is authentic or not? What are the
rhetorical implications of that assertion? And if authenticity is a rhetorical (as opposed to
a “natural”) construct tracked along a binary between style and substance, what can be
said for authenticity if that binary no longer holds? Oral history is a method that is wellsuited to answering these questions, especially when one is interested in the perspectives
of those who are typically overlooked in dominant historical narratives. As oral historian
Alessandro Portelli argues, the voices of the “nonhegemonic classes” (like most Austin
blues artists) can contribute to a more complete picture of the past because “oral sources
involve the entire account in their own subjectivity.”273 The relationship between orality
and selfhood is of particular interest to this study, for authenticity, especially in the blues,
is so often connected to the self. The self, in turn, is intimately connected to style,
because style is one of the primary ways in which we present ourselves to the world. This
nexus of authenticity, subjectivity, and style that I explore in the following interviews
illustrates how the human obsession over the distinction between the “real” and its
imitation is both old and new at the same time.
For this chapter I interviewed a total of eleven artists (two artists were visited
twice) between 2008 and 2010, with the majority taking place in 2010. The interviews,
all of which were held in a face-to-face setting, resulted in nearly twenty-two hours of
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audio recordings and approximately 454 pages of single-spaced transcripts. I followed
best practices guidelines for professional oral historians, which included transcribing all
of the interviews myself and performing a full, complete audit of each interview to ensure
its accuracy (the excerpts presented in this chapter have been lightly edited for
readability). An audit includes listening back to the entire interview in real time while
following along with an unedited transcript, making corrections and changes as
necessary. With few exceptions, the interviews were recorded using a professional digital
audio recorder capable of recording high-quality WAV files. This large, uncompressed
file format is better suited to digital archiving than, say, an MP3 or WMA file, and
produces audio recordings that are acceptable for radio, Internet, and other public
broadcasts.274
The narrators I interviewed for this study were selected because they are all
professional, working blues musicians who reside in Austin. Although some are adept at
performing in other genres like jazz or country, all of the musicians have spent a majority
of their professional careers in the blues, giving them special insight into issues of
authenticity and blues music. They range in age from thirty to eighty, and all have had
varying degrees of success in the music business—from established Grammy-winners to
those who only recently released a recording under their own name. Many are African
American, and others can be identified as white. All of the narrators interviewed are
male.275 Biographical detail will follow as I discuss narrators individually, but it is worth
274 Many of the narrators signed additional release forms to donate their interviews to the Project in
Interpreting the Texas Past: African American Texans Oral History Project, a collection of oral history
interviews under the direction of Dr. Martha Norkunas at Middle Tennessee State University. This
collection examines the history of African Americans in the Austin community through oral history
narratives, and is currently being processed for a public archive that will allow future researchers as well as
the general public access to the interviews.
275 Due to limitations related to both time and access, I was unfortunately unable to interview more local
female blues musicians. I intend to continue this oral history project into the future, and will make every
effort to include more interviews with women.
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pointing out here that half of the narrators I interviewed participated directly to varying
degrees in the nascent East Austin blues scene that was discussed in the historical
overview in the previous chapter. Most of the artists have been playing professionally in
Austin for decades, and some, like Henry “Bluesboy” Hubbard, have been entertaining
East Austin audiences for fifty years or longer.
Using resources available to me as a result of my experience as a radio disc
jockey and blues musician in Austin, I was able to establish a good rapport with each
artist, who all generously donated their interviews to this study and the Project in
Interpreting the Texas Past archive. Although the interviews generated several hundred
pages of written transcript, it is important to note that no oral history project is ever
“complete.” Portelli describes what he calls “the inherent incompleteness of oral
sources,” noting that any given oral history project “always has the unfinished nature of a
work in progress.”276 Even if one were able to interview every member of a given
community (no doubt a difficult, if not impossible task), the sum of all interviews would
still be incomplete simply because “oral sources are inexhaustible.”277 Although I believe
this collection of interviews is representative of an important segment of the Austin blues
community, it should not be considered exhaustive; there are many working blues or
blues-based musicians in Austin that I did not have access to or simply could not meet
with because of time constraints.
My conversations with these Austin blues musicians yielded a rich collection of
audio recordings and transcripts that cover an equally diverse range of topics. In this
section I focus specifically on the portions of those conversations that offer insight into
the concept of authenticity. In some interviews artists spoke about authenticity directly,
276
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and in others authenticity was hinted at or addressed in a more indirect, but nonetheless
revealing, manner. This reflects the ways in which the conversations took place, as I
would alternate between asking the narrators direct questions about authenticity (e.g.,
“Do you think there is such a thing as ‘authenticity’ in the blues?” or “Do you think there
is a distinction between real blues and fake blues?”) as well as questions that dealt with
topics that were related to authenticity without using the word “authentic” (e.g., “How do
you define the blues?” or “How do you know when something is not the blues?”). After
listening to the recordings and reading through all of the transcripts multiple times, I
discovered that the artists’ perspectives on authenticity closely adhered to the
style/substance binary in interesting, often complex ways. In what follows, I examine
these perspectives in greater detail. In an effort to give as much space as possible to the
actual voices of the narrators, there are times when I found it necessary to excerpt long
portions of the interviews in order to establish the proper context, tone, and sense of
meaning behind the narrators’ words—even though this prevented me from including all
twelve narrators I interviewed. I should underscore that oral historians consider the audio
or video recording (rather than the written transcript) to be the primary source for each
interview, and invite readers to listen to audio clips of the interviews if time permits.

Authenticity as Substance
Several narrators talked about authenticity in ways that both revisit and expand
the issues I will explore in greater depth in an analysis of Living Blues magazine and its
editorial policy in the following chapter, namely the black/white racial binary through
which many understand blues history and performance. In these examples, authenticity is
expressed through a discourse of substance when black artists evoke their racial
120

identity—and more specifically, their black bodies and the history of the black
experience in the U.S.—in such a way that blackness becomes a principle signifier of
blues authenticity. From this perspective, some white performers are described as
imposters or “posers” who lack this authentic blackness despite their talent or ability to
play and sing the blues, while others are praised for approaching an authentic
presentation because of their association with black artists. I will also point to other
examples that illustrate how an artist’s class position or life experience defines his or her
blues authenticity in a similarly exclusive fashion.
One narrator who characterized authenticity as a substantive, racial construct most
clearly was Henry “Bluesboy” Hubbard, referred to by many in the Austin community
simply as “Bluesboy.” Hubbard was born in La Grange, Texas in early 1934, and from
his childhood to the present day music has remained a central part of his life. A talented
pianist and guitarist, Hubbard moved to Austin in 1955 at the age of 21, where he served
in the Air Force as a jet mechanic while stationed at Bergstrom Air Force Base (now the
site of Austin’s commercial airport) until 1958. During this time he started to play blues
professionally as the bandleader for Bluesboy Hubbard and the Jets in both East and West
Austin. Now retired from his “day gig” as a state employee, Mr. Hubbard continues to
perform regularly with his band the Texas Eastside Kings, which features past members
of the original Jets lineup.
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Fig. 3: Henry “Bluesboy” Hubbard in 2010278
Midway through our nearly three-hour interview, Hubbard began discussing his
friend and one-time student, Bill Campbell. “He’s a guy that I taught to play the blues,”
Hubbard said, “and out of all the white guys that I’ve taught to play blues guitar, Bill has
to be the purest. He sounds just like a black guy when he plays blues. Sounds just like a
black person, you wouldn’t know it that that’s a white guy on guitar. . . . I taught just
woo-hoos of white guys.” Hubbard was at one time a popular teacher for aspiring white
blues players, and was sought out by the late Austin blues club owner Clifford Antone,
singer Angela Strehli, and Grammy-nominated guitarist/singer/producer Johnny Winter
for private lessons. Hubbard also mentioned Mickey Bennett, another white student of
his. “I taught him to play bass, guitar, piano, organ, and he was real good at it,” Hubbard
said. “He could play black stuff real—and you know, sound pretty black.”279
Fascinated by Hubbard’s remarks, particularly his references to a “pure” and
“real” black sound that seemed to suggest a substantive benchmark for measuring blues
278
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authenticity, I asked if he felt there were any differences between the blues performances
of white and black players. “Black guys has more soul, more feeling, when they play,” he
responded, “and white guys don’t automatically have that. It’s sort of like they have to
learn to put that in there. And all white guys don’t do too good at learning it, you know.”
Much like the editors of Living Blues, Hubbard evokes a black/white binary that
demarcates authenticity along racial lines. He elaborated:
If a white guy’s playing a guitar and a black guy’s playing, and they can be in a
room, and you say, “Hubbard, this guy’s going to run some notes, and this guy
going to run them, now you tell me which one is white and which one is black.”
And I can pretty much tell you, you know. It’s just that much difference. Doing
the blues, they’re going to be both doing blues. And I can pretty much tell you
that’s a white guy, man. That’s a black guy. Because it’s that much different. It’s
the heritage of what—white guys adjust to what comes natural. And most white
guys, country and western comes natural. A black guy don’t want to adjust to
country and western, because it don’t come natural. They have to learn country
and western. But when it comes to blues, a black man pick up a guitar, he’s going
to play the blues. If he don’t do nothing else, he’s going to play the blues.
Because that’s our heritage. We come from Africa, our ancestry. So, I don’t know
what does it, but that’s the way it is.280
One could design a scientific study to verify Hubbard’s claim, but I am not particularly
interested in whether it is empirically true or not. Rather, it is the claim itself—that
Hubbard can hear race encoded in sound—that has great rhetorical power and
implications for how we understand the rhetoric of authenticity. Hubbard is arguing that
while the musical or sonic dimension of the blues is indeed important (e.g., the notes and
musical structure of a song), it is epiphenomenal to the performer’s authenticity: one can
play the blues perfectly, one can even play the blues black, but this in and of itself does
not make the artist authentic.
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Hubbard is not necessarily making a factual claim when he asserts an essential
blackness in order to define a pure blues sound, nor when he claims that the heritage of
African American blues artists makes the blues come “naturally” to blacks. Rather,
Hubbard seems to employ a particular construction of black blues authenticity that
remains tethered to his belief in a real, tangible foundation—race, and the black
experience in the U.S.—as a discourse of resistance, or what Gayatri Spivak might call an
example of “strategic essentialism,” that stakes agency and ownership over the genre and
its performance by non-black musicians.281 His description of his student Bill Campbell,
who “sounds just like a black person,” and Mickey Bennett, who “could play black stuff
real” and “sound pretty black,” illustrate this point. By Hubbard’s own admission,
Campbell and Bennett are able to “pass” as black precisely because they have a black
sound. But race remains the central measuring stick for their authenticity as performers;
as Hubbard suggests, their whiteness permits them to only “sound” black, even when
playing their best. Campbell and Bennett’s whiteness therefore excludes them from being
truly “authentic” bluesmen.
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Fig. 4: Matthew Robinson in 2009282
Like Hubbard, Matthew Robinson is another soul and blues singer/guitarist with a
long history on Austin’s East side. Robinson achieved early success opening concerts for
James Brown and Big Mama Thornton as the lead vocalist in a high school soul outfit
called The Mustangs. Fourteen years Hubbard’s junior, Robinson teamed with him for a
time under the aegis of the “Dynamic Duo,” and the two experienced regional success in
Central Texas and parts of Europe in the early 1990s. Speaking about that experience,
Robinson told me how Hubbard possessed a kind of “magical” ability while mentoring
him to become the blues professional he is today:
I felt proud because I was like the youngster, and he was like the old man master,
going to show you how to do. And so I was just grateful for the opportunity just to
be there. Because early when I was small, and we had just moved to the projects, I
remember hearing him practice. I was shooting marbles. And then I found out
later that was him practicing. But then to end up playing with him, it was just
amazing. How can faith do that? You know, without you trying. Just all you got to
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do is if you love it, you’ll just, like a magnet. You just might take a while, but
you’re going to meet.283
Like Hubbard, Robinson similarly described the blues as a substantive art that
comes naturally for blacks. When I asked him if race factors into one’s ability to play the
blues well, we had this exchange:
MR: I’d say it helps a lot. [laughs] Mostly, ninety percent. But if you have it in
your heart—
RG: What helps?
MR: Just being black. That helps—that’s almost automatic. But if you have it in
your heart, and you really love that, I think people can tell it. They might say,
“Man, he’s playing that blues really good.” But, you could tell he might be from
Spain or somewhere, but he goes, “Man! Wow!” You see what I’m saying? So
you can play blues. Like yourself, we played and had so much fun together with
your harmonica, you be playing it, and we forget they’re up there because we’re
having so much fun. It’s the same spirit of it all.
But sure you, being black, that’s what happens to you. It’s just there. It’s nothing
you can do about it. [laughs] And like me, it took a long time to find out, but I
finally did. And so I just realized, hey, this is normal for me. I’m working too
hard on the wrong stuff. So, to your question, sure it helps, but I think everybody
has a—if you really love it, you can get right to the core of it. And by just the fact
that you love it, that means you’re going to grab something. And when you’re
playing that blues, improvisational thing, that’s when it comes out. Just as in jazz,
or gospel, or whatever. It’s just like that. So you have to love it first, then if you
love it, you’re going to learn. And then by learning the spirit of it all, you’ll get
your own little notch in it, and that’s what’s really important right there. And
that’s making a statement bold, right there, if you can just do that. And if you’re
black, most people expect you to do that anyway.284
Robinson, like his mentor Hubbard, also allows for non-blacks to play the blues
authentically—he even kindly mentions an evening when I accompanied him (somewhat
unsuccessfully on my end, as I recall) playing harmonica at an improvised jam organized
by the Austin Blues Society in 2008. If the artist can convey a certain love for the genre
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through the notes she plays, then for Robinson, she can be a successful blues artist. That
said, he observes that black people have a certain “natural” affinity for blues and that
blackness “helps a lot” to be a real blues player. Robinson notes that there is also a
certain expectation that blacks play blues, as opposed to rock & roll, jazz, or country
music (interestingly, he never mentions hip hop or rap). Rather than frame this as a
burden, however, Robinson’s nuanced argument posits blackness and black culture as
“the essence” of real blues. Here again, the music is an important, but secondary, feature
of “true” blues authenticity.
James Kuykendall is another established East side blues artist who ran in the same
musical circles as Bluesboy Hubbard and Robinson during the 1950s, 60s, and 70s. Born
in Eagle Lake, Texas and raised in Austin, Kuykendall was drawn to the guitar by
watching his father play the instrument, and built his first guitar by hand (this story also
seems to authenticate the story’s teller, as the narrative of a young aspiring musician who
fashions single-string “diddley bows” or cigar box guitars with broom sticks has become
a common trope in blues biographies). He now leads Hubbard as the front man and main
vocalist for the Texas Eastside Kings. Towards the end of our interview I asked
Kuykendall to discuss how he defines the blues. He explained:
And you really can’t play the blues unless you done had it hard. You can play it,
but you don’t really have it in you until you done really had it hard. And I had it
hard. So I got the blues in me. At times I didn’t have enough to eat. At times I
didn’t have clothes to wear, shoes to wear, I had holes in my shoes. And that’s
seeing it as hard. But now, it’s a few peoples can play the blues and play them
better than me, and they ain’t never had a hard time in their life [laughs].285
Where Hubbard and Robinson evoke blackness as a prerequisite for a certain kind of
blues authenticity, Kuykendall points to signifiers of class like a “hard” life, lack of food,
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and lack of clothing as defining markers for playing real blues. Interestingly, Kuykendall
allows that there are some musicians who have not suffered the way he has, yet they can
still play the blues “better” than him. However, he also makes an important distinction
between playing and really playing the blues. “I’ve got some antique in me that I can
use,” Kuykendall said at one point in our interview, referring to the longevity of his blues
experience. Only those that have a bit of “antique” in them and have lived a blues life, in
other words, reserve the privilege of being considered real blues artists.
Seeking clarification, I asked Kuykendall if he felt the music played by musicians
who have never lived through hard times was still the blues in his mind. “Nooo,” he
replied, “but they’re playing the blues, and they’re playing it good. And they got it going
on with it, but it’s that they learned to pull it out like that, I don’t know. . . . They’re
faking it. It’s not the real thing. It’s not the real thing. They’re faking it, but they can
make it sound so good. But it’s not what I interpret as being the blues.”286 Noticing this
interesting tension between having a good blues sound that could still be construed as
“fake,” I asked Kuykendall, “So there’s more than just playing the notes right, is that
what you’re saying?” He responded, “Yeah. Well, it’s, you can play it, you can play it,
but you can’t never write it and have it going on.”287 Kuykendall distinguishes blues that
“sounds good” from blues that “has it going on,” and blues that one learns to play from
blues that originates from a wellspring of suffering and the toil and hardship of real, lived
experience. Here again, Kuykendall points to certain unidentified qualities beyond the
sound itself that authenticate the music and the person performing it, although it remains
unclear what those qualities are. As was the case with Hubbard and Robinson,
Kuykendall seems to deploy authenticity as a discourse of resistance and substance that
286
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protects the blues genre from outside (white) imposters precisely by making the style or
sound of the music secondary to lived experience.
Charles Shaw, a drummer with a long history playing with East side bands
alongside Hubbard, Robinson, and Kuykendall, had this to say when I asked if there is
such a thing as authenticity in the blues:
Well, you mean can they play it or can they not play it? I’ll put it this way: if you
don’t have a feel for it, you can’t play it. You have to really, really have a good
feel for it. It’s hard to do. . . . There’s different types of blues now. You got
country blues, or hip hop blues, or different kinds of blues. Now the authentic
blues, it’s, that’s hard to do.
I mean, John Lee Hooker stuff, back in them days, Robert Johnson, all them cats
like that. That’s the authentic blues. Unless you try to live that, you really can’t hit
it just right, you know? Somebody that really knows can tell the difference. But if
you can play, you can play. That’s the bottom line, if you can play you can play it.
But you have to really study it to really, to do it the right way. They have so many
people, different blues songs played so many different ways. “Stormy Monday,” I
heard about a hundred versions of it. . . . They’re doing it their way, instead of the
authentic way. They’re doing it their way.288
Here, Shaw associates authenticity with both “feeling,” a particularly interesting
connection that again points to a kind of ineffable, affective substance that underwrites
blues authenticity, as well as with the music and historical time period of canonical artists
like John Lee Hooker and Robert Johnson. Like his East Austin colleagues, Shaw admits
one’s style or technical proficiency makes it possible to play blues, but to play authentic
blues requires additional layers of experience. Shaw also mentions Texas blues guitarist
T-Bone Walker’s oft-covered “They Call it Stormy Monday,” a cornerstone of what
some professional blues artists have described as the “Set List from Hell”: “a calculated
list of commonly performed standards” that have been covered ad nauseam for blues fans
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expecting to hear those songs during live shows.289 Shaw’s central point is that it is
possible for an artist to play the blues well, but to play it authentically—which he
separates into its own distinct category—requires a certain knowledge and skill set
steeped in a particular tradition, and the requisite life experience (poverty, Jim Crow)
from which that tradition developed.
As Shaw and I continued discussing the complicated nature of blues authenticity,
I suggested that it appeared to be difficult to pin down a single definition of it. Shaw
agreed, noting by way of example that he is a huge fan of jazz and can even play jazz
drums a little, but “it wouldn’t be authentic. I’m just playing what I think how it’s
supposed to go, not the way it’s supposed to go.” Still, he said, “I feel like I can tell when
it’s the real blues or not. I mean to the person doing it, it might be real to them. But to
me, it’s not the way I grew up on it. But that’s not to say that what they’re doing is
wrong, that’s not necessarily true.”290 I raised the issue of race and asked if that had
anything to do with authenticity in the blues, in his view. “Race? No. No, no,” he replied,
but then added an interesting caveat:
Blues is the blues regardless. . . . I don’t think race has a part to do with it. No,
unh-uh. But I’m saying, if you’ve never picked cotton, and never been a slave,
well you really can’t sing too much to that. You can’t really put a lot of feeling
into what you want to express about hard times. You’ve never had it. So, it’s just
as simple as that. Hey, if you’ve never been a slave, you don’t know what it’s like
to be a slave. I was never a slave, but you know. I have some slave blood in me!
[laughs] I’ve seen some, remember some hard times.291
Shaw’s comments recall a humorous scene from the 2001 film Ghost World, in which
Steve Buscemi’s character, a blues fan and vinyl record aficionado, gets disgusted by a
bar full of enthusiastic patrons who have come to watch the fictional white boy blues
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band “Blues Hammer.” The lead vocalist, who resembles a young fraternity brother-cumrocker, greets the crowd: “Alright people, are you ready to boogie? Because we’re gonna
play some authentic, way down in the Delta blues!” Strumming his guitar with jerky,
spastic movements reminiscent of a bad free stage act at the county fair, he croaks out the
following lyrics in an affected growl:
Well I’ve been plowing behind the mule son, picking cotton all day long/
Yes I’ve been plooooowing, picking cotton all day long/
I said Lordy baby, oh my woman she be gone.292
Stereotypical “blues” acts like Blues Hammer represent the kind of suspect performances
Shaw is critiquing.
Shaw’s criteria for blues authenticity, while similar to Hubbard’s in its evocation
of race and race-based oppression, appears more in line with Kuykendall’s remarks in the
way it highlights a sort of experiential, class-based authenticity—one must experience
hard times (if not personally, then at least through familial bloodlines or cultural ties) in
order to truly play a music that is quintessentially about hard times. Moreover, Shaw is
careful to recognize that the institution of slavery created the blues, a form of human
expression that seeks joy and liberation through expressions of pain and suffering (in the
next chapter, we will see how white guilt over slavery shapes the editorial content of
Living Blues magazine). The blues is “often imitated,” Shaw reminded me as our
conversation shifted to another topic, “but never duplicated,” further reinforcing the idea
that authenticity can be used as a category of exclusion that affords black artists
opportunities to exercise agency and stake ownership over a historically black genre that,
much like hip hop, is now characterized by an overwhelmingly white audience and fan
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base.293 The common ground tying together Hubbard, Robinson, Kuykendall, and Shaw’s
various viewpoints is that the blues, while a musical idiom, is so much more than that.
When it comes to authenticity, for these artists there is a certain point at which the music
becomes secondary to more substantive dimensions like race, class, and lived experience.

Authenticity as Style
Although musicians like Hubbard, Robinson, Kuykendall and Shaw employed
authenticity as a discourse of substance or resistance, other narrators articulated a
different understanding of the concept altogether. These artists describe authenticity as an
important category in the blues, but one that is defined in terms of style as opposed to
race or lived experience, and more specifically as sound and musical structure. It is
interesting (but perhaps not surprising) to note that many of the narrators who expressed
this view were not black, raising the issue of how racial identification and experience
affects negotiations of authenticity in terms of style/substance in the blues.
Professional harmonica player and singer Greg Izor is one of the youngest
musicians I interviewed who shared this understanding of authenticity. A native of
Vermont with both Lebanese and French Canadian heritage, Izor moved to New Orleans
in 2000 and fell under the tutelage of Crescent City bluesman Jumpin’ Johnny Sansone.
He relocated to Austin in 2006 following the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in hopes of
finding work both in the local music scene there and as a high school teacher, and has
since gone on to perform with some of the city’s leading blues artists, in addition to
releasing his first solo album in 2010, I Was Wrong. During our conversation, Izor talked
about his partnership with veteran Texas blues guitarist Anson Funderburgh, who
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founded his band The Rockets in 1978 (a group which, at one point, featured Beavis and
Butt-head and King of the Hill creator Mike Judge on bass). In the mid-1980s, black
Mississippi-born harmonica player and singer Sam Myers joined The Rockets and served
as the front man for the group up until his death in the Summer of 2006, creating what
one critic described as “one of the most enduring blues partnerships of the 1990s.”294
Funderburgh recently approached Izor about taking over as the group’s front man, and
Izor talked to me about his desire to play the band’s material in his own unique style:
I would never go out there and like, do the Sam show—because there were certain
things that Sam did. He’d start doing, [imitating Sam Myers’ characteristic
stutter] “The woman the woman the woman,” or whatever. He’d do that big
breakdown on “Everything’s Gonna Be Alright.” That’s his thing man, I’m not
going to try and touch that. I’ll sing those songs in my way because I have too
much respect for Sam to like try and ape his thing, because I couldn’t do it. I
couldn’t do it justice.
So, and Anson has been real supportive of that. It’s like, kind of I think a relief for
him, too, because I’m just a thirty-one-year old half-Lebanese kid from Vermont.
I don’t sound like Sam Myers, and I don’t think Anson wants me to sound like
Sam Myers. So it’s cool, I just get to sing those songs that I like the way that I
sing them. And blow on them. It’s really, it’s really cool. It’s a nice—there’s a big
history there, there’s like a big lineage there, and it’s something that I’m really
proud to be a part of.295
Izor later reiterated this point by turning his attention to famed Chicago bluesman Chester
Burnett, better known as Howlin’ Wolf. “He had that real rough voice, but he was relaxed
as he did it. I don’t need to see some guy fucking killing himself hollering, trying to make
that sound.”296 Clearly, Izor’s recognition of his own racial identity and the discomfort he
feels with mimicking the idiosyncratic (or what some might read as “black”) vocal styles
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of Sam Myers or Howlin’ Wolf demonstrates that he is conscious of the racial politics of
blues performance and authenticity.
When I asked for his thoughts on authenticity, however, Izor agreed that it exists,
but said, “I don’t think it has to do with where you come from—I think it has to do with
your intention as you sing.” Speaking about the role of race in the blues, Izor argued:
GI: I think at this point it’s like a moot point. . . . I am not aware of any musician
that doesn’t like the way another musician plays because of what they look like, if
that makes sense. Like old blues musicians that were black were supportive of
white blues musicians if they could play. And old white country musicians were
supportive of black musicians if they could play. Same thing with jazz guys. It
was like, that race thing was pretty—it’s a surface thing, not a music thing, I
guess. It’s kind of a vague answer, but—
RG: No, no, I hear what you’re saying.
GI: But I don’t think, I don’t think I play black or play white or play Lebanese. I
got some fucking weird Arab shit I’ll throw in there with a chromatic, but . . . I
don’t think it’s like a race thing.297
Having established that blues authenticity is not race-based, in his view, Izor went
on to explain that a performer’s originality or authenticity comes from the way he or she
strings particular notes together in a way that references established styles without
directly imitating them. He pointed to specific black players—Sonny Boy Williamson,
Little Walter, Big Walter Horton, and George “Harmonica” Smith—who are widely
recognized as masters of blues harmonica and each possess a “signature” style:
The Sonny Boy thing, that’s its own language. You know? So you can learn some
Sonny Boy licks and you can play your “Sonny Boy” licks, right? And you’re just
saying words. It’s like saying words in Spanish. I might know how to say
“baños,” I might know how to say “cuidado,” I might know how to say some
other things, too, but they’re just words. You’re not like, coming up with ideas or
thinking in Spanish, you know what I mean? But then if you completely
internalize the style, like if you completely learn the Sonny Boy thing to the point
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where it’s internal, then you’re not playing Sonny Boy licks, you’re expressing
yourself in that language. Does that make sense? I think it’s the same thing with
Walter, and Big Walter, and George Smith and stuff. It’s like once you learn those
languages, then you’re no longer just saying words, you’re actually speaking.
You’re actually creating in that language.298
For Izor, blues musicians can reach a level where a certain artist’s style is internalized
and can be played unconsciously, just as easily as one speaks a language. At that point it
no longer becomes an act of imitation but of authentic creation—all through style, as
opposed to some essential substance that undergirds that style.

Fig. 5: Donald “Duck” Jennings (left) and Bluesboy Hubbard (right) in 2008299
Donald “Duck” Jennings, a blues trumpeter who, as I mentioned in the previous
chapter, played alongside Hubbard in East side clubs as part of the original Jets lineup,
explained authenticity in terms of rhythm and sound. Like Hubbard, Jennings’
understanding of the concept of authenticity aligns with a generic divide between blues
and country:
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There is a difference in that if you grew up in a country house, country western
played all the time, that’s in, that sticks. The way it goes, the rhythm of it. But if
you grew up in a blues house, that sticks. And if you get up and start playing
music, it’s hard to, to knock that out and do this over here. You understand what
I’m saying? The country’s in there, that country music, and it goes a certain way,
it has a certain beat, a certain rhythm. Then you kind of change over here, when
you get up and try to come over here and do jazz, which is different from both of
them, see. If you grew up in a jazz house, basically, that’s what’s in, and it’s hard
to get that out if you’re trying to play.300
“It’s all in your axe and how you articulate,” Jennings continued after demonstrating the
differences in sound between a country and blues drum rhythm on my kitchen table with
a pencil:
It has to be a certain way. And the blues, you got to have that snare. “Pop, pop,
pop, pop.” But in country, if you did that, that ain’t what’s happening in country.
I’m talking about solid blues and anything else, different, you got to have that.
[makes drumming sound] You’ve got to have that snare, that’s the time. Slow,
fast, you got to have that. If you don’t have that, and a good bass player, you ain’t
going to do nothing in the blues man, it’s just ain’t doing nothing. In that line you
can still play. You could still play. But certain places in the music, where he’s not
supposed to be, most of the time if he’s wrong he’ll be where he’s not supposed to
be, and that throws it off.301
Although Jennings does not make explicit mention of race in these excerpts, it is
commonly understood that the country and western genre is typically coded “white”
(identified with artists like Hank Williams, Johnny Cash, or Willie Nelson), whereas jazz
and blues are typically coded “black” (identified with artists like Louis Armstrong, Miles
Davis, or B.B. King). Race is clearly in play here, but Jennings—who was careful to
discuss his successful tenure performing with the Tejano group the Tim Torres Orchestra,
and praise the Japanese blues guitarist he currently performs with—places greater
emphasis on an artist’s musical knowledge and ability to perform the formal musical
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structures that shape a specific genre, rather than the racial codes or lived experiences
that define the genre historically.
Similar to Jennings and Izor, Austin-based blues pianist Nick Connolly explained
that authenticity in the blues is all about “the notes that you’re playing, the lyrics that
you’re singing” and “the ability you have to stay in the blues when you’re playing, and
not use your other chops that you got.” He defines the blues as a kind of “dictionary of
licks,” and authentic blues artists as those who “know what it’s like to remove everything
else from the playing except for the blues.”302 Connolly, a white player who moved his
family from Santa Barbara to Austin in 1980 in search of a more affordable place to live
and perform, cited a number of musicians and musical groups as examples of what
authentic blues sounds like. Race is not a criterion for blues authenticity, he explained,
even though he has witnessed the surprised reactions of some audiences “that think it’s a
black genre, and not just music. It’s just music, it’s just, it’s notes that are assembled in a
way that reminds you of that thing, or this guy, or that woman, or, you know? That’s
really all it is.”303
One of the artists Connolly described as “authentic” is 81-year old Austin blues
guitarist Hosea Hargrove, another one of the artists I interviewed:
The only difference between me and Hosea Hargrove is I got the chops and
knowledge to play some other stuff if I wanted to, or if I wasn’t paying attention I
could make that blues into something else that wouldn’t be the blues anymore.
But Hosea, he’s, those are his chops. That’s what he’s got. So, you know, if you
want to talk about authentic and stuff, I mean that’s authentic, when that’s what
you’re playing is and you have no control over it, and you’ve been playing that
way since you were ten years old.304
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Here, authentic blues is defined by one’s ability to perform a certain way, a natural
expression of what one does when he or she picks up an instrument. Interestingly, another
one of the bands he mentioned was the Fabulous Thunderbirds, the blues-rock group
established by vocalist/harmonica player Kim Wilson and Dallas-born guitarist Jimmie
Vaughan. The Thunderbirds experienced rare crossover success for a blues-based band in
the mid-1980s with their album Tuff Enuff, which saw heavy rotation on MTV and two
singles land on the Billboard top ten rock chart. “I had been hearing secondhand versions
of things for a long time,” Connolly said of the band, “but here was something that it
seemed like it was the real deal, first generation version of the blues.”305 Despite the fact
that the band’s members could be more accurately described as third or fourth generation
bluesmen, Connolly identifies something intangible in the group’s sound that makes it
sound closer to the blues’ “primal source”: “It was like all the blues, the Louisiana and
the Chicago and the Texas blues had bumped themselves up into a new genre. Kim’s
vocals, and Jimmie’s guitar . . . . I mean they were, they just learned their lessons so well,
and turned it into something with a different kind of power than the Chicago guys or the
Louisiana guys had.”306 The Thunderbirds’ sound and style, as registered through vocals
and guitar, define their authenticity here.
A final example that depicts blues authenticity stylistically in terms of sound or
musical structure comes from Austin independent record label owner Eddie Stout, who is
also a blues bassist. Stout formed Dialtone Records in the late nineties, and his founding
vision for the fledgling blues label was “black, all black musicians. . . . You pick up a
Dialtone record, you know it’s going to be black and blue.” As we discussed the first of
two records he released from Houston guitarist Little Joe Washington, Stout told me that
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it “sounded so authentic.” Describing the album, he explained that “it sounded like it was
more aged,” that it possesses an almost timeless quality, and that the listener “can’t tell
when it was released.”307 As we have seen, this sense of nostalgia is a common signifier
of blues authenticity, and is evident in the way blues has been commodified and
consumed. Stout evoked this nostalgia when he compared the sound of his releases to
Duke and Chess Records. The “Dialtone aesthetic” is about “not so much the type of
music but the sound quality,” he said, “I try to record it in the state it is today, but kind of
with the forethought of coming from the fifties. I don’t want to mess with anything, and I
don’t like to change anything—like Pro Tools or anything. I try to do it all live and knock
it out.” Pro Tools is a popular digital audio software currently used by both amateurs and
industry professionals to produce multi-track recordings. Unlike analog recording
techniques where sound is literally captured on tape, Pro Tools permits users to encode
music onto digital sound files, where it can be easily manipulated from a computer
workstation. For Stout and many other blues fans, such software is anathema to the oldschool, straight-to-tape ethos that surrounds the genre’s most celebrated recordings. As
Stout describes it, with Dialtone’s catalog of albums one can expect to hear a sound that
is “warmer, roomful of sound, hot, hot, warmer, fuller. Just what you hear on an album or
a 45.”308 Here again, it is the sound of the music that defines authenticity for Stout,
although it is important to note that the sound is still coupled with race. For many, blues,
and authenticity in the blues, can never be completely disarticulated from the genre’s
racial history.
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Conclusion
These oral history interviews provide insight into the complicated, contingent
nature of authenticity, while at the same time illustrating how multiple perspectives on
authenticity converge around a style/substance binary that continues to drive the
experiences of professional musicians, shaping their subjectivity and the way they
understand the nature of the music they perform. Authenticity, although defined in
multiple ways, is a concept that seeks stability. Authenticity privileges neat, tidy
categories, and fixed criteria for establishing the authenticity of this or that object or
person. The blues artists whose voices are featured here demonstrate that authenticity is
anything but universally stable, however. It is conceptualized in different ways by
different people at different times based on their unique beliefs, values, and experiences.
A tremendous amount of energy and effort is therefore invested in the concept of
authenticity in order to concretize it—but due to its inherent rhetoricity it remains a
moving target.
In this chapter I have illustrated how authenticity remains very real for the artists
that negotiate it, even if it does not exist in an “objective” sense. Instead, authenticity is a
rhetorical fiction with real-life consequences; it is always the product of discursive
struggle, and standards for judging authenticity are therefore always shifting. Today, a
politician running for office may be praised as an authentic, down-to-earth champion of
the “common man.” Tomorrow, a sex scandal or unsavory telephone message may
radically transform our perceptions of that same politician from authentic leader to an
inauthentic phony. Music critics will celebrate the authenticity of the latest local band and
their independent label debut, only to lambaste them a few releases later for “selling out”
when they get airplay on commercial radio. It is important to note that such judgments
about authenticity are often made according to stylized, aesthetic rationales: the way the
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politician made us feel, the artistic or sonorous qualities of the band’s music. Walter
Benjamin’s aura of authenticity, it seems, is often a fragile and fleeting thing.
Furthermore, Brummett’s articulation of a rhetoric of style reinforces the idea that
today, style and aesthetics subsumes substance. Brummett maintains that the increasing
importance of aesthetics, or “the sensory qualities of an experience,” is the direct result of
the centrality of style in a global economy, and that style “is the manipulation of
meanings connected to the aesthetic dimension of public presentation.”309 In a world
where simulation and mediated reality are increasingly the name of the game, a criteria
for authenticity based on aesthetics would suggest an ontology of style where surface
appearances are the real in which we all live and communicate. As Brummett explains,
the aesthetic dimension of style
need not exclude appeals to reason, motives, and so forth, but it holds that such
appeals are likely to succeed or not more for their aesthetic values than for
adherence to rules of logic, psychology, or other rationales. Reasons, motives, and
so forth are activated aesthetically in a culture that is aesthetically dominated.310
Substance, Brummett is saying, becomes increasingly stylized in our world today.
The same observations hold true with the blues. Consider Bluesboy Hubbard’s
claim about his ability to identify the race of a blues guitarist based solely on the sound of
the artist’s playing. At the level of substance, Hubbard is forwarding a racial criteria for
establishing blues authenticity. However, on what basis is that criteria being evaluated? Is
there a particular sequence of notes or a tonal quality to the music (e.g., the flattened third
or seventh note of the scale that defines the blue note) that characterizes the differences
Hubbard hears between black players and white “players?” Several respected black blues
musicians are known for certain idiosyncratic features of their playing: B. B. King, whose
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signature guitar style is immediately recognizable for its vibrato and the way he bends
notes; harmonica player James Cotton, who produces stinging high-note blow bends and
a muscular, meaty tone from the lower register of the instrument; or Mississippi Delta
legend Son House, who often played a kind of syncopated slide guitar style by banging
away at it with violent, percussive blows. Such stylistic features are not exclusive to
black players in today’s international blues scene, but as I discussed in the previous
chapter, they certainly originated with black musicians. The central point is that race, a
biologically suspect category for sure, is nonetheless articulated rhetorically as a
substantive, “real” category precisely through the register of aesthetics and style.
In this way, one can see how the division between style and substance is an
artificial one today. The binary loses its structural integrity when the division between
style and substance starts to break down, as it does in the discourse of the musicians
interviewed for this chapter. Although I differentiate between narrators who negotiate
authenticity according to one or the other side of the binary, it is interesting to consider
the similarities between the two positions, particularly the way in which authenticity
seems to be affected more so by extra-musical qualities of the blues than the music itself.
For example, in my interview with Greg Izor he maintained that race had little to do with
blues authenticity, and argued that an artist’s ability to articulate the music by
internalizing a particular language or style was more important than racial identification.
That said, a close reading of his interview reveals that race is never completely removed
from the negotiation of authenticity. His desire not to imitate the style of black southern
blues singer Sam Myers—his idiosyncratic stutter, his vocal mannerisms—suggests that
Izor is conscious of two things: first, that style becomes the substantive real, insofar as
Myers’ style in part creates his authenticity and uniqueness as a performer; and second,
that race can be conveyed stylistically, insofar as Myers’ blackness is communicated
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through his singing and playing—something which Izor is clearly uncomfortable trying
to imitate.
If it is true, as Brummett argues, that “with style, surface is substance,” then it
follows that the rhetoric of authenticity, a rhetoric that often openly embraces an
allegiance to substance at the expense of style, takes on a resistive role in a world where
style is becoming increasingly central.311 Arguing against an authenticity based on style,
as some narrators do in this chapter, reveals how the concept of authenticity is at the
center of an important struggle over power and identity in popular culture. This is
particularly interesting and in a sense counterintuitive in the case of blues, because it
suggests that the music—the very thing one would expect to be central to a performer’s
“authenticity”—is secondary to it. Rather, music functions as a vehicle for the extramusical qualities (race, class, life experience) that more properly index authenticity for
these artists. On the other hand, the narrators who connected an artist’s style to his or her
authenticity demonstrate how popular conceptions of authenticity (at least in this
particular community in Austin) may be adapting to the increasingly important role of
aesthetics and style in everyday life.
One of the primary insights gained from all of the interviews is that authenticity
as a rhetorical concept continues to be quite ambiguous, and that it can be deployed
strategically to advance the interests of individual subjects. Although my interpretation of
the texts throughout this study leads me to argue that authenticity is always a rhetorical
fiction, its deployment by rhetors like the blues artists in this chapter indicates how
“authenticity” is experienced as real in their lives and music. As Grazian argues,
while authenticity may be little more than an idealized representation or reality, it
hardly means that it ceases to exist as a social fact. Although it remains a figment
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of our collective imagination, we still continue to employ the concept of
authenticity as an organizing principle for evaluating our experiences in everyday
life, and that makes it significantly meaningful and, in many ways, real.312
How authenticity is made to seem “real,” however, can vary widely depending on the
uses to which the concept is put. As we will see in the next two chapters on Living Blues
magazine and The Blues Brothers, that ambiguity opens up new lines of investigation into
the rhetoric and racial politics of authenticity when the blues is publicized by whites fans
for a broader popular audience.
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Chapter 3
Blues Crusaders: Negotiating Race and Authenticity in Living Blues
In early spring 2007 it finally happened: I joined the ranks of a handful of
dedicated freelance blues music critics and became a contributing writer for Living Blues
magazine, the longest-running blues publication in the U.S. and the only one to christen
itself the exclusive “Journal of the African American Blues Tradition.” I first discovered
the magazine as an undergraduate some ten years earlier during one of my weekly visits
to the magazine rack at the local Barnes & Noble, where one could hang out for hours,
sipping coffee and perusing the well-stocked shelves. As the only place in town that
carried copies of the magazine, it was a wonderful resource for a budget-strapped college
student and aspiring blues harmonica player like myself. Unable to afford a regular
subscription yet eager to get privileged access to the blues subculture I knew so little
about at the time, Living Blues permitted me the fantasy of traveling to places that were
worlds away from my middle-class life in the largely white college town of San Luis
Obispo, California. Through its artist interviews, music reviews, and historical features, I
learned about the lives of veteran and up-and-coming musicians, got schooled on what to
listen for in a good blues record, and even imagined myself jamming in a juke joint deep
in the Mississippi Delta or on the stage of a smoke-filled club on Chicago’s South side.
As a newcomer to the blues whose sole exposure to the genre included The Blues
Brothers film and a John Lee Hooker CD, the esoteric nature of some of the writing in
Living Blues made the magazine all the more attractive. Forget Dan Aykroyd and John
Belushi (more on them in the next chapter)—this was the real thing! I devoured in-depth
features on artists like the obscure regional East Coast guitarist Cootie Stark, Mississippi
“oil can” man Big Jack Johnson, and Houston blues pianist Big Walter “Thunderbird”
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Price, along with many other stories about artists who are virtually unknown to even
well-schooled blues fans. I did not fully appreciate at the time just how much the
magazine was nurturing my growing interest in the blues. In its own way, the publication
provided a sort of scholarly cornerstone to my early blues education, as I went on to sit in
with bands on the local bar circuit and host my own blues radio show. Just as my
attempts to stylize myself after the blues artists I admired was really an effort to
authenticate myself as a performer, Living Blues became an important self-authenticating
resource for me as well. Indeed, the magazine provided a privileged vocabulary and
knowledge set that I hoped would distinguish me from run-of-the-mill blues rockers and
more casual, armchair fans of the genre. I also began to wonder what it would be like to
write for Living Blues, to actually be a member of the elite cadre of experts who would
stop at nothing to deliver the blues gospel to other true fans. In my mind the magazine
was the place to be for aspiring blues journalists. I could never consider myself an
authentic blues writer without my name gracing its pages.
I finally got that opportunity in March of 2007. In the end, all it really took was an
email and follow-up phone call to the editor Brett J. Bonner, who fired off a trial CD in
the mail for me to review for the next issue. He enjoyed my work and the new
perspectives he said I brought to the magazine, and I have since gone on to write reviews
for over one hundred albums, including a regular vinyl column and a handful of longer
articles that highlight the careers of some of the artists featured in the previous chapter of
this study. After those feature stories came out, I realized that I was not the only one who
saw Living Blues as a wellspring of authenticity. For example, Dallas-based gospel
bluesman Reverend K. M. Williams called me shortly after an article I wrote on him was
published in the October 2010 issue. Excited about the honesty of the piece (I had
included several quotes in which he was critical of blues artists that continually rehash
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older material), Williams shared that his new album was doing well on various blues
charts around the country and that he was happy to get some quality exposure in a
national publication. Later that year I reviewed an album by Greg Izor, and he called to
let me know the review’s publication coincided with a spike in online CD sales. I was
genuinely happy for him. A uniquely gifted talent, I described Izor as the “total package”
in my review, and even alluded to his authenticity when I said he “deserves a place on
that short list of harp player/singers who have developed a truly unique voice on the
instrument without sounding like watered-down versions of Little Walter, James Cotton,
and Big Walter Horton.”313 Despite my praise, it is unlikely that Izor would ever appear
on the cover of Living Blues or be featured in an article outside of the regular reviews
section. You see, Izor is white, and Living Blues’ primary focus is on black musicians
within the blues idiom.
In this chapter, I examine the struggle over authenticity that takes place in Living
Blues magazine and the way that struggle foregrounds the longstanding tension between
two opposing understandings of race: biological essentialism and social constructivism.
Where Chapter Four will examine how this struggle unfolds on a wider scale through a
major Hollywood film, this chapter focuses on a more particular, specialized niche
audience in the blues community. More specifically, I explore how this rhetorical
struggle over authenticity and race uncovers a fundamental paradox underlying the
magazine’s preservationist efforts to protect blues culture: On one hand, Living Blues
strives to show that the blues is a living, breathing, vibrant form rather than a lost relic of
the past; while on the other hand, the magazine’s particular construction of blues
authenticity relegates the blues to that very past and shrouds it in a veil of primitiveness.
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Drawing on the notion of “race consciousness” from critical race theory, I will show how
Living Blues’ progressive mission makes it a rare site in U.S. popular culture where race
is explicitly confronted for a popular (albeit niche) audience. Motivated by white guilt
over the legacy of slavery and Jim Crow in the U.S., Living Blues’ race-conscious
coverage also provides an interesting example of how the project of Reconstruction
continues in popular culture, long after its failure in the decades following the Civil War.
The magazine’s candid attempts to address the history of racism and white privilege that
has shaped the blues, however, ironically forwards a racially problematic construction of
black essentialism that collapses under its own contradictions, making it an excellent case
study that uncovers the complex rhetorical construction of race (and race consciousness)
in popular culture.
The chapter proceeds as follows: First, I introduce the field of study known as
critical race theory and explain its utility for rhetorical studies, particularly for scholars
interested in exploring the relationship between music and race. Next, I focus on a
specific concept forwarded by critical race theorists known as “race consciousness.” I go
on to explore how the concept of race consciousness illuminates the paradoxical struggle
over authenticity and race that unfolds in Living Blues. More specifically, I analyze three
sets of texts culled from the magazine during its forty-year history: 1) a series of reader
letters and editorials addressing the magazine’s editorial policy; 2) various articles and
columns that discuss blues clubs and festivals, as well as a photograph that appeared on a
recent cover; and 3) two recent advertisements promoting blues tourism in the
Mississippi Delta. Finally, I conclude by discussing how the antiquated notion that race is
a biological or “essential” construct continues to circulate widely in popular culture, even
in texts that advocate a progressive racial politics, like Living Blues. I further consider
whether the contradictions at the heart of the magazine’s coverage are an inherent feature
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of the rhetoric of authenticity, and whether Living Blues opens possibilities for a
progressive dialogue about the politics of authenticity in the blues.

Critical Race Theory, Race Consciousness, and Authenticity
Critical race theory (CRT) is a field of study that started in the mid-1970s, where
it developed out of the discipline known as “critical legal studies” (CLS) and the radical
feminist movement. CRT became more firmly established as a discipline onto itself after
scholars organized its first academic conference in 1989.314 In the words of professor
Cornel West, CRT began as “a gasp of emancipatory hope that law can serve liberation
rather than domination.”315 Often described as starting the “race turn” in CLS, the group
of legal scholars who founded the critical race theory movement agreed with many of the
basic tenets of their colleagues in CLS, including their critique of liberalism and the myth
of legal neutrality,316 as well as their concern for “the oppressiveness of legal
ideology.”317
Critical race theorists felt, however, that the issues raised in the work of CLS
scholars either failed to adequately account for or neglected entirely the experiences of
people of color, the same population of individuals who are most affected by the very
regimes of power that CLS aimed to critique. Through discussions that began in hotel
conference rooms at various CLS conventions during the 1980s, critical race theorists
began to envision “their project as uncovering how law was a constitutive element of race
314 See Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic, Critical Race Theory: An Introduction (New York: New York
University Press, 2001), 3-4.
315 Cornel West, foreword to Critical Race Theory: The Key Writings that Formed the Movement, ed.
Kimberlé Crenshaw, Neil Gotanda, Gary Peller, and Kendall Thomas (New York: New Press, 1995), xii.
316 See Delgado and Stefancic, Critical Race Theory, 144.
317 Anthony E. Cook, “Beyond Critical Legal Studies: The Reconstructive Theology of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.,” in Critical Race Theory (see note 315), 85.
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itself.”318 Starting from the assumption that race is primarily a social and cultural, rather
than natural or biological construct, critical race theorists draw on the work of a wide
range of thinkers—from Gramsci to Derrida, and Martin Luther King, Jr. to the Black
Power Movement—to explore something that resonates deeply with the work done by
critical scholars in rhetorical studies as well, that is, “how law constructed race.”319
As the scope of CRT grew through the scholarship and activism of theorists in the
discipline, their work became more complex and nuanced as well. Now, it is impossible
to speak of a critical race theory; instead, one finds many critical race theories that
explore the intersections between race and sexuality, gender, and class, as well as diverse
racial categories and experiences that were often neglected during the nascent period of
the movement (e.g., Latino/a identities). In addition, academic fields outside of legal
studies have widely adopted CRT and its theoretical contributions and applied it to their
own unique concerns and interests; education, social studies, ethnic studies, psychology,
and communication studies are some examples. In the field of rhetorical studies, Kirt H.
Wilson has written on the work of sociologist W. E. B. Du Boise, showing how his
seminal collection The Souls of Black Folk anticipated the discursive (as opposed to
biological) theories of racial identity that inform CRT.320 Although critical race theorists
focus their efforts primarily on the legal realm and rarely explicitly draw on rhetorical
theory in their work, they argue from a perspective that is often consistent with the work
of rhetorical critics, and therefore offer a useful vocabulary for scholars who are
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interested in the intersections between rhetoric, race, and music. For example, CRT
demonstrates how race functions as a discursive, rhetorical category that is linked to
phenotypic characteristics, such as skin color, in a way that essentializes the identity of
the racialized other. Rhetoricians can study the process through which this happens in
music, identifying specific cultural artifacts, like Living Blues, that lead to the persistent
belief that race is something other than a symbolic, socially constructed category.

Race Consciousness and Authenticity
A key issue in the work of critical race theorists is the concept of “race
consciousness.” Race consciousness stems from what W. E. B. Du Bois called “doubleconsciousness,” the uniquely African American experience “of always looking at oneself
through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in
amused contempt and pity.”321 Similar to the parallel notion of class consciousness in
Marxist theory, race consciousness stems from a central argument in CRT, that “racism is
embedded in our thought processes and social structures.”322 As Manning Marable
argues,
No longer do we witness the “white” and “colored” signs on the doors of
restaurants, restrooms, schools, and motels. No longer do we deny African
Americans the right to vote. But the passage of legislation does not represent the
fundamental empowerment of the oppressed. Instead, we bear witness to a more
insidious and complex structure of domination. Race continues to be a decisive
variable in the national structure of power, privilege, and class exploitation.323
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As such, many critical race theorists argue that “only aggressive, color-conscious efforts
to change the way things are” stand a chance of addressing the harms caused by
hegemonic racist practices and institutions.324 The rhetoric of “colorblindness” that
surrounds much of the anti-affirmative action discourse of recent years, for example, can
be understood as a conservative reaction against race-conscious efforts to combat
systemic racial inequality.
Furthermore, critical race theorists argue that it is impossible for one to avoid
being influenced, either consciously or unconsciously, by his or her experiences as a
raced subject in societies where racial categories still profoundly structure the way people
see themselves. As Cornel West has argued in response to claims that Barack Obama’s
election heralded a “post-race” era in the U.S., “a colorblind country is a false hope.”325
Indeed, the very idea of race consciousness is a response to such mistaken claims of
racial objectivity, or what Kimberlé Crenshaw calls “perspectivelessness.”326 The popular
catchphrase “no black, no white, just blues” that features prominently in blues festivals
and on the banners of (largely white) local blues societies around the country illustrates
the extent to which the myth of racelessness has pervaded certain segments of the blues
world as well.
Race consciousness is therefore a corrective to the hegemonic myth of race
neutrality, a recognition of the fact that the “appearance of perspectivelessness is simply
the illusion by which the dominant perspective is made to appear neutral, ordinary, and
beyond question.”327 The concept of “whiteness” is a good example of the way this myth
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functions in contemporary society. Whiteness should not be confused solely with skin
color or “being white”; rather, it “is a particular way of thinking about life, culture, and
history” that positions the dominant perspective of whites as if it was neutral.328 As
communication scholars Thomas K. Nakayama and Robert L. Krizek argue, “Whatever
‘whiteness’ really means is constituted only through the rhetoric of whiteness. There is no
‘true essence’ to ‘whiteness’; there are only historically contingent constructions of that
social location.”329 Trina Grillo and Stephanie M. Wildman further explain that whiteness
stems from the idea that the majority of “whites do not look at the world through [the]
filter of racial awareness, even though they also comprise a race. This privilege to ignore
their race gives whites a societal advantage distinct from any received from the existence
of discriminatory racism.”330 Rather than participate in their own subjugation by ignoring
their history, CRT encourages people to resist the hegemony of whiteness by drawing on,
and acting from their experiences with racial oppression. Many critical race theorists,
recognizing that accused minorities are disempowered in an American legal system that
purports to treat everyone equally yet consistently fails to do so, even call for jurors of
color to make race-conscious deliberations and verdicts in order to help level the playing
field in the courtroom.331 This is important, critical race theorists argue, because
colorblindness, or what Neal Gotanda recasts as “nonrecognition,” “fosters the systematic
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denial of racial subordination and the psychological repression of an individual’s
recognition of that subordination, thereby allowing it to continue.”332
CRT’s advocacy of race consciousness has opened it up to a number of critiques,
particularly the charge of essentialism that is often leveled against various strands of
identity politics (e.g., feminist standpoint theory).333 Critical race theorist John O.
Calmore disagrees with this charge, arguing that “the experiential basis of our writing
need not defeat our own intragroup diversities; it need not collapse into an absurd
essentialism.”334 Indeed, in its adherence to a social constructivist understanding of the
biologically indefensible category of race, CRT claims to be patently antiessentialist.
That said, CRT’s privileging of race-conscious perspectives does open up the possibility
of evoking, however unintentionally, the contested notion of racial authenticity as a
category of legitimation by privileging race-conscious perspectives as “better” because
they are more “authentic.” This can be problematic, especially in cases where, as Tracy
Stephenson Shaffer and Joshua Gunn argue, “authenticity evokes a tacit biologism.”335
When understood as a rhetorical construct, authenticity is no longer grounded in essences
and instead is the result of intersubjective consensus—that is, rhetorical authenticity
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implies that there is no transcendental, objective standard by which one may judge the
authenticity of any given act, person, or object.336 To problematize the race-conscious
rhetorical strategies of the editors of a popular culture artifact like Living Blues should
not be construed as an effort to undermine race consciousness as an agentive tool for the
oppressed. Rather, it is important to interrogate such rhetoric in order to better understand
its unintended effects when authenticity rears its weary head, as it inevitably does in texts
that popularize the blues.

“Pure, Raw Blues”: Race Consciousness in Living Blues
Since its inception in 1970, Living Blues has grown from a humble black and
white quarterly with limited distribution that was produced out of a basement in Chicago,
to a full-color bimonthly glossy housed at the Center for the Study of Southern Culture at
the University of Mississippi. Although it is not the only blues-themed publication
distributed nationally in the U.S., Living Blues distinguishes itself from competitors by its
self-defined role as the custodian of African American blues music and culture.
Moreover, much of the writing in Living Blues has an academic, anthropological tone—
indeed, many of its contributors over the years, like the Harvard-educated musicologist
David Evans and respected British blues historian Paul Oliver, are noted academics and
blues scholars—and the magazine was recently noted for its unique appeal to “hardcore
traditionalists who like their blues tinged with the grit born of the Delta region.”337
336 I use the term “intersubjectivist” in the same sense that Barry Brummett uses it in his 1976 essay on
“postmodern” rhetoric. In Brummett’s view, reality, truth, and knowledge are socially created and socially
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The scholarly flavor of Living Blues can be contrasted to publications like Blues
Revue, its major competitor in the U.S. and a magazine that Adam Gussow describes as
an “unabashedly lightweight, blooze-brews-and-BBQ-celebrating” periodical.338 In
addition to its more serious tone and content, Living Blues also differs markedly from
Blues Revue and similar magazines devoted to the blues in its editorial philosophy, which
restricts its primary focus to black blues artists. Only two non-black artists have ever
appeared on the cover of the magazine throughout its forty-year history: Gussow himself,
who was on the cover of the September/October 1996 issue, and Mississippi guitarist
Kenny Brown in April 2007. Importantly, both Gussow and Brown are not featured
alone, but rather alongside black musicians that they perform with regularly339—Harlembased guitarist Sterling “Mr. Satan” Magee in Gussow’s case, and in Brown’s, several
generations of black artists from the hill country of North Mississippi.340 Moreover,
Living Blues rarely publishes articles that feature non-black artists, and did not start
including regular reviews of albums by white musicians until the early 1990s.341 Blues
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Revue and other similar magazines, in contrast, open their pages and cover to any artist
with a tangential connection to the blues genre, regardless of race or ethnicity.
Although Living Blues has gone through various design changes and editorships
over the years, its organization and content have remained largely the same since the first
issue, with Howlin’ Wolf on the cover, hit the streets in 1970. “Special interest” issues
like the Living Blues index and anniversary retrospectives notwithstanding, a
representative issue typically opens with a brief editorial, followed by several letters sent
in from readers, industry professionals, musicians, as well as contributors to the magazine
itself. As I will detail shortly, the “letters” forum is often a place of vibrant discussion,
especially in the magazine’s early days when opining writers pulled few punches.
Musicians unhappy with a review of their album might write to challenge the reviewer’s
credibility, record label owners might respond to allegations of artist mistreatment, and
blues scholars might debate the merit of various esoteric details of particular interest to
the magazine’s readership (e.g., whether or not African music and culture has
significantly influenced the blues). Following the letters department, the magazine
typically includes sections detailing upcoming live events, blues news, and concert
reviews, followed by a lengthy interview of the cover artist, shorter profiles on other
blues artists, album reviews, an article addressing a topic of historical interest, and
finally, classified ads. Blues news, live show schedules, and concert reviews take up
considerably less space in the magazine today, as technological developments like the
Internet have made it easier for readers to locate this information in a timelier manner

white guitarist Bob Margolin’s two-page column on Muddy Waters in September/October 1991. In recent
years, Living Blues has also begun to feature half-page interviews in its record review section; titled “LB
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than the magazine can deliver given its bimonthly publication schedule. But by and large
the general content and “feel” of Living Blues, as well as its editorial policy, have
remained unchanged over the past forty years.

No Whites Allowed: Living Blues’ Editorial Policy
From the magazine’s early inception, the group of seven white blues aficionados
who became the founding editors of Living Blues appear to have understood their role as
“crusaders” for the idiom. As Peter Narváez argues in an essay on the role played by
Living Blues’ in the blues revival, the magazine’s founders “were keenly aware that the
American public was generally ignorant of the significance of black musical culture and
they wanted to set the record straight,” an observation that is confirmed in my own
personal conversations with founding editor and Alligator Records president Bruce
Iglauer.342 In their efforts to school the “ignorant masses” the editors framed the
magazine as an objective chronicle of the blues. The first issue features an opening
statement by the editors, who claim Living Blues’ coverage reflects, rather than defines,
the blues as such. “Blues speaks for itself,” they write. “We do not intend to explain,
define, or confine the blues. We believe that the blues is a living tradition, and we hope to
present some insights into this tradition.”343 Although they make no mention of
authenticity in the editorial statement, the editors clearly suggest that the pages of Living
Blues present an accurate reflection of “real” blues music as a “living tradition”—rooted
in the past, but very much alive in the present. One can then assume that if Living Blues
does not “confine the blues,” as the editors state, then anything not featured in the
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magazine is, by definition, not blues. The latent racial implications of this policy,
although not explicitly articulated at the time, would emerge just two years later.
Motivated by a Chicago Tribune article that challenged Living Blues editors to
clarify their position after the magazine ran a story in which co-founder, contributing
writer and later, coeditor Amy O’Neal refused to cover any of the white bands that
performed at the 1972 Ann Arbor Blues and Jazz Festival, founding editor Paul Garon
published an editorial in Spring 1973 that explained the rationale behind O’Neal’s
racially controversial coverage. “I still get my kicks from black bluesmen,” she wrote,
prompting Garon’s editorial and several letters from readers who alternately expressed
support and criticism of the policy.344 The exchange offers an interesting, perhaps even
rare (at least in comparison to similarly-themed magazines), example where a cultural
artifact provides an open forum for explicitly discussing racial issues before the public.
More to the point, the magazine, which was founded on the heels of the Civil Rights
Movement, becomes a site for whites to work through their racism and guilt. In this
sense, the blues, and more specifically the embracement of a very specific vision of blues
authenticity, offers an opportunity to transcend racism and address the failed promises of
Reconstruction. This can be seen clearly in Garon’s succinct response, where he makes
no effort to hide the racial criteria behind the magazine’s editorial policy:
Living Blues does not accept an acoustic definition of the blues. We feel that the
blues is a black American working-class music that developed in response to
numerous determinants; that these determining factors were in a real sense
specific to the black working-class is borne out by the fact that it was they, and
they alone, who produced the blues.
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. . . we feel that deprived of its historical base by the white performers, the blues,
as purveyed by whites, is no longer the blues, and thus is not the concern of
Living Blues.345
White musicians, Garon contends, produce an imitation of black blues music that is so far
removed from its source that it cannot even be considered blues at all. Such a definition
certainly empowers black blues artists, particularly those (and there are many) who have
suffered exploitation at the hands of white artists, record label and club owners, and other
industry professionals. Garon makes no explicit mention of slavery here, but there is a
tacit acknowledgement of it when he calls the blues a “response to numerous
determinants.”
The irony, of course, is that Garon does not acknowledge that his response is a
radical departure from the magazine’s mission as it was outlined in the first two issues, in
which the editors claim to cover the blues as a “living tradition” and not “explain, define,
or confine” it. Interestingly, Garon justifies the editorial stance by raising the issue of
sound. The editors, he explains, refuse to acknowledge the blues as an exclusively aural
art (a definition of the blues that mirrors that of many of the artists examined in the
previous chapter, such as Henry “Bluesboy” Hubbard and Matthew Robinson)—to do so,
of course, opens the possibility that any musician, regardless of race or ethnicity, could
ostensibly be considered a blues player if the sound he or she creates meets certain
acoustic standards (for example, the use of a 12-bar pattern and the inclusion of blue
notes). As I discussed in the first chapter, by this time in the early 1970s the national
audience for blues music was largely white, and there were more white blues performers
than at any other moment in the genre’s history.346 It is worth noting that any number of
white artists performing during the 1970s, such as the racially integrated band led by
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respected Chicago harmonica player Paul Butterfield, present a challenge to the editorial
policy on precisely the acoustic level that Living Blues editors bracket off. The iconic
performer Muddy Waters, widely considered one of the great innovators of electric blues,
would work almost exclusively with an integrated band that included white players like
Johnny Winter, Bob Margolin, and Jerry Portnoy from the 1970s until his death in 1983.
Garon’s response thus marks the beginning of what one might call the “paradox of
preservation” underlying the magazine’s activist coverage and editorial policy: although
it strives to chronicle “living” blues, at the same time it works to preserve a particular
vision of historical authenticity that is inconsistent with contemporary reality. This
contradictory position provides a constant source of tension for the magazine’s editors,
contributors, and readers, and the way this tension is managed provides insight into the
contradictory nature of racial politics itself.347
After noting some of these contradictions, several readers opted to join the
ongoing dialogue. One wrote that, “Some of your readers seem to have forgotten or
ignored the fact that blues is a black cultural music form and as such it is best played by
blacks. . . . True some white blues singers are talented musicians but to consider them
real bluesman [sic] is to ignore the true facts.”348 Nick Perls, the founder of Yazoo
Records (a label specializing in reissues of prewar blues compositions), disagreed with
the editors, arguing that the policy was “counter-productive” and that “the best country
blues guitarists at this point are all white.”349 In another response, radio disc jockey Bill
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Nolan (currently host of the long-running program Antique Blues on Bridgeport public
station WPKN) stated that “when you think Blues, you have to think this: Black Music
was always and will always be imitated but never duplicated.”350 One can see the tension
play out in the reader letters here. For those who wrote in support of the editors, it is clear
they believe blues music is “real” only when performed by black musicians. The blues
ceases to be the blues when performed by musicians from other racial backgrounds.
In an effort to further clarify his editorial comments, Garon offered some “final
remarks on the subject” in the Summer 1973 issue (although he would again comment on
the policy in a special feature titled “Surrealism and Blues” in 1976, and again in a guest
editorial in 1993).351 There, Garon states that the magazine’s position “remains
unchanged.”352 In this new iteration of the policy, he again dismisses acoustic standards
and focuses instead on clarifying a variety of criteria for judging the authenticity of black
blues. What is interesting about Garon’s response here is the way he highlights both race
and class as specific markers of authenticity. “The question of technical proficiency lies
outside the domain of our interest,” he writes:
We readily grant that there are a number of white performers who meet certain
undeniably vague criteria of excellence—but as our definition of blues is not
merely an acoustic one, the white performers are outside our definition for
historic, economic, political, and cultural reasons, and the question of whether or
not they are “good” is simply irrelevant.
. . . as Living Blues deals only with blues as a black American working-class
music, the position occupied on the evolutionary scale of American music by
white blues performers is simply removed from that specific portion of the
continuum with which we deal, and thus does not concern us.353
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Whereas Garon’s Spring 1973 editorial clearly excludes white artists from the blues
idiom altogether (“the blues, as purveyed by whites, is no longer the blues”), his followup commentary later that year indicates a slight shift in that position. Now, white players
do play blues, but exist on a “continuum” that Living Blues staff have simply chosen not
to focus on. Again, Garon makes a tacit reference to the blues’ roots in slavery when he
explains that white players are not included “for historic, economic, political, and cultural
reasons.” The peculiar 1976 “Surrealism and Blues” feature, which Garon contributed to,
expresses a more aggressive race-conscious disapproval of white artists. In the
introduction, its authors write, “We reaffirm our unalterable hostility to so-called ‘white’
blues, in which we see nothing more than a cowardly, racist attempt to appropriate black
music for ends wholly inimical to its living essense [sic].”354 Despite these strong words,
by the time Garon revisited the policy in a Living Blues guest editorial twenty years later,
he was willing to admit that “anyone can play or sing the blues”; however, “no matter
how wonderful they may be, no matter how much they have suffered or ‘lived the
blues,’” he argues, “for Living Blues and for many of its founders, black culture is an
inseparable part of the blues to which the magazine has dedicated its existence.”355 In the
various iterations of the policy from 1973 to 1993 (the last time the magazine’s editors
formally acknowledged it in print), Living Blues continued to maintain a race-conscious
interpretation of blues authenticity, grounded in the historical and material reality of the
black experience in the U.S.
Garon’s editorials forward a race-conscious standpoint that privilege a certain
kind of blues music, one that the editors argue is closer to the genre’s historical origins in
the early part of the twentieth century. This stance also positions Living Blues and its
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(white) staff as cultural authorities on blues authenticity. Although they seem to employ
an activist approach to preserving “living” blues as a black art form, a standpoint that is
also shared by some Austin blues artists who privilege the extra-musical qualities of the
blues when defining blues authenticity, the magazine’s staff also unwittingly open
themselves up to accusations based on another historical reality: white control over the
economic apparatus driving the blues industry. When the controversy over the
magazine’s editorial policy surfaced again in 1993, one reader chastised the magazine
thusly:
It’s obvious that Garon (and probably the whole damned staff) is white. For some
reason, when it comes to the blues it’s inevitably some white guy who holds the
power over who gets recorded, booked in a club, or written about. Why is that?
Shouldn’t blacks have more control of black culture? I wonder what the opinions
of African Americans are on the issue—what I get are the opinions of the whites
who are firmly in control of things. These folks often seem to be frustrated
musicians who fancy themselves to be the only whites who truly appreciate and
understand blues and blues musicians, viewing other whites as intruders on their
turf.356
For this and other readers who expressed a similar sentiment (it should be noted that
some wrote in support of the policy), Living Blues staff are assuming the role of
gatekeepers whose understanding of authenticity, again, casts anything other than “black”
blues as an impoverished imitation.
Editor David Nelson, who oversaw the May/June 1993 issue that revisited the
policy, said that although “the topic of blacks, whites, and the blues has been dismissed
by some as irrelevant or outdated,” the magazine’s editorial staff continues to maintain
“that the topic is crucial to the future recognition and growth, as well as preservation, of
the blues as an an [sic] African American cultural tradition.”357 Nelson is careful to point
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out that the policy “is not intended to demean the abilities, intentions, or contributions of
the many blues musicians who do not fall within our focus,” but the magazine’s coverage
suggests that its definition of the blues is based on an extant desire for an untainted
blues—a stable, ideal, yet ultimately untenable racial purity rooted in a specific (white)
understanding of blackness in addition to the real history of race-based oppression.358
The debate in Living Blues has also had an effect on other blues publications. In
response to Garon, Blues Revue staff writer Bob Margolin, a white, Jewish blues guitarist
and respected producer who backed Muddy Waters for several years, wrote in 1994 that:
I never picked cotton in Mississippi, but . . . I’ve had romantic disappointment
and tough breaks and the blues moves me. My personal validation, beyond that it
feels right, is that Muddy Waters himself trusted me with his music (he used to
hand me his slide to play his parts when he would break a guitar string) and paid
me to play it with him. I would suggest that if there was ever an ultimate authority
on blues, he was it. If I was good enough for Muddy, I ought to be good enough
for you.359
Contrary to Living Blues’ editorial policy, Margolin appears to collapse the black/white
binary altogether by recognizing blues artists as those who can play the music well and,
perhaps more importantly, who can also feel the music on a deeper level. Margolin’s
assertion that the blues “feels right” to him points to an affective dimension of
authenticity that distinguishes it from the more narrow conception maintained by Living
Blues, even as Margolin claims not to participate in the discourse of authenticity. Toward
the end of the column, he asks: “Whose music would YOU rather hear, the best white
blues player’s or the worst black blues player’s? I would submit that talent and
inspiration are more important than authenticity to good music, but many people will
deny the talent if the ethnic credentials are not in order.”360 Margolin’s criteria for
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playing authentic blues music is based on talent, affect, and inspiration. That said, his
frequent evocations of his musical association with black bluesman Muddy Waters
ironically reinforces the very black/white distinction Margolin critiques—indeed, the
very same binary that undergirds Living Blues’ editorial policy.
The tension between an authenticity of talent, affect, and inspiration and an
authenticity of race in Margolin’s argument mirrors the tensions running through the
pages of Living Blues as well. The contradictions that emerge when both magazines’ staff
and readership work through the racial politics of blues music suggests that such politics
are inherently contradictory. Put another way, the race-conscious rhetoric of Living Blues
suggests these contradictions cannot be avoided when social actors negotiate authenticity
in popular culture. This speaks to the contradictory nature of authenticity itself, and the
kind of ambiguous rhetorical work it does. Living Blues’ coverage of the national blues
scene offers greater insight into how these contradictions play out, particularly in regards
to the archetype of the primitive blues subject.

Living Blues and the Primitive Blues Subject
In addition to the ongoing debates over Living Blues’ race-conscious editorial
policy, it is interesting to explore how the policy is reflected in the magazine’s actual
content. The in-depth artist interviews, historical pieces, live reviews, and album reviews
that fill each issue’s pages offer numerous examples of what the race-conscious policy
looks like in print, as well as some of its more problematic consequences. In his work on
authenticity in the blues tourism industry, Stephen A. King frames authenticity in terms
of “a larger cultural struggle between powerful institutionalized voices and marginalized
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communities over the issues of representation and identity.”361 Hegemonic discourses
that frame “authentic” cultural texts for touristic consumption in historically significant
blues sites like the Mississippi Delta often appeal to what he calls the “primitive blues
subject,” a racist construction that perpetuates harmful racial stereotypes of the homeless,
itinerant and destitute bluesman.362 In these encounters, authenticity functions
rhetorically as a cover for the construction of racial difference. Examples abound in the
pages of Living Blues.
In the summer of 1971 the magazine ran a detailed story written by editor Jim
O’Neal describing one of Chicago’s premier blues clubs at the time, Pepper’s Lounge.
The club’s owner, Johnny Pepper, had recently relocated his establishment from its
longtime location to a new building “four miles north, out of the ghetto,” in response to
what O’Neal describes as artist discomfort (“black musicians readily admitted that they
didn’t enjoy playing at Pepper’s any more”) and a dwindling white audience at the
club.363 Although O’Neal applauds the change in venue to “a nice, safe, accessible
place,” his overall tone in the beginning of the article is one of nostalgic lament for the
loss of the “primitive” milieu that characterized the authenticity of the old Pepper’s. Gone
are “the smelly washrooms, the outlandish paintings and the handscrawled signs,” he
writes; the “loose, jiving, dancing, drinking atmosphere” was replaced with “carpets,
chandeliers, red tablecloths,” and so on.364 O’Neal closes the article with a quote from the
club’s owner that appeals to the authenticity of the original location: “Well, when you
first meet the original, I guess you never do find another place like that,” he says. “You
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move right across the street or right down the block, it’s a little different.”365 Here, it is
the authenticity of the scene itself, rather than the subject (or artist), that is yoked to
notions of primitiveness.
In another example, Amy O’Neal’s introduction to the magazine’s tenth
anniversary issue evokes the primitive blues subject when she wonders whether most
Americans consider the Blues Brothers to be “the country’s most noteworthy bluesmen,”
and if Living Blues’ ongoing “struggle to garner recognition for the ‘real thing’” had been
all for nothing.366 Her answer was ultimately “no,” because of the blues artists living in
“the ghettoes and the Mississippi countryside” who “still believe that their music, and the
people who support it, can work miracles.”367 It is interesting that O’Neal focuses
specifically on the blues artists struggling to make a living through their music in city
ghettos and the country. Of course, when her editorial was published (1980) there was no
shortage of black musicians that fit this description. Indeed, there are many blues players
today (of all racial backgrounds) who can be described as struggling artists living in
poverty, and it is important to recognize the class-based history of the idiom, as Living
Blues consistently does. O’Neal’s rhetoric becomes problematic when she explicitly
connects those artists to the concept of authenticity—“the real thing”—while excluding
other black blues artists who had achieved commercial success. B. B. King, James
Brown, or Muddy Waters are all examples of black blues or soul artists who had
experienced varying degrees of mainstream success and visibility that would distinguish
them from the artists O’Neal identifies. In her column, however, it is the lesser-known,
primitive blues artist, the ghetto or rural blues artist, who is identified as being the most
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authentic, and therefore the most valuable and praiseworthy. O’Neal’s rhetoric, in other
words, is less a description of the real world, material conditions that define the blues as
it is a particular (white) fantasy about what all “real” black blues artists should look like.
Consider also David Nelson’s November/December 1997 editorial, where he
writes of the King Biscuit Blues Festival, an annual event in Helena, Arkansas whose
name is taken from a popular long-running blues radio program on station KFFA. The
festival’s mass appeal, Nelson writes, is due to “the authenticity of its blues
atmosphere.”368 His description of a particular “authentic” scene from the festival relies
on a variety of signifiers that reflect a primitive construction of blues authenticity:
October is cotton harvesting time in the Delta and the fields alongside the
highways leading to the festival are in full bloom and being worked by
machinery. Local vendors provide true Delta blues food—one booth this year
specialized in pig ear sandwiches. And the festival’s location along the levee and
streets of downtown Helena offers the bluesy ambience of a decaying Mississippi
River town.
As the editorial continues, Nelson offers nostalgic appeals to a lost blues past, despite the
magazine’s focus on “living” blues:
Watching a fantastic set this year by harpist and guitarist John Weston . . . at the
acoustic stage—set up against the backdrop of the Helena Wholesale Co.’s
loading dock—it was easy to conjure up visions of Roosevelt Sykes, Robert
Nighthawk, and Sonny Boy Williamson playing their blues in barrelhouses and
jukes, back in the days when Helena was a bustling “wide open” river port. 369
Although Nelson is careful to point out later in the column that “Helena is no longer a
thriving center of commerce,” his editorial, like Amy O’Neal’s, nonetheless illustrates a
very particular, racialized vision of what “authentic” blues is.
The cover of the October 2008 issue of Living Blues seems to contribute to this
construction of the primitive blues subject as well (see Fig. 6 below). The striking black
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and white photograph of African American trio the Carolina Chocolate Drops was
developed using an early photographic technique called the collodion wet-plate process,
giving it a distinct aged, “vintage” appearance.370 Most notably, the skin color of each
artist appears darker in the photograph than it is in reality; this is especially apparent with
Rhiannon Giddens, a bi-racial member of the group whose skin looks much darker on the
cover than in the color photographs featured within the magazine.

Fig. 6: Cover of Living Blues, October 2008371
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The “enhanced” dark skin of the artists appearing in the cover photograph,
although in all likelihood unintentional and a result of the collodion wet-plate process
used to develop it, nonetheless functions rhetorically as a contemporary appeal to a pure,
black ideal in order to compensate for imposing markers of inauthenticity that threaten to
challenge the magazine’s editorial policy. For example, the Carolina Chocolate Drops are
not blues artists per se, but rather perform in the traditional African American string band
idiom; their recordings share more in common with bluegrass traditions of Appalachia
than the country blues of the Mississippi Delta. The trio’s age is also a potential liability
for their overall “authenticity.” Each artist was in his or her twenties at the time the issue
was released, an age that is often coded as inauthentic in a genre where longevity, life
experience, and “legendary” status markers are privileged by white blues fans. By calling
attention to the artists’ blackness through its cover art in this example, Living Blues,
however unwittingly, reinforces an essentialist construction of authenticity that
reinscribes racial binaries.
Thus far I have been discussing how authenticity and race are negotiated in Living
Blues magazine and one of its competing publications, specifically in regards to Living
Blues’ editorial policy, general coverage, and a specific cover photograph. This rhetorical
struggle over how “authentic” blues should be defined demonstrates the paradoxical
nature of the magazine’s “progressive” race-conscious coverage, especially as it relates to
black essentialism and the figure of the primitive blues subject. In the following section, I
will examine two print advertisements that recently ran in the magazine. These
advertisements expand on the discussion thus far by introducing the dimension of
colonialism in blues tourism to the rhetoric of blues authenticity in Living Blues. As we
will see, colonialism in touristic contexts further complicates the problematic tension
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between the magazine’s contradictory attempts to both preserve and chronicle the
contemporary blues scene.

Showtime in the Delta: Colonialism in Living Blues372
In recent decades blues tourism has become an increasingly important industry in
the state of Mississippi. Steve Cheseborough’s popular travel guide Blues Traveling: The
Holy Sites of Delta Blues, first published in 2001 through the University of Mississippi
Press, is now in its third edition, and initiatives like the Mississippi Blues Trail and
organizations such as the Mississippi Development Authority, Mississippi Blues
Highway Association, and Mississippi Delta Tourism Association have worked to
promote the state as the country’s premiere destination for blues enthusiasts, both at
home and abroad.373 Living Blues (whose offices are based at the University of
Mississippi) has also played an important role in publicizing the state’s blues tourist
industry, and has even forged partnerships with some of the organizations above, whose
advertisements appear regularly in the magazine. In 2004, for example, Living Blues
received financial support from the Mississippi Development Authority to publish a
special double issue of the magazine focusing specifically on the blues scene throughout
the state.374 Titled “Mississippi Blues Today!” the issue was the largest to date in the
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history of Living Blues. As editor Brett J. Bonner put it in his opening editorial, it
featured no less than “one hundred seventy six pages of pure, raw Mississippi blues.”375
One of the state organizations that has published promotional materials in Living
Blues, the Mississippi Delta Tourism Association (MDTA), created an advertisement that
appeared on the back cover of the August 2010 fortieth anniversary issue of the
magazine. The MDTA’s Web site, like the advertisement, prominently features blues
music as an “authentic,” defining feature of the Delta. On the association’s homepage, for
example, the Delta is described as “a place where hospitality, authenticity and personality
resonate like nowhere else in America.”376 Elsewhere, visitors are told that,
For more than a century, the Mississippi Delta has been the emotional heart of it
all. More famous blues musicians have come from this area than any other region
(or state for that matter) combined. Today, you can still feel that authentic vibe of
Mississippi Delta blues history.377
Living Blues’ emphasis on black blues as the benchmark for authenticity is reflected in
the MDTA ad, which features an imposing, somewhat menacing image of a black cat
staring at the reader. Black cats, of course, are commonly associated with bad luck in
popular superstition and folklore, and were once even considered evidence of their
owner’s association with Satan, especially during the notorious witch-hunts of early
modern Europe.378 Here, the cat retains some of this symbolic history as it quietly plays
on the popular blues mythos, such as the well-worn story of Robert Johnson selling his
soul to the Devil at a Mississippi crossroads in exchange for learning how to play blues
guitar. The cat also captures a sensual quality that lends a sense of mystery to the
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advertisement, and, by extension, to the blues itself. A sentence that appears directly
beneath the cat only magnifies the blues’ mystique: “Somewhere along Highway 61, a
front porch became a stage.”
The advertisement goes on to extend a colonial, voyeuristic fantasy about front
porch bluesmen (and the ad is gender specific) that has been a common trope in white
narratives about the blues in Mississippi. For example, Robert Mugge’s 1991
documentary Deep Blues, inspired by Robert Palmer’s book of the same title and
executive produced by Dave Stewart of the Eurythmics, features an extended scene
where Palmer and Stewart pay a visit to the rural home of R. L. Burnside. Burnside greets
the two men enthusiastically, and then plays a solo rendition of “Jumper on the Line”
from his front porch, while members of his family look on with alternating expressions of
vague amusement and discomfort (at one point Stewart even receives a blues guitar clinic
from the elder Burnside before joining him for an impromptu jam session). The
impression one gets from watching the scene—that black blues artists in the privacy of
their own home are eager, if not expected, to perform for visiting white tourists—is
magnified in the MDTA advertisement. Positioned immediately to the cat’s right is the
black and white image of two male blues artists, both seated in front of a building, one
playing guitar and the other harmonica. Their faces and bodies are blurred—they are
anonymous, deprived of both identity and agency. A message that appears towards the
bottom left-hand corner of the ad invites the reader into these blues artists’ personal
space:
Hearing the blues played live doesn’t always mean buying a ticket. When he sees
you coming down the road, that ordinary man becomes a legendary artist and his
front porch is transformed into a stage. And while a generous tip is always
appreciated, the only cover you’ll be charged is the time you spend listening. So,
what time is show time? Whenever you show up.
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The ad clearly promotes the figure of the primitive blues subject as the authentic
representative of Mississippi’s blues scene, the same figure that has ironically featured
prominently in Living Blues’ race-conscious coverage over the years. Although this
subject is empowered by virtue of his association with “real” Delta blues, the ad
problematically suggests that black blues artists are willing, indeed, eager, to perform on
command—and for free!—for unannounced (white) visitors. The ad’s assertion that show
time is “whenever you show up” further asserts that blues artists throughout Mississippi
are akin to modern-day minstrels standing by in a permanent state of readiness—that they
are prepared to put on a show for anyone, at any time. Indeed, the advertisement’s
rhetorical power lies in the implication that the state’s blues artists spend all of their time
playing music (in reality, many hold down additional fulltime jobs), no doubt a
problematic assertion given Mississippi’s troubled racial past and the ongoing struggle of
black Americans throughout the state today. Although the ad appears to support Living
Blues’ race-conscious policy of promoting black blues artists, it does so at the expense of
reducing those very artists to racist, antiquated minstrel stereotypes.
More recently, the Greenville/Washington County Convention and Visitors
Bureau ran a half-page advertisement in the February 2011 issue of Living Blues
promoting blues tourism in the city of Greenville, Mississippi. The ad, which features a
color photograph of black guitarist Pat Thomas singing mid-verse, opens with a short list,
followed by a question: “Blind tiger booze, craps shooting, and kept women. What more
could you want in a blues pilgrimage?” “Washington County was once famous for the
above-mentioned vices,” the ad continues, “a place so down-and-dirty that the greatest
bluesmen came here for inspiration.” The message concludes with the observation that
“of course, every good bluesman’s repertoire includes at least one tune dedicated to
booze, loss, and a bad, bad woman.” As with the MDTA advertisement, this ad forwards
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an idealized, primitive definition of what it means to be an authentic blues artist, while at
the same time giving the (white) spectator privileged access to such a lifestyle. Here, the
black blues subject actively seeks out ghetto life, an assertion that conveniently obscures
the material roots of black exploitation and oppression by whites in the South. The image
is even more fraught with tired clichés, however: the Greenville blues musician is male,
enjoys moonshine or some other form of illegally-distilled spirit (“blind tiger booze”
refers to liquor served at a speakeasy), serious gambling, and, of course, adulterous
relationships with married women. In line with Living Blues’ editorial policy, the
accompanying photograph of Thomas clearly associates this primitive portrayal with
blackness.

Conclusion
In this chapter I have shown how Living Blues’ adoption of race-conscious
perspectives in its editorial policies, coverage, and advertisements has led the magazine
to assume an activist stance in the way it privileges blues music by black artists. This
perspective finds approval in the literature of critical race theory, and rightly so, for the
way it addresses the long history of race-based oppression and the white exploitation of
black artists in the U.S., a historical reality that has clearly shaped the blues from its
inception and played an important role in persuading the magazine’s founders to adopt
such an editorial stance. The consequence of this rhetoric is that Living Blues’ raceconscious construction of authenticity, codified in its editorial policy and journalistic
coverage, stereotypes more often than it empowers black artists. My argument is that the
magazine and its gatekeepers (including, admittedly, myself, through my association as a
contributing writer for Living Blues) participate in some of the very problematic
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racialized discourses of authenticity that they purport to avoid through the “objective”
coverage of “living” blues traditions. Although Living Blues does have a positive
influence—socially, culturally, and materially—on the lives and professional careers of
black blues musicians (this is one of the reasons why I continue to write for the
magazine), the magazine frequently traffics in discourses that reinforce a narrow,
essentialized conception of what it means to be black. Such discourses continue to anchor
authenticity to race, thus making the two categories appear to be concrete and immutable,
rather than rhetorical and open to negotiation.
I have described the primitive, essentialist stereotypes running through Living
Blues in terms of a paradox that lies at the heart of the magazine’s attempts at a
progressive musical and racial politics. What is problematic about this paradox is that the
magazine’s race-conscious stance does a kind of troubling ironic work. The irony lies in
the tension between the magazine’s mission and the rhetorical affects of that mission
when it is translated into actual articles, editorials, photographs, and advertisements.
More specifically, Living Blues works to empower black blues artists by providing them
with a privileged forum and greater mainstream visibility. This forum productively
legitimates black blues by positioning it as an object worthy of both scholarly and
popular attention, and the musicians themselves as artists who should be widely respected
and fairly compensated. At the same time, Living Blues disempowers those same black
blues artists through its construction of authenticity—a rhetorical construction that
actually regulates the blues and narrows its definition to a particular white vision,
allowing only a privileged few access to its pages. As a fan and contributing writer I can
appreciate the magazine’s efforts to support black blues artists through this raceconscious policy; that said, Living Blues’ concept of blues authenticity has the
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unfortunate consequence of limiting possibilities for blues artists, both black and white,
by regulating who counts as “real” and who does not, often in racist ways.
Another issue raised by the editorial policy of Living Blues is class. By
emphasizing race as the foundation of authenticity, does Living Blues oversimplify
matters by avoiding a confrontation with the class politics of blues music? Garon’s
Spring 1973 editorial does explicitly describe blues as “a black American working-class
music,” emphasizing that the blues emerged at the nexus of both class- and race-based
oppression. But what does one make of a blues artist who exhibits a racial marker of
authenticity but not that of class? Such a case appeared in the February 2007 issue of
Living Blues, when contributing writer Lee Hildebrand reviewed actor Samuel L.
Jackson’s vocal performance on the film soundtrack to Black Snake Moan. As I
mentioned in the introduction to this study, although Jackson is not a trained blues artist
or vocalist, Hildebrand wrote a glowing review peppered with adjectives that laud
Jackson’s authenticity. Interestingly, he even describes the actor’s rendition of the
traditional blues song “Stack-O-Lee” as “one of the most powerful recorded blues
performances in recent memory.”379 Even though Hildebrand’s review upholds the
magazine’s editorial policy that reifies blackness as the ontological ground of blues
authenticity, his praise for the performance of an actor who imitates a blues artist (in the
sense that Jackson is playing a filmic role) also serves to challenge that reification.
The ways in which Living Blues’ preservationist ethos translates the relationship
between race, class, and authenticity is problematic, for as Patrick Johnson has argued,
“conservationists argue in essentialist ways that totalize and reduce black culture.”380
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Living Blues strives to be a forward-thinking, progressive force in the blues community,
but in doing so, its own policies ironically lead it to embrace, however unwittingly, the
same racist discourses it criticizes. The magazine’s vision of an “authentic” blues begins
to collapse when one considers the magazine’s coverage over its four-decade long
history. Although Living Blues has at times aggressively challenged the authenticity of
blues played by non-black artists—as was the case when the Surrealist Movement, of
which then-editor Paul Garon was a member, wrote of its “unalterable hostility to socalled ‘white’ blues”—casual observations of the magazine’s coverage reveal such a
position to be strained. Even in the magazine’s early years, it ran field reports filed by
readers who praised the live performances of white bluesmen and women like Stevie Ray
Vaughan, the Fabulous Thunderbirds, Lou Ann Barton, or the Nighthawks, to name a
few. When one takes these examples into account, Living Blues’ argument begins to
collapse under its own internal contradictions.
In pointing out the contradictions in the rhetoric of Living Blues, it is important to
reiterate that the idea of race consciousness is not inherently corrupt or suspect. Critical
race theorists see their work as more than simply an academic exercise; the discipline is
also a movement committed to progressive social change, and a reaction to the
persistence of institutionalized racism in the wake of the Civil Rights Movement. As
Harlon L. Dalton memorably said in a discussion of CRT’s break from critical legal
studies, “a thoroughgoing familiarity with Foucault, Derrida, Habermas, and Gramsci
will not save us from ‘the fishy stare on the bus.’”381 When referencing the emancipatory
potential of certain forms of music and art, Calmore similarly argues that CRT “finds its
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finest expression when it, too, serves as ‘fuel for social transformation.’”382 Calmore sees
CRT as engaging in what he calls “fundamental criticism,” a mode of critique he
compares to certain strands of African American jazz music which, due to its complex
musical structure and black cultural roots, is revolutionary in the challenges it presents to
the mainstream music industry. Critical race theorists, like the jazz musicians Calmore
describes, possess a “transformative vision” and set out to change the status quo.383
I am critical of Living Blues throughout this chapter, but it is important to
recognize the necessity of the editors’ efforts. By situating race at the forefront of a
conversation about blues authenticity, the magazine initiates an ongoing public dialogue
that might not otherwise happen. Conversations about the politics of race and authenticity
are not uncommon in the pages of academic journals and monographs, but they are less
likely in settings like Living Blues, and in this sense the magazine’s willingness to “go
there,” to go to race, is crucial. In doing so, Living Blues reveals how complicated (and
even frustrating) the racial politics of authenticity can be, insofar as our attempts to
overcome racism inevitably run the risk of evoking more racism. One might draw a
parallel between this and Judith Butler’s project to “undo” gender. By Butler’s own
admission, her gender-troubling scholarship necessarily relies on the concept of gender in
order to subvert it. There is no way to get outside the symbolic order or the heterosexual
matrix in which gender is signified; one can only work through gender in order to unravel
it.384 With Living Blues we are reminded that race-conscious attempts to address long
histories of racism, while potentially problematic, can at least become a starting point for
a frank discussion that uncovers the complex politics of race and authenticity. In this
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sense, in the end the editors’ insistence on such a policy is preferable to having no policy
at all.
It is also helpful to consider the motivation behind this policy, which I have
referred to briefly at various points in this chapter. The editorials that explain the decision
to create an exclusive forum for promoting black blues artists (a forum, I should add, that
is unprecedented in the history of American blues publications) is clearly driven by guilt,
specifically guilt over the enslavement, mistreatment, and brutality suffered by blacks at
the hands of whites throughout U.S. history. This acknowledgement is implied when the
editors recognize that the blues is a uniquely African American art, and one that we can
only enjoy by first reckoning with the violent history that produced its joyous, liberating
forms of musical expression through grief. Living Blues thus evidences the continuing
project of Reconstruction in the texts of popular culture, long after its political, economic,
and geographical stages have concluded. Reconstruction after the Civil War has been
widely described as a “failure” by scholars and historians. As Armstead L. Robinson has
argued, “To the extent that our society, a century later, continues to experience racial
crises . . . it is clear that the first Reconstruction failed to resolve these central issues
completely. Thus, the ambiguous heritage of this failure remains relevant to
contemporary America.”385 The editorial decision to provide a platform for black blues
musicians in Living Blues shows how some have attempted to reckon with this failure, in
and through popular culture.
Finally, in taking up a race-conscious approach to its blues coverage, Living Blues
illustrates some of the pitfalls of identity politics through the way it essentializes black
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identity. And although the suggestion would likely be anathema to its founding editors,
the magazine’s coverage also reinforces white ownership and control over the blues. The
editors, all white, idealistic blues fans working tirelessly to preserve an art they clearly
love, arguably recirculate the very harmful stereotypes about blackness and black-white
power relationships the magazine was created to combat. Ultimately, Living Blues is an
ongoing study in the way race is constructed rhetorically in complex, contradictory ways.
Indeed, these contradictions are an inherent feature of the magazine’s racial politics. The
editorial policy is such that Living Blues cannot help but traffic in the primitive as the
editors work through white racism in the magazine’s public forums. By working through
that racism, the magazine reinstills it in the public sphere. In an important sense this
ironic work, these contradictions, cannot be avoided. Rhetorical analysis opens the
possibility of admitting their inevitability, of troubling them, and ultimately of working
through them in order to better realize the emancipatory potential of a progressive race
consciousness.
In the next chapter, I turn my attention from the more specialized “niche” text that
is Living Blues to its dialectical counterpart in The Blues Brothers, another cultural text
with a broader popular appeal that has also played a significant role in the ongoing
relationship between authenticity, race, and the blues. The popular musical duo played by
comic actors John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd have attained the kind of mainstream
visibility and popularity that most blues artists can only dream about. Chapter Four
investigates the Blues Brothers, and especially their 1980 feature film, as another
example of the rhetorical consequences of white efforts to bring wider recognition to the
blues and the black artists who originated it.
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Chapter 4
Modern Minstrelsy: Authenticity and the Ideology of Whiteness in The
Blues Brothers
The creation of the mythology of these characters has been very strong, very
successful. I mean, to the point where it’s kind of scary, where I meet people who
tell me that Jake and Elwood Blues are these legendary blues artists. And I think,
“uh-oh.”
—John Landis, director of The Blues Brothers386

Those familiar with the Blues Brothers’ origins in the mid-1970s as a hybrid
comedy-musical act on Saturday Night Live might chuckle at the thought that the
personas portrayed by John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd, Jake and Elwood Blues, could be
mistaken by some for “legendary” bluesmen. Indeed, even John Landis, the director
responsible for helping the Brothers make their big screen debut in The Blues Brothers
film in 1980, experiences a bit of unease when confronted by fans who seem unaware
that the pair were a fictional creation of two comic actors. Years ago I, too, was caught up
in the popular mythology of the Blues Brothers when I became one of the many white
fans who was first introduced to the blues through the performances of Jake and Elwood.
For a short time I was even under the impression—gasp!—that when they sang versions
of Sam & Dave’s “Soul Man” or Robert Johnson’s “Sweet Home Chicago” they were
performing original material.
In the winter of 1996, a fortuitous visit to a friend’s dorm room led to my
discovery of the duo. People often ask me how I came to love this music called blues, and
although I am somewhat embarrassed to admit it, I have to credit the two men I saw
displayed on the movie poster in that college dorm: Dan Aykroyd and John Belushi, the
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Blues Brothers. The iconic poster features the two actors, infinitely cool with smug looks
of indifference on their faces, their names tattooed on their fingers, seated on the hood of
the infamous “Blues Mobile”—the converted police sedan that Elwood memorably
describes early in the first film as having “cop tires, cop suspension, and cop shocks,”
moments after the car magically vaults over an open draw bridge spanning the Calumet
River. Convinced as I was at the time that the current ska boom was the epitome of all
musical progress, I had first mistaken the pair in the poster for a couple of contemporary
English rude boys (dressed in jet-black suits, they certainly seemed to play the part).387
My friend, shocked that I was not familiar with the film, lent me her beat-up VHS tape of
The Blues Brothers. Like many who saw it before me, I was instantly hooked,
particularly by the performances of some of the established blues and soul artists who
appeared in the film—John Lee Hooker, James Brown, Aretha Franklin, Ray Charles.
The Blues Brothers became my gateway drug. I went running to the local record shop and
bought a “best of” compilation of Hooker tunes, and, not much later, a Hohner diatonic
harmonica, similar to the one Aykroyd plays in the film.
Fast forward to 2007. Here I was, on the phone, interviewing Day Aykroyd
himself from his home in New York. Later that week he would be traveling a few hours
from where I lived to Dallas to inaugurate the twelfth venue in the national House of
Blues chain, a company he helped found in 1992. I was fortunate to receive press passes
to the grand opening, where, consistent with the ritual tradition that is a part of every
387
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opening of a new House of Blues venue, Aykroyd, along with John Belushi’s younger
brother James, transform into Elwood and Brother Zee Blues. As Aykroyd explained to
me, the show, now called the “Blues Brothers Formal Classic Revue,” includes “treating
some of the old songs, doing some new songs, but presenting it as we did when John and
I were doing it.”388
During our conversation we also discussed how Aykroyd discovered the blues
while he was still an aspiring young entertainer growing up in Ontario, Canada:
I had a short wave radio and I got all the black radio stations from Detroit and
Boston, and New York, and I used to listen to the blues stations there. And there
was this juke box way up the Gatineau, which is the Gatineau River running north
of Ottawa there. This guy had this bar, and he had a juke box in there. And I used
to hitchhike up the highway just to listen to this juke box. We rented a farm house
there, and I used to hitchhike the fifteen miles in just to sit outside on a Friday
night and listen to the juke box, which had all of the soul hits and the Stax hits.
And then I think my real epiphany . . . was when I saw Sam and Dave live at
Expo ’67, which was the world’s fair. I came back and I said this is the music I
want to know about. And then ironically, never did I realize that I would actually
be friends with Sam, have him play in my clubs, and actually have Steve Cropper
and Duck Dunn in my band. So it was very satisfying. At this point I can look
back and say that I’ve really played with the greats, and gave them props, like a
re-exposure that they might not have had.389
“Who knew,” he went on to tell me later in the interview,
that today at fifty-four years old I would still be performing and playing this gift
of music that I love? It’s such an honor to sing from the African American
songbook and recognize African American contributions to world culture, and to
be able to associate with great artists like Sam and Dave.390
Much like with the editors at Living Blues, it is impossible to hear Aykroyd speak of his
experiences with the Blues Brothers without sensing his genuine love and appreciation
for blues music and black performers.
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Unquestionably, Aykroyd, like the Living Blues editors, is a devoted fan who
believes in the merit of his efforts to empower black blues and soul artists, to give them
“a re-exposure that they might not have had” otherwise. Living Blues, however, clearly
demonstrates the problematic consequences of this “appreciative” rhetoric when it is
connected to the concept of authenticity, and as I watched Aykroyd shuffle and shake on
the House of Blues stage alongside the younger Belushi that night in Dallas, I could not
help but think back to an article from Dallas Observer music critic Jonanna Widner. In
her preview of their performance at the 2007 grand opening, Widner described the new
Blues Brothers revue as a “superfluous, outdated . . . reverse minstrel show of blues
covers.”391 My experience witnessing their performance live seemed to confirm Widner’s
observations. Although Belushi paused for a moment between songs during the show and
acknowledged the blues’ historical roots when he told the crowd, “when you drink the
water, you’ve got to remember the people who dug the well,” there was something
altogether disconcerting about the duo’s mannerisms and movements, which seemed to
mimic—on a deeper, formal level—the performances of nineteenth century blackface
minstrels. For example, at one point during the show, Elwood handled lead vocals on a
cover of The Chips’ 1956 single “Rubber Biscuit,” in which he sings in a kind of rapidfire, comical rendition of a “scat” vocal style and makes reference to eating a “cool water
sandwich” (i.e., a slice of watermelon). In their efforts to perform and pay tribute to
“authentic” blackness for the House of Blues audience that night in Dallas, were the
Blues Brothers duplicating the racial politics of Living Blues on an even wider scale by
reviving a racially problematic art form that had reached its height in popularity in the
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mid-nineteenth century? To answer this question it will be helpful to return to the original
movie that put them on the map.
At this point the reader may be asking him- or herself, why devote an entire
chapter to a dated artifact of the 1980s like the Blues Brothers? Although the duo’s music
and film were obviously formative on a personal level for this author, what is their
connection to the present study on rhetoric and authenticity? Widner expresses a similar
sentiment in her House of Blues review when she questions “the relevance of the Blues
Brothers, an act that reached its peak of popularity in 1980, to the opening of a venue in
2007, especially since one half of the group’s original lineup, about which everyone went
so apeshit, is dead.”392 Although John Belushi is gone and it has been over thirty years
since The Blues Brothers film was released in theaters (where it grossed over $115
million worldwide), as readers will see, the Blues Brothers are more than “just” a comedy
duo or Hollywood movie.393 They are what Barry Brummett might call a diverse
“package of texts grounded in a distinct musical style” that continue to do important
rhetorical, ideological work today.394
This chapter builds on the previous examinations of aesthetics and authenticity in
the Austin blues community, and identity and authenticity in Living Blues magazine.
Whereas the narratives of musicians in Austin’s local blues scene and the rhetoric of the
Living Blues text both address issues of authenticity for more particular, localized
audiences and traditionalist, “diehard” blues fans, the Blues Brothers, and more
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specifically The Blues Brothers film itself, provide a popular version of this rhetoric that
is exposed to a much wider audience. In this way, The Blues Brothers can be understood
as a dialectical counterpart to the texts examined in the second and third chapters of this
study, an illustration of the rhetoric of authenticity writ large for a truly international
audience.
In this chapter I explore how the Blues Brothers characters and especially their
eponymous 1980 film function as a vehicle for the ideology of whiteness through the
discourse of imitation and authenticity. The Blues Brothers, much like Living Blues
magazine, was intended to appeal to already-existing fans while also greater popularizing
the blues in American popular culture more generally. Moreover, as with Living Blues,
the film accomplishes this with appeals to blues authenticity that help whites work
through their racism or “white guilt” in a way that is racially problematic. The difference
between Living Blues and the texts studied in this chapter is that The Blues Brothers more
explicitly foregrounds an ideology of whiteness, and it does so through a racist art and
entertainment form that many assume is a relic of the past: blackface minstrelsy. Through
a close reading of the film, I will show how minstrelsy, in particular what has been
described as “symbolic blackface”—the act of performing blackface without literally
“blacking” up—continues to be a primary feature of contemporary popular culture. More
to the point, I will argue that the Blues Brothers’ symbolic blackface illustrates how
authenticity in popular culture works systemically to prop up a dominant ideology of
whiteness, again, at the expense of the very group it is intended to support: black artists.
The Blues Brothers film, like other manifestations of symbolic blackface in popular
music and culture, resurfaces minstrelsy and whiteness for contemporary audiences by
hiding it in plain sight, allowing them to enjoy it without experiencing the guilt that
comes from consuming a kind of entertainment that presents stereotypical and derogatory
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depictions of African Americans. In doing so, the movie reinforces and continues the
hegemony of white control over the blues, and by extension, black blues musicians
themselves. It also does so in a way that lacks the kind of self-reflexivity and openness to
dialogue found in Living Blues magazine, a point I will take up in more detail at the end
of the chapter.
The chapter opens with a historical overview of blackface minstrelsy in the U.S.
Here, it will become clear that minstrelsy, and indeed many popular forms of
entertainment in this country, are inextricably tied to wider anxieties over race relations.
This section concludes with a discussion of recent scholarship that suggests minstrelsy
continues to be a major influence on popular culture today. Next, I turn my attention to
the 1980 film The Blues Brothers. After examining the historical context in which it
emerged and exploring critical reception of the film, I offer a close reading of The Blues
Brothers organized around three central areas or themes: “blacking up,” violence, and
song and dance. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the rhetorical effects of the
film and how it compares to Living Blues, especially regarding the relationship between
minstrelsy, authenticity, and whiteness for contemporary race relations today.

Blackface Minstrelsy in American Popular Culture
Although the historical origins of blackface can be traced as far back as the
beginning of the seventeenth century in Europe, it was not until the early 1800s that it
started to become a prominent commercial force in American popular culture.395 What
began as an early circus and theatrical movement in which white actors portrayed black
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caricatures and stereotypes by wearing wool wigs, applying burnt cork to darken their
skin, and wearing makeup to exaggerate their lips, blackface would later feature
prominently in radio, film, and television on its way to becoming one of the most popular
forms of mainstream entertainment well into the nineteenth century. As Michael Rogin
argues in Blackface, White Noise, blackface minstrelsy in the U.S. was “the first and most
pervasive form of American mass culture,” and as such has always been closely tied to
narratives of national identity and the social construction of race and gender.396 Eric
Lott’s Love and Theft similarly describes blackface minstrelsy as “one of our earliest
culture industries” and “a site of conflictual intensity for the politics of race, class, and
nation.”397 Kevin Phinney describes it succinctly as “America’s first pop culture
craze.”398 This craze extended to politicians and royalty both at home and abroad, as
David R. Roediger explains: “Minstrelsy was featured at President John Tyler’s
inauguration, and in performances before Queen Victoria. Abraham Lincoln stole away
from the pressures of duty during the Civil War to see blackface shows.”399
It is no surprise, then, that traveling minstrel troupes were big business for the
time. Although solo actors were not uncommon in the nineteenth century, individual
performers in touring ensembles could earn upwards of $5,300 annually in the mid-1800s
(with some reportedly earning nearly twice that much).400 As William J. Mahar describes
it, a typical minstrel performance during this period might include:
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blackface comedians singing and dancing to some of the tunes Joel Sweeney
(1813-90) reputedly brought from Virginia; male mimics imitating Fanny
Elssler’s (1810-84) performances of the Spanish cachucha and the Polish
cracovienne; opera arias performed by cross-dressed imitators of Jenny Lind
(1820-87); American “fiddlers” glossing the musical offerings served up by Ole
Bournemann Bull (1810-80) and Henri Vieuxtemps (1820-81), two of the bestknown violin virtuosos of the day; and motley attired characters discoursing on
phrenology or describing in great detail the sounds of a steam locomotive.401
Of course, no small part of a minstrel show’s appeal came from the fact that audiences
could also expect to see whites “blacken up” and act out problematic “Negro”
caricatures—Zip Coon, the mammy, Sambo, or the plantation darky—in what amounted
to a complex, and overtly racist, attempt at mimetic authenticity. These performances
circulated alongside dominant discourses of scientific racism in a mutually-reinforcing
cycle that “conspired,” in the words of professor Cedric J. Robinson, “to craft a more
solid and confident white identity.”402
Indeed, one of the functions (and lasting legacies) of minstrel shows in the U.S.
was to demarcate racial boundaries and essentialize the white/black binary. In doing so,
the early minstrel tradition helped reinforce whiteness as the invisible norm, thus making
slavery and the oppression of blacks appear to be “natural.” As Phinney explains:
There’s little dissent from the notion that minstrelsy became a metaphor to help
whites assuage their guilt for subjugating African Americans. After all (the logic
goes), if blacks were savage, didn’t white Christians owe it to them to look after
them and give them meaningful duties in life? Seen through this prism, minstrelsy
is merely a theatrical extension of Manifest Destiny doctrine: being born white is
to be superior, because that is what God wants. And, if the most meaningful work
a black person can do is amuse a white audience, shouldn’t that be enough?403
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In addition to reinscribing the power relations that enabled the status quo, John Leland
notes that “minstrel shows invited the white audience to participate vicariously in a world
that was both alluring and inaccessible.”404 This is not unlike the ways in which teens in
the 1950s satisfied their hunger for black culture and “sought autonomy, emotion, and
authentic connection to others” through the working class culture of blues and rock and
roll music, as George Lipsitz has argued.405
The category of authenticity, moreover, seems to cast its shadow over minstrelsy
in all its various forms and incarnations. This continued to be the case when black actors
started performing regularly in minstrel shows after the Civil War. When “blacks
infiltrated the field en masse in the years following emancipation,” Phinney notes, they
began “billing themselves as ‘authentic’ or ‘genuine’ purveyors of Negro
idiosyncrasies.”406 The reality of black participation in minstrelsy further complicates its
rhetorical and material effects. Eileen Southern argues that although “the black minstrel
has been much maligned by many . . . for perpetuating the Jim Crow and Zip Coon
stereotypes and other caricatures of Negroes that were established by white minstrels,” at
the same time they “brought to the stage much genuine humor, original dancing, the
poignant songs of their people, and superb solo and ensemble performance, both vocal
and instrumental.”407 Given the abject terror and broken promises of Reconstruction
blacks continued to face after the Civil War, “minstrelsy,” Southern explains, “offered to
the creative black man an opportunity to acquire experience in the theatrical arts that
could scarcely have been obtained any other way during the period.”408
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One example of a prominent performer in the black minstrel tradition is singer,
street musician, and professional whistler George Washington Johnson.409 Several
decades before southern blues artists would begin pressing their songs to wax, he became
the first black celebrity recording artist when his song “The Whistling Coon” became a
massive hit in the 1890s. The song sold as many as fifty thousand copies by some
estimates. This was an incredible figure for the time, especially when considering the
recordings were manufactured on wax cylinders, where each cylinder was its own master
and represented a unique performance. Johnson literally recorded the song thousands of
times to keep up with public demand, and by 1895, he had the best-selling “single” in the
country.410 Interestingly, according to Tim Brooks the song’s appeal stemmed from the
fact that “Johnson’s performance sounded authentic.”411 Unlike white minstrel
performers who imitated black music in blackface, “here was the real thing, a black street
singer doing just what he did for nickels on the sidewalks of New York.”412 Historian
William Howland Kenney also makes note of Johnson’s ability to whistle in such a way
that it “sounded like a contralto voice,” as well as his infectious laughter on another
popular hit, the similarly-titled “The Laughing Coon.”413 Although Johnson sings on his
recordings of “The Laughing Coon,” the focal point of the song is his pointed, staccato-
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like laugh, which seems to inspire the listener to embody the song itself by laughing
along with him. Kenney argues that the genius of the song lies in “Johnson’s ability to
produce an entertainment commodity that fit the general expectations of minstrel show
and coon song traditions without actually requiring that he sing lyrics that would be
humiliating to either himself or African Americans in general.”414
Through the late nineteenth century and well into the twentieth, blackface
minstrelsy proved to be an elastic form that continued to attract enthusiastic audiences as
it shifted from the theatrical stage to other mediums. Described as “the first substantial
blackface film,” Uncle Tom’s Cabin and, years later, Birth of a Nation and The Jazz
Singer, brought blackface minstrelsy to the silver screen.415 In 1929, the radio program
Amos ’n’ Andy was spectacularly popular, boasting a daily audience in the tens of
millions. As historian Barbara Dianne Savage explains, “this comedy by white men in
aural blackface—‘sounding’ black by spouting their version of black dialect— . . .
constructed a contemporary black world held harmless under the reassuring surveillance
of unseen listeners.”416 She argues that Amos ’n’ Andy “worked to reinforce a sense of
whiteness by its contrivance of blackness,” thus allowing whites to build “a unifying
sense of privilege and superiority.”417 Indeed, blackface minstrelsy, whether on stage, the
written page, radio, film, or television, even functioned as a staging ground for the
rhetoric of monstrosity. It was a way “to put a face on the primordial bogeyman,” as
Phinney argues: “Minstrel shows tutored white America for nearly a century with
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parables of how blacks were other—different and scary, yet enchanted and
enthralling.”418 As Roediger writes,
Whatever his attraction, the performers and audience knew that they were not the
Black dandy personified by Zip Coon. Nor were they the sentimentalized and
appealing preindustrial slave Jim Crow. Blackface could be everything—rowdy,
rebellious and respectable—because it could be denied that it was anything.419
Origin narratives of the minstrel tradition often point to the mid-twentieth century
as the time in which blackface minstrelsy ceased to be a popular form of mass
entertainment and mostly faded, finally, from public view. Indeed, with a black president
in the White House and some claiming the U.S. has entered into a long-awaited “postrace” era, it would seem that the minstrel show in 2011 is nothing more than a curious
artifact from a bygone era, its racist legacy a product of an unenlightened time and
people. Although one is unlikely to find actors applying burnt cork makeup on television
today (although there are exceptions, as with Ted Danson’s much-criticized appearance
in blackface at a 1993 roast of Whoopi Goldberg, or Dave Chappelle’s more recent
satirical sketches on Chappelle’s Show), this does not mean that blackface has
disappeared from popular culture. At the level of specific content, the primary elements
of blackface minstrelsy—shabby clothes, burnt cork, and red lipstick, for example—may
be mostly a thing of the past.420 But at the more abstract level of form, that deeper,
psychological experience which Kenneth Burke memorably described as “the creation of
an appetite in the mind of the auditor, and the adequate satisfying of that appetite,”
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blackface minstrelsy remains very much a part of contemporary popular culture, even if
audiences are not consciously aware of its presence or influence.421
David Moscowitz, for example, identifies the presence of what he calls
“postmodern blackface” in contemporary film. A mode of performing blackness without
makeup, Moscowitz describes postmodern blackface as a kind of “role play that
interrogates the contemporary value of assimilation and the corresponding liminality of
Whiteness.”422 In an essay on Barack Obama’s 2008 presidential campaign, Anthony
Sparks argues that “the characters and plotlines of minstrelsy have so deeply penetrated
our cultural psyche that they have influenced our repertoire of stock racial narratives and
characters.”423 Sparks explains how the rhetoric surrounding Obama in 2008 was often
consistent with the “Zip Coon” and “black brute” stereotypes that featured prominently in
the minstrel tradition, revealing the extent to which minstrelsy continues to impact
politics and culture today and frame our very concept of race. Minstrelsy, although
“rendered near invisible,” is “still present, dangerous, and ready to be activated,” Sparks
concludes.424 Phinney similarly argues that today,
blackface lives; it’s seeped into the bedrock of our collective being. Minstrelsy as
historical era may be dissected and catalogued, but it’s anything but over,
especially when those who trade in black caricature continue to bank huge
paychecks and influence visual and musical trends on a global basis. The
evidence is everywhere—from showboating diva concerts and interviews in Vibe
to hip-hop videos where smut is somehow both ultrahip and inherently funny.425
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Leland, in turn, locates the “embryonic sentience of hip” as we understand it today in
early minstrelsy.426 Hip hop performers, both black and white, have been critiqued for
evoking the minstrel tradition, and film scholar Ed Guerrero has also argued that
“neominstrelsy” continues to thrive in contemporary films like The Blues Brothers.427
Still, the conspicuous absence of literal blackface in American entertainment
today leads many to believe the form is, for all intents and purposes, dead. John
Strausbaugh, in Black Like You, observes that this common sentiment has much to do
with the forbidden nature that minstrelsy possesses for audiences today:
Since the mid-1960s, White Americans have been assiduously schooled to
associate such feelings of shame and guilt with blackface and minstrelsy. Black
Americans have been schooled to associate similar feelings about the Black artists
who historically participated in minstrelsy. The blackface mask became one of
this society’s few universally taboo symbols.428
Despite its taboo nature, popular culture, amoebic and flexible as it is, has succeeded in
repackaging minstrelsy for modern audiences in ways that disguise it, thus making it
seem less offensive. This was certainly part of the message of Spike Lee’s controversial
2000 satire Bamboozled, in which Pierre Delacroix, a black television writer played by
Damon Wayans, creates The New Millennium Minstrel Show to satisfy his white boss’
appetite for new, profitable programming. Delacroix attempts to critique racial
stereotypes by modeling the show after an “authentic” 1850s minstrel theatre production,
complete with lead characters in blackface who go by the names of “Mantan” and “Sleep
’n’ Eat.” Delacroix, who has grown tired of his job and boss, is convinced the show will
be vilified for its overt racist depictions and he will finally be relieved of his duties at the
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network. In a turn of events that closely mirrors comic Dave Chappelle’s real-life
decision to leave his popular sketch program Chappelle’s Show in 2005, The New
Millennium Minstrel Show becomes a runaway hit for the network, due in no small part to
the audience and network executives who failed to get the joke. Lee’s provocative film, if
nothing else, suggests that minstrelsy is still very much a part of our national
consciousness. Similarly, when Aykroyd and Belushi put on their “symbolic blackface”
in the form of black suits and sunglasses, embodying their idea of what it means to be an
authentic black blues artist, we again see an old tradition reborn in a new way.

Appreciation, Appropriation: The Blues Brothers as Modern Minstrelsy
Despite the Blues Brothers’ widespread popularity and success, the film and its
various offshoots have received relatively little attention from communication and film
scholars. In this section I address this lacuna with an extended analysis of The Blues
Brothers film, in which I explore the intersection of minstrelsy, whiteness, and
authenticity. It is my argument that Aykroyd and Belushi, as affluent white comedians
performing conspicuously in a historically African American idiom, call attention to their
whiteness for its comic effect as they simultaneously cover up their musical and racial
inauthenticity with symbolic blackface, all while framing the act as an authentic tribute to
the original artists they cover. In doing so, the film resembles a less self-aware version of
Living Blues in the way it helps whites manage their racism through the blues while
simultaneously tempting a problematic racist discourse of authenticity—with the added
complication that it participates directly, albeit in a more disguised way, in America’s
long-standing minstrel tradition.
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Origins of the Blues Brothers
One evening in early 1976, Dan Aykroyd and John Belushi slipped into a pair of
bee costumes on Saturday Night Live and performed an outlandish version of Louisianaborn bluesman Slim Harpo’s classic tune “I’m a King Bee.” The concept behind the
performance, which had already been in development for some time prior to their
television debut, originated in an earlier meeting between Aykroyd and Belushi at Club
505, an unlicensed, after-hours speakeasy that Aykroyd operated in Toronto before
moving to the U.S. “I’ve always been a bootlegger,” Aykroyd told me when I asked him
about the club, “so I opened up with my two partners in a storefront on Queen Street, 505
Queen Street East. I opened up the speakeasy there, and we had people come from all
over, all walks of life. Street car drivers, dancers, waiters and waitresses, cops off-duty.
Buck a beer, two bucks a shot, and great music and great times.”429 It was at that club that
Aykroyd first turned John Belushi on to the blues. With the encouragement of SNL
musical director Howard Shore, the duo went on to recruit a band of respected session
musicians from Memphis, New York, and Chicago, and performed as Jake and Elwood
Blues, the “Blues Brothers,” to enthusiastic studio audiences of SNL before the program
went live each week.
As the charismatic white leaders of an interracial band whose repertoire featured
soul, blues, and R&B songs that were originally performed by black artists, the act gained
momentum quickly, going on to open for Steve Martin at the Universal Amphitheater in
1978, and later that year, the Grateful Dead. Against all expectations, the tour with
Martin was so well-received that it led to the release of the multi-platinum live recording
Briefcase Full of Blues on Atlantic Records that same year. The album peaked at number
one on the Billboard pop charts, had two Top 40 hits with “Soul Man” and “Rubber
429
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Biscuit,” went double platinum, and is one of the most commercially successful blues
recordings in history, behind only Eric Clapton’s 1994 album From the Cradle.430 Two
years later, The Blues Brothers movie and film soundtrack were both released, followed
by a second live concert LP on Atlantic, Made in America. Even now, years after John
Belushi’s death in 1982 and over three decades since Jake and Elwood made their first
television appearance on SNL, the act has become something of an international
phenomenon, spawning the 1998 film sequel Blues Brothers 2000 and its accompanying
soundtrack, a series of compilation albums and new recordings, video games, a longrunning nationally syndicated weekly radio program (the House of Blues Radio Hour,
hosted by Aykroyd in his Elwood persona), a live stage play in Chicago, tribute acts, and
of course the national House of Blues chain, which Aykroyd lovingly describes as “blues
palaces” inspired by “the Blues Brothers ethic and the Blues Brothers culture.”431 In order
to better understand the film itself, it is important to examine briefly the historical context
and critical reception surrounding its release.

Historical Context and Critical Response
Unquestionably, the Blues Brothers have achieved an enormous amount of
commercial success, evidenced, if nothing else, by the popularity of Aykroyd’s
syndicated blues radio program and the Blues Brothers’ ability to sell out concert venues
around the country.432 Aykroyd and James Belushi continue to tour as Elwood and
430
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Brother Zee, performing at House of Blues openings, casinos, and private corporate gigs
(they also performed, along with one-time Blues Brother John Goodman as “Mighty”
Mac McTeer, during the halftime show at Super Bowl XXI). “And the band goes on,”
Aykroyd told me. “Like a law firm with a deceased partner, we are still thriving.”433
Indeed, their influence has been witnessed in some of the most unexpected places. When
Adam Gussow toured through Finland as part of the duo Satan & Adam, he observed,
“when we sang ‘Sweet Home Chicago’ as an encore, everybody joined in on the chorus
with the same awkward delayed phrasing made famous by Ackroyd [sic] and Belushi.
The Blues Brothers and their movie had been here first.”434
The Blues Brothers appeared in movie theaters in 1980, just a few short years
following the decline of the Blaxploitation films that were prominent during the first half
of the 1970s, and at the cusp of what Guerrero calls the “cinema of recuperation.” Partly
a response to (or backlash against) the explosion in independent black filmmaking during
the seventies, the new cinema of recuperation worked in tandem alongside the
conservative politics of Ronald Reagan to restore a sense of normative white American
political, social, an economic hegemony (think of the Rocky, Rambo, and Star Wars film
franchises). Making particular reference to films released in the early 1980s, Guerrero
describes it as a “cinematic style of appropriation and representation of African
Americans that might be best described as ‘neominstrelsy.’”435 Guerrero even identifies
The Blues Brothers as one of the “most sustained articulations of 1980s neominstrelsy”436
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for the way its protagonists “[act] out the myths and devaluations ascribed to fantasized
black people long resident in the social memory of dominant culture.”437
Despite the popularity of the Blues Brothers’ albums and the first film’s cult
status among fans, Aykroyd and John Belushi’s efforts to bring black music back into
mainstream popular culture, as they often describe their “mission,” were initially treated
with suspicion by some critics. Like Guerrero, many were troubled by the complicated
racial politics of the Blues Brothers’ performances, which, they argue, dangerously
walked the line between genuine appreciation and racist exploitation. For example, in his
review of their 1978 debut album Briefcase Full of Blues, Mark Kernis of the Washington
Post remarked that “it’s very difficult to separate the Blues Brothers’ television
personalities from their musical performance.”438 “No one is questioning their motives,”
he writes, “nor are they in over their heads. . . . The difficulty for the listener is
determining just where the seriousness ends and the tongue-in-cheek begins.”439
Critic Geoffrey Himes calls the act “both a parody of white musicians imitating
the blues and a legitimate extension of that tradition. . . . Belushi and Aykroyd
exaggerated white stereotypes by dressing as mafia goons and dancing like bureaucrats
unexpectedly unchained from their chairs.”440 In his book The History of the Blues,
Francis Davis makes a similar observation that Aykroyd and Belushi “weren’t imitating
black blues performers so much as spoofing a breed of white enthusiast who comes to
think of himself as black,” although by and large “America failed to get the joke.”441 For
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both Himes and Davis, the Blues Brothers demonstrate a more reflexive position in the
history of white interpretations—or theft—of black music insofar as they are self-aware
of their role as critics of the racial politics of performance. Other critics felt otherwise,
and argued that the act repackaged minstrelsy for contemporary audiences.
Belushi and Aykroyd never performed in blackface, of course, but they did appear
in “blueface” on the February 22, 1979 cover of Rolling Stone magazine. Both men’s
faces were covered in blue makeup, in an image that clearly evokes the minstrel tradition
of “blacking” up (see Fig. 7 below).

Fig. 7: The Blues Brothers on the cover of Rolling Stone in 1979442
It is not surprising, then, that many of the critiques leveled at the Blues Brothers after
their Rolling Stone appearance seem to draw on themes of contemporary minstrelsy. Gary
Kenton of the Washington Post, for example, calls the Blues Brothers “exploitive.”443 In
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reference to the 1980 film, New York Times critic Janet Maslin describes the production
as hollow, indulgent, and “overstaged,”444 while Newsweek writer David Ansen
complains of Belushi and Aykroyd’s “secondhand blues renditions,” noting that the duo
“probably intend their act as a homage to black music, but it looks more like hubris.”445
Critic Jay Scott further complicates the racial politics of the film when he makes
reference to the well-known musicians who appear throughout the movie. “There can be
no gratitude and no forgiveness . . . for following the music of Aretha [Franklin] and Ray
Charles with the music of John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd,” he remarks, “music that is a
recycled ripoff of the work of those same black artists.”446 Film critic Eve Zibart likewise
pans the film, directly referencing its racist undertones:
It’s supposed to be a tongue-in-cheek tribute to the redemptive power of the blues,
but unfortunately the two stars are completely outclassed. Surrounded by some of
the finest black bluesmen, soul singers and Muscle Shoals swampers in the
business, Aykroyd and Belushi are so inept that the joke cuts the wrong way:
Their clumsy shuffling and wailing seems insulting. Besides, two white imitators
are making all the money out of this salute to an integrally black idiom. Again.447
Zibart’s critique, which likely would have found a welcome audience among at least
some Living Blues readers, calls attention to the long history of white musicians’
appropriation, or outright theft, of black music, and indicts Aykroyd and Belushi for
participating in that shameful history, regardless of their good intentions. Phinney
similarly observes that “it’s impossible to watch Belushi and Aykroyd in character
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without seeing them slough off their Midwest whiteness to bask for just a moment in the
possibility of Black Cool. If it’s a tribute, then the same can be said of Amos ’n’ Andy.”448

Reading Whiteness and Symbolic Blackface in The Blues Brothers
Long-time Late Show with David Letterman bandleader Paul Shaffer, who
frequently moonlighted as the Blues Brothers’ musical director, provided the introduction
to their first televised appearance on Saturday Night Live in the Spring of 1978. Posing as
the famed song publisher and producer Don Kirshner, Shaffer announced them by
referencing fictional record label owner Marshall Checkers (a play on the name of the
real-life producer Marshall Chess, son of one of the founders of the influential Chess
label in Chicago). “In 1969,” Shaffer said, “Marshall Checker, of the legendary Checkers
Records, called me on a new blues act that had been playing in the small, funky clubs on
Chicago’s South Side. . . . Today they are no longer an authentic blues act, but have
managed to become a viable commercial product.”449
Although his introduction is clearly delivered tongue-in-cheek on the popular
comedy sketch program, Shaffer presents a rather nuanced commentary on authenticity in
the blues. His joke about the Blues Brothers’ transition from being an “authentic blues
act” to “a viable commercial product” is at least partially true, as this was the band’s first
appearance on live television—prior to this, they had only served as an audience “warmup” act before each SNL taping. Moreover, in a few months’ time they would open for
Steve Martin in Los Angeles, from which the live recordings were culled for their first hit
album on Atlantic. What is more interesting, however, is the coded way in which Shaffer
448
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calls attention to Aykroyd and Belushi’s whiteness. Shaffer’s parodic description of the
act’s authenticity as performers in the “funky,” that is, black, blues clubs in South
Chicago, draws on their whiteness for comic effect when it is juxtaposed with Aykroyd
and Belushi’s better-known status as two affluent white comedians with no established
credibility as blues musicians.
If it is true, as David Grazian has argued, that “blackness may very well be the
dominant signifier of authenticity in the blues,” then Aykroyd and Belushi—who by their
own admission took the music they performed quite seriously—had to walk a fine line
when negotiating their whiteness as a source of comedy.450 As Aykroyd explains in the
preface to his 2004 book Elwood’s Blues (coauthored with producer Ben Manilla), he and
Belushi had a clear mission that drove the act, and they aimed for more than just laughs,
especially as their popularity and national exposure grew after the release of the Briefcase
Full of Blues LP: “One of our aims with the Blues Brothers was to get our blues idols
back in the spotlight, to provide them some gainful employment—not to mention
publicity—beyond the vagaries of the road, record label machinations, and the fickle taste
of the public.”451
Likewise, John Belushi has described the film as “a tribute to Black American
music,”452 and in a “making of” documentary included on the twenty-fifth anniversary
DVD release of The Blues Brothers film, Aykroyd stresses that he and Belushi strove “to
reacquaint people, or acquaint people for the first time with this tremendous form of
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American music.”453 In 2004, Aykroyd sat down with Terry Gross for an interview on
Fresh Air, where he reiterated,
John and I, when we did The Blues Brothers, we were in existence to serve these
great artists, and to perhaps maybe reintroduce them to our audience. And we
always felt a great reverence for James Brown, Ray Charles, Aretha [Franklin],
and never felt that we were their equal. But we felt that we were really in service
to their gift.454
Their class standing and identity as white comedic actors, then, was advantageous in that
it gave them the celebrity and “commercial viability” to capture the public’s attention,
and in turn benefit other blues artists. That identity could also become a liability,
however, because the perception of racial or class inauthenticity can sound the death
knell for any blues artist attempting to be taken seriously. Although Aykroyd specifies
that he and Belushi never felt their talent was equal to that of the professional musicians
in the film, they present the “Blues Brothers” act as if they were, both in the film and in
public performances. Throughout The Blues Brothers film, Aykroyd and Belushi
therefore find it necessary to compensate for their whiteness and class in a variety of
ways that inevitably highlight the racial politics of authenticity and contemporary
minstrelsy.

“Putting On” Blackness: The Primal Scene
In one of the first scenes in the film, the viewer is introduced to Belushi’s
character Jake Blues, as he is being processed for release from Joliet Prison in Joliet,
Illinois. As he waits in the prison’s warehouse to receive his personal belongings, a
corrections officer, played by famed voice actor and puppeteer Frank Oz, runs through a
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checklist of items that were in Jake’s possession at the time of his arrest. Special attention
is given to the iconic suit that has since become synonymous with the Blues Brothers
aesthetic. The officer calls out each individual part of the suit in succession, emphasizing
its color as he moves down the list: “Boots, black; belt, black; one black suit jacket; one
pair black suit pants; one hat, black.” In the next scene, the viewer sees Jake transformed.
No longer wearing his prison uniform, he now appears standing, Christ-like, in his proper
Blues Brothers attire, just inside the open gates of the prison’s outer walls as his brother
Elwood waits to pick him up in the Blues Mobile. Close-up shots of Jake and Elwood
mugging for the camera, punctuated with blasts from the Blues Brothers Band horn
section, show off the Blues Brothers style in greater detail.
In public interviews about the film, Aykroyd often discusses the origins and
significance of the iconic outfit, and it is covered in several of the special features on the
twenty-fifth anniversary DVD. As Aykroyd explains, the hat and sunglasses were
inspired by real-life bluesman John Lee Hooker, who frequently wore them when he
performed live. Other professional white blues players like William Clarke and Rod
Piazza have adopted a similar aesthetic for their performances. The suits, as explained in
the production notes portion of the DVD, “were derived from jazz album covers of the
’50s.”455 Through its association with black blues and jazz musicians, the Blues Brothers’
clothing can thus be understood as a signifier of black musical culture and style that
subsequently indexes Jake and Elwood’s identity and authenticity as performers. More
importantly, however, the scene in which Jake reclaims his belongings references early
minstrelsy. Rogin notes that “there is a primal scene in every blackface musical: it shows
the performer blacking up. . . . The scene lets viewers in on the secret of the fetish: I
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know I’m not, but all the same.”456 Here, we find Jake symbolically “blacking” up, with
the suit and glasses serving as a visual shorthand for burnt cork and red lipstick.
After they leave Joliet prison, the film reinforces the white Brothers’ status as
“black” insiders when they visit the inner city Catholic orphanage that they grew up in.
As Jake and Elwood approach the orphanage, visual images commonly associated with
urban poverty signify authenticity through their connection to the primitive subject of
blues mythos. A shot of the Sears Tower and Chicago’s iconic skyline further establishes
the Brothers’ geographic authenticity, insofar as Chicago is home to one of the country’s
iconic blues scenes. Shortly after the shot of the skyline, the viewer follows the Blues
Mobile as it turns down an alley toward the orphanage. Grimy brick buildings stand
abandoned, and the unpaved alley way is lined with trash, rusted metal, and old tires. The
orphanage itself is a dark, dreary place. When the Brothers are unceremoniously ousted
from the head nun’s office, they find themselves in the basement, catching up with their
old friend Curtis, an employee of the orphanage played by big band and jazz legend Cab
Calloway.
This part of the film further extends the primal “blacking up” scene that opens the
film with Jake reclaiming his belongings from prison. Here again, unmistakable images
of poverty surround Curtis’ residence. He lives in the building’s boiler room, underneath
a busy maze of exposed pipes and corroded heating ducts. Curtis retrieves a bottle of Jack
Daniel’s whiskey and pours a taste for his guests into mismatched juice glasses pulled
from behind a rusted sink. Suspended from a wall behind the modest table where the
Brothers sit are acoustic and steel-bodied guitars, battered and worn with age, as well as
portraits of Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, and John and Robert Kennedy. A few
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harmonicas are scattered on the table, and blues guitarist Elmore James’ “Shake Your
Money Maker” plays softly in the background. We learn that Curtis is a real bluesman,
and inspired Jake and Elwood to become musicians when they were young. “Curtis, you
and the Penguin are the only family we got,” Elwood says. “You’re the only one that was
ever good to us, singing Elmore James tunes and blowing the harp for us down here.”
Calloway, who actually performed alongside blackface minstrels early in his professional
career, becomes a kind of authenticating device in this scene. Through their double
association with Curtis the impoverished (fictional) bluesman and Calloway the (real-life)
jazz and blues legend, Jake and Elwood legitimate themselves by “putting on” symbolic
blackface. If there was any doubt about their symbolic blackness, the film even follows
the Brothers back to Elwood’s closet-sized apartment in a sleazy men’s hotel alongside
the L tracks, where pictures of black musicians adorn the walls and they listen to Louis
Jordan records. As Jake and Elwood sleep, they seem blissfully unaware of the various
characters who pursue them, many with the intent to do them harm.

Whiteness and the Authenticity of Violence
The Blues Brothers may be a comedy, but there is a continuous theme of violence
that runs through the film. In one of the scenes described in the previous section, I noted
that Curtis’ modest apartment in the basement of the orphanage was decorated with the
framed photographs of Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, and the Kennedy brothers.
Although the photographs float subtly in the background and are easy to overlook, they
nonetheless index the centrality of death in the film’s narrative arch. All of the above
political figures and activists share one particular thing in common: assassination. The
politicized violence of assassination bears directly on the concept of authenticity in the
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film, for nothing, perhaps, signifies authenticity or “the real” more so than the trauma of
death itself. As I discussed in the first chapter, one cannot understand the blues without
considering how violence and death—particularly the racialized, disciplinary violence of
the South—have affected the blues idiom throughout its history. As Gussow reminds us,
“Blues culture was a mode of resistance: a way of bearing coded and overt witness to
terror, easing troubled minds, making a living outside the sharecropper’s exploited
condition, clearing a space for pleasure, fantasizing revenge.”457 The “predicament of
blues culture was to be situated squarely in that violence,” he argues, “with no place to
hide.”458
Like the men on Curtis’ apartment wall, and like the black blues artists the
characters are patterned after, Jake and Elwood live under the constant threat of various
parties who mean to do them serious harm: Illinois State Police officers, a disgruntled
lover, Nazis, and a posse of vengeful cowboys. No attempt is made to hide the fact that
these parties intend to kill the Blues Brothers outright; in fact, their violent pursuit is used
as a source of comedy throughout the film. In one recurring storyline, Jake’s ex-fiancé,
played by Carrie Fisher, tries to dispatch the duo in various violent ways, from firing
rockets into the complex where Elwood lives to blowing them sky-high with a propane
tank ignited by a flame thrower. In one memorable scene early in the film, she detonates
explosives that reduce Elwood’s apartment building to a pile of rubble. Jake and Elwood
emerge unscathed from the dusty, towering mound of brick and concrete, allowing them
to barely escape arrest by the State Police officers who were poised at their front door,
just moments before the blast. Significantly, no matter what level of military-grade
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weaponry she aims in their direction, the Brothers always manage to escape unharmed.
This not only allows them to continue on their “mission” to re-form the Blues Brothers
Band and perform at a concert to raise money to save their childhood orphanage, it also
permits the violent pursuit to continue. And although Jake and Elwood never pay the
ultimate price to prove their authenticity, their resolve is constantly tested throughout the
film.
The fact that the Blues Brothers are always on the run trying to escape their
murderous pursuers does an important kind of rhetorical work vis-à-vis whiteness and
authenticity. These threatening parties are for the most part classically white, and at least
one of them, the Illinois Nazis, are particularly obsessed with the notion of white racial
purity. Insofar as Aykroyd and Belushi attempt to embody “authentic” blackness through
their minstrel performance, they symbolically reenact the troubled history of Southern
white-on-black violence in the blues. A recurring trope in blues music and performance is
the artist as an innocent figure, the constant object of wrongdoing and persecution. Jake
and Elwood reference that innocence, for although their pursuers all have a more or less
legitimate reason for being upset with them (Jake’s ex-lover, for example, is hurt because
he never showed up for their wedding; the Nazis are angered after Elwood attempts to
run them over with a car), the viewer nonetheless comes to identify with Jake and
Elwood’s plight—they are trying to save an orphanage, after all—and cheer for them as
innocent victims of unjust violence. As they avoid capture by racing around Chicago and
the surrounding area, Jake and Elwood thus evoke what Gussow calls “the wounded
blues body—the body beaten, stabbed, mutilated, scarred” that features heavily in both
the blues mythos and the actual lives of those who perform and enjoy the blues.459
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For example, in one scene, the Brothers endure a lashing with a wood ruler and
switch from the disciplinarian head nun at the orphanage. Like children, the nun makes
the pair sit in small desks one would expect to find in an elementary school classroom.
When the Brothers use profanity during the course of their conversation, she aggressively
smacks them about the arms, shoulders, and head. Jake and Elwood continue cursing in
protest, but do little to avoid the blows until she physically breaks the ruler over the heads
and pulls out a larger weapon, ultimately sending them running and tumbling down the
stairs from her office. Given their neominstrel performance in the film, it is difficult to
watch such a scene without it formally evoking the long history of terror enacted on
blacks by whites in the U.S., and is a good example of what Brummett describes as the
homological “discourse of ritual injury.”460 The glaring difference here, of course, is that
Jake and Elwood are not black. The disjunct between Aykroyd and Belushi’s actual racial
and class identities and the symbolic violence their characters endure in the film props up
the ideology of whiteness. In an important way Jake and Elwood need to suffer this
(symbolic) racialized violence in order to be authentic—without living the “blues” life,
and the violence that forms part of the ontological ground of that life, then they are
nothing more than white imposters.
The Blues Brothers are also pursued by a fictional neo-Nazi white supremacist
group that goes by the name of the American Socialist White People’s Party (clearly a
play on George Lincoln Rockwell’s actual National Socialist White People’s Party,
previously known as the American Nazi Party). The group’s members, who are referred
460 “Ritual injury is a form manifested in many discourses, and thus is structured by a homology shared
among the discourses,” Brummett explains. “Ritual injury is always linked in some way to real injury;
sometimes it is depicted in the midst of real injury, sometimes real injury is mentioned in connection to the
ritual, sometimes movements performed in ritual injury are echoes of actions suffered in reality. . . . real
injury in a text gradually gives way to its reflection and transformation in ritual.” See Barry Brummett,
Rhetorical Homologies: Form, Culture, Experience, Rhetoric Culture and Social Critique (Tuscaloosa:
University of Alabama Press, 2004), 72, 48-72 (emphasis added).
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to in the film simply as the “Illinois Nazis,” stalk Jake and Elwood with reckless abandon
after the two run them off a bridge during a public demonstration in a Chicago park.
While the Illinois Nazis track them down, the Brothers also manage to anger an all-white
country western band that goes by the name of the Good Ol’ Boys. In one scene, the
Blues Brothers commandeer the Boys’ gig at Bob’s Country Bunker, a backwoods
honky-tonk, when they fail to show up on time. As the venue quickly fills up with local
cowboys, truckers, and the like, the Blues Brothers kick off the show with an up-tempo
R&B number from a stage surrounded by chicken wire. The disgruntled audience,
expecting to hear music that has more in common with Hank Williams than black blues
artists, reacts violently by attacking the stage with a shower of glass beer bottles. The
scene is marked by explosive violence, and creates an incredible sense of tension as the
crowd quickly transforms into an angry mob that seems ready to tear the band members
apart. Cleary, it is the music that insights them to riot, but it is also more than that—as we
saw in the first three chapters of this study, the blues is more than notes and melody. It
carries with it a very specific racial history, and the local (white) regulars at Bob’s
Country Bunker are sending a clear message to Jake, Elwood, and their band: we want to
hear our music.
The white Blues Brothers, who are performing black, quickly perform white by
segueing to more country-themed songs in order to appease the crowd: the “Theme from
Rawhide” and Tammy Wynette’s country hit “Stand By Your Man.” Jake and Elwood’s
doubly-mimetic identity—white as black as white—serves only to highlight their minstrel
performance in this scene. This is further reinforced when the Good Ol’ Boys finally
arrive at the venue, and the Brothers’ cover is blown. Jake and Elwood, now revealed for
the (“black”) frauds they are, barely escape with their lives as the group of angry white
men pursue them with shotguns blazing. As with the earlier example where the nun
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whips Jake and Elwood for their show of disrespect, the Good Ol’ Boys giving chase has
clear racial overtones, and even resembles a symbolic, attempted late night lynching.
The numerous examples of comic racialized violence that the Blues Brothers
endure as they attempt to “get the band back together” and save their childhood
orphanage mimics the real violence suffered by African Americans at the hands of racist
whites, and in doing so helps authenticate the duo as blues artists. The Blues Brothers are
largely successful in evading their pursuers, right up until they are finally arrested in the
film’s closing scenes. Unlike so many of the actual black blues artists whose music and
suffering paved the way for the film’s narrative, Jake and Elwood never have to pay the
ultimate price to prove their authenticity. As they progress through the film, performing
blackness in white bodies, the Blues Brothers thus exemplify Richard Dyer’s observation
that the ideology of whiteness “implacably reduces the non-white subject to being a
function of the white subject, not allowing her/him space or autonomy, permitting neither
the recognition of similarities nor the acceptance of differences except as a means for
knowing the white self.”461 Given the film’s intended purpose to popularize black music
and culture, it is problematic that the injuries Jake and Elwood suffer as victims of this
violence are put in the service of whiteness, thus limiting the agency of black artists and
reducing them to the status of other. In the next section, I examine how the singing and
dancing routines, which are integral to the film, actually highlight the Blues Brothers’
whiteness and further illustrate the complex racial politics of the film.
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Song and Dance
At its heart The Blues Brothers is a musical, and the musical productions that
progress the film’s plot frequently lead to situations in which Jake and Elwood’s
whiteness is brought to the fore. In fact, they constantly have to compensate for it
throughout the film. Although the Brothers never actually “take off” their symbolic
blackface, in several scenes they are openly identified as white, and in others their
whiteness is alluded to in other, less explicit ways. The first musical production in the
film occurs at the Triple Rock Baptist Church, where the Reverend Cleophus James
(played by the Godfather of Soul, James Brown) ministers to an enthusiastic
congregation before breaking into song. Brown’s lively, high-energy rendition of the
gospel number “Old Landmark” and the acrobatic dancers that accompany him present a
stylized version of a Sunday service at a black Baptist church. Of course, the entire
production can also be described as stereotypical and racist, in that it evokes a very
particular (white) vision of what a black Baptist Sunday church service may look like.
Brown’s singing, backed by a full band and gospel choir, whips the church into a
frenzy. The entire congregation is on their feet and dancing, while Jake and Elwood—
who appear to be the only white people in the building—stick out like a pair of sore
thumbs. During the first few minutes of the scene they stand inconspicuously in the back
of the church listening to the Reverend’s sermon, but before long Jake experiences a
divine epiphany mid-song (this later becomes the source of the film’s signature
catchphrase, “We’re on a mission from God”) and becomes bathed in a beam of blue
light that recalls the “blueface” cover of Rolling Stone. At this point, Jake and Elwood
become “filled with the spirit” and join the other dancers in the congregation. They are no
longer discreet and out of sight, and their erratic, spasmodic dancing evokes early Blues
Brothers performances on SNL. Their moves are clearly distinct from that of the
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congregation, and entertain precisely because the awkward Brothers do not seem to
belong in this particular setting. More troubling, however, is the way they evoke the
comic “Zip Coon”-style dancing commonly featured in early minstrel shows. Through
their dancing and connection to the divine, Jake and Elwood are accepted with open arms
into the local congregation. In this way we see whiteness literally “sneaking” into a
sacred, black space under the guise of their performative blackness. Jake and Elwood are
voyeuristic tourists, clearly enjoying the display of authentic black bodies moving with
acrobatic grace to the funky gospel rhythms of Brown and his choir. These bodies
perpetuate the ideology of normative whiteness even as Jake and Elwood’s literal
whiteness (i.e., their skin color) is on full display, because the black bodies are made to
seem other, even as they are exalted in the larger context of the film. If the scene was
intended to venerate African American culture, as Belushi and Aykroyd have argued
about the film more generally, it only does so by making whiteness the normative center
from which that culture is compared.
In another scene, set in the vibrant open-air market of Chicago’s historic Maxwell
Street, Jake and Elwood’s whiteness is announced even more explicitly. For several
decades before the street and market were “repurposed” by the city and University of
Chicago, Maxwell Street was an important site for the development of Chicago’s
burgeoning blues scene. As Robert Gordon writes in his biography of Muddy Waters, it
ran about eight blocks and at least a block deep on either side. Behind the narrow
doors and large display windows were stores of all types—dry goods, fresh
produce, meats and fish, textiles and garments, jewelers and barbers, pharmacies,
pawn shops. . . .
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Musicians would set up all along the stretch, some competing on corners, some
seeking quiet on a midblock stoop, a hat or a carton of a lousy paper bag laid
before them, banging a box and singing hambone for change.462
The decision to film this scene on Maxwell Street is significant, as the surroundings
evoke an aura of authenticity, even for viewers who may not be aware of the location’s
historical importance as a blues site in Chicago. As the camera lingers on storefront signs
and the bustling crowds along the street, close-up shots of soul and gospel cassette tapes
in a record store and polish sausages cooking in a greasy spoon diner transport the viewer
into a world that is almost hyper-authentic by virtue of its association with endless
cultural markers of authenticity and blackness. The scene’s “authenticity” is further
reinforced by footage of a stirring live performance from the only straight-forward blues
band featured in the film: John Lee Hooker, backed by an ensemble cast of Muddy
Waters band veterans that include pianist Pinetop Perkins and harmonica player Big
Walter Horton, singing a version of Hooker’s 1962 hit song “Boom Boom.”
The viewer soon discovers that Jake and Elwood have come to this part of the city
to recruit Chicago guitarist Matt “Guitar” Murphy (who, like the other band members,
plays himself in the film). Murphy turns up at the Soul Food Cafe, a restaurant he
operates along with his wife, Mrs. Murphy, played by Aretha Franklin. While Franklin is
often remembered for her performance of the R&B number “Think” in this portion of the
film, her dialogue with Jake, Elwood, and Murphy is equally memorable for the way she
openly ridicules the Blues Brothers’ whiteness and challenges their authenticity. After
Jake and Elwood place their order with Mrs. Murphy, she returns to the kitchen to tell her
husband, “We’ve got two honkies out there dressed up like Hasidic diamond merchants.
They look like they’re from the CIA or something.” By describing the Brothers as Jewish
jewelers, government agents, and “honkies,” she goes out of her way to exaggerate their
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whiteness while at the same time suggesting they are imitations of the “real” thing. She
further forbids Murphy from “sliding around with your old white hoodlum friends.”
Just prior to Franklin breaking out in song, Murphy explains that Jake and Elwood
are the actual Blues Brothers. “The Bluuuuues Brothers?” she remarks disdainfully, “shit,
they still owe you money, fool!” Franklin’s reproachful tone and the special emphasis she
places on the word “Blues” suggests she is skeptical that there is anything “bluesy” about
the pair. When Jake and Elwood reveal that they are preparing to go back out on the road
and want to take Murphy along with them, she aggressively orders them out of her
restaurant, again challenging their musical ability and emphasizing their outsider status in
the minority communities living around Maxwell Street. Yet despite her challenge, Jake
and Elwood are successful in recruiting Murphy, and actually participate as backup
singers and dancers during her performance of “Think,” thereby reinscribing their “black
cool” even as their whiteness is ridiculed and their authenticity questioned.
Interestingly, in the above scene it is Matt Murphy’s persistent refusal to listen to
Mrs. Murphy that mitigates her critique of Jake and Elwood’s whiteness. She may not
consider them to be “real” blues singers, but Murphy (who in reality is a well-respected
blues guitarist and has played with many veteran blues artists) thought highly enough of
the Brothers’ skills to risk his marriage by rejoining the band. Although it is important
not to conflate Murphy’s character in the film with the actual musician himself, and
equally important to note that some viewers may not recognize him for the established
blues guitarist that he is, Murphy, much like Cab Calloway and the other professional
musicians who appear in the film and perform in the Blues Brothers Band, vouches for
the Blues Brothers’ “blackness” by standing up for them in the face of his wife’s
challenges.
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For his part, Aykroyd readily admits that his band’s endorsement of the Blues
Brothers has always been an important element of his and Belushi’s success. Two of the
most prominent artists in the group, Steve Cropper and Donald “Duck” Dunn, were
already successful at the time of the film’s release as members of the integrated band
Booker T & The MG’s and for their work as session players at Stax Records in Memphis,
where they cut the 1962 instrumental hit “Green Onions” and recorded behind artists like
Otis Redding, Sam & Dave, and Wilson Pickett. In an interview on the twenty-fifth
anniversary edition DVD release of The Blues Brothers, Aykroyd says, “Having them
come along, Duck and Steve, because they were real R&B guitar players and real men of
soul, it legitimized what we were up to and gave us, sort of a whole purpose and a
meaning there, just beyond doing kind of a comedy act.”463 In our 2007 interview
together, Aykroyd reiterated this point, further emphasizing that,
there would be no Blues Brothers at all if it weren’t for two gentlemen: Steve
Cropper and Duck Dunn. . . . And it was their, not only their sound and their skill
and their playing, but also their approval of what we were doing at the time that
really made the band. So every time I talk about the Blues Brothers now, I have to
thank Steve and Duck.464
It is perhaps not surprising, then, that the authenticity of the Blues Brothers Band
is never challenged in the way Jake and Elwood’s is. Even when the film showcases them
in ridiculous settings, as when Cropper and Dunn, dressed in pink suits and performing
schlocky lounge music for a sparse crowd at a depressing hotel bar with “Murph and the
Magic Tones,” such scenarios never obscure their real-life identity as respected soul and
blues artists (all of the band members play themselves in the film, as well). Moreover, it
is interesting that while the majority of the eight-piece Blues Brothers Band is white
(only two of its members in the film, Murphy and drummer Willie Hall, are black), their
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whiteness is never emphasized in the same way it is for Aykroyd and Belushi’s
characters. The band members’ apparent, assumed authenticity as professional musicians
runs counter to essentializing discourses of race that are often used to prop up the
category of authenticity (as we saw in the case of Living Blues magazine). Indeed, the
“authenticity” of white soul and blues players like Cropper and Dunn exemplifies Stuart
Halls’ argument that “‘black’ is essentially a politically and culturally constructed
category, which cannot be grounded in a set of fixed transcultural or transcendental racial
categories and which therefore has no guarantees in Nature.”465

Conclusion
In this chapter I have examined the way minstrelsy, imitation, and authenticity are
negotiated in The Blues Brothers film. By making their whiteness conspicuous, Aykroyd
and Belushi are able to draw on their comic training to “out” themselves for comic effect,
thus satisfying their audiences’ desire for humorous entertainment and musical spectacle.
At the same time, however, the Blues Brothers’ respect for the black artists they cover
and their mission to reacquaint audiences with black American music leads them to
compensate for their apparent racial, class, and experiential inauthenticity by
symbolically “blacking” up, in what becomes a contemporary update of the early minstrel
tradition. As we witnessed in the editorial policy and coverage of Living Blues, one of the
pitfalls of doing this, of course, is that it reinscribes the white/black binary that enables
racist discourses, as it extends the long history of appropriation, even theft, of black
music by white artists.
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Living Blues and The Blues Brothers are rarely in direct conversation with each
other, but it is helpful to compare the promulgation of whiteness in both texts. Although
they appeal to somewhat different audiences (especially in terms of size and scope), both
share much in common: they each feature narratives about the blues that must first pass
through white gatekeepers before reaching the public, they each craft a vision of
authenticity that privileges black musicians, they each position their efforts as necessary
for promoting the blues and improving the material conditions under which black
musicians labor, and, in the end, each of their efforts actually does have a positive effect
on the lives and professional careers of many black artists. Whereas Living Blues makes
its ideological commitments to the blues explicit, however, The Blues Brothers narrative
lacks the magazine’s continual willingness to openly acknowledge issues of race and
authenticity in the blues. It is possible to read the Blues Brothers text by observing that,
because they highlight their whiteness in order to entertain, they are actually opening up
possibilities for critiquing normative whiteness’ historical invisibility. That said, even
with scenes where Jake and Elwood overtly expose their whiteness, such as the one that
takes place in the Soul Food Cafe, The Blues Brothers fails to invite the kind of frank
conversation one finds in the pages of Living Blues. Because of this, the film reinscribes
whiteness more subtly, and therefore more powerfully, than the magazine does.
Although both The Blues Brothers and Living Blues construct primitive
stereotypes of blackness and reinforce white control over the blues, Living Blues does so
in a way that invites a dialogue over the magazine’s race-conscious editorial policy. This
dialogue is crucial, for it effectively encourages readers to make a decision about where
they stand in relation to the magazine’s vision of the blues. And although some (perhaps
even many) readers inevitably will accept that dominant vision without much critical
reflection, the policy is nonetheless made apparent, and the opening “Letters” forum
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provides a regular space for readers to sound off when they so desire. This is not the case
with The Blues Brothers, a film that is by no means immune to public and critical
interrogation but nonetheless resists an open confrontation with its negotiation of
whiteness and authenticity vis-à-vis the blues. As I argued in the previous chapter, white
race-conscious efforts to promote the blues run the risk of evoking the very racism those
efforts are mobilized to combat, but with Living Blues we are reminded that such efforts
are preferable to other, less critical alternatives, like The Blues Brothers, that stimulate
little open discussion of their politics or implications.
This chapter also demonstrates how minstrelsy and larger anxieties over the
category of race continue to underwrite American popular culture. Minstrelsy is no less
ubiquitous today, despite the absence of burnt cork, wool wigs, and red lipstick on
television and movie screens. What is interesting about neominstrelsy and symbolic
blackface is that it is often performed with the explicit intent to support or pay tribute to
African Americans. This is certainly the case with the Blues Brothers, and it is often true
with white hip hop artists as well. The fact that entertainers and consumers of popular
culture continue to unwittingly enjoy neominstrelsy, even though the minstrel tradition is
considered to be a universal taboo, suggests that the urge to imitate, which is in turn
encouraged by a desire for authenticity, is a powerful and often unconscious impulse for
people today. Yes, it is racist. Yes, it props up harmful stereotypes that essentialize race.
And yes, it reinforces class distinctions and white hegemony. The question is: Can people
help doing it despite this?
John Fiske argues that whiteness is “a strategic deployment of power” that
“contains a limited but varied set of normalizing positions from which that which is not
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white can be made into the abnormal.”466 Following Fiske’s argument, Aykroyd and
Belushi’s performative blackness bolsters their “authenticity,” while it tempts racism by
reinforcing whiteness as the normative ideal that grants special privilege and authority to
whites who would be the so-called guardians of black music and culture, and in the
process “constructs for whiteness the powerful and naturalized status of being, simply,
not the other.”467 Whiteness “sneaks in” on the back of performed blackness in the film,
thus highlighting the invisibility of normative whiteness more broadly. The fact that some
critics have denounced the act for its similarities with the minstrel tradition is indicative
of Fiske’s critique.
Aykroyd and James Belushi (like the editors of Living Blues) continue to
emphasize their sincere love of the music, and argue that their desire to put black artists
back in the spotlight remains the motivating force behind their continued participation in
the Blues Brothers act. During our interview together, Aykroyd said,
It means a lot to have the younger generation . . . recognizing that this [the blues]
is absolutely vital roots in our culture, and that these artists, both emerging and
the veterans, have to be recognized and properly compensated. And the way you
do that is to go see their shows and buy their records. And you know if you can
get that word out—we’ve succeeded in the mission if we can punch through to
this next generation.468
To their credit, several black blues artists have even commended the duo for rejuvenating
their careers. In light of the Blues Brothers’ continued popularity, mission, and relevance
today, I believe the key to addressing the 1980 film’s problematic rhetorical effects is to
reposition it in a larger dialogue about the rhetoric of authenticity in the blues. The Blues
Brothers is likely to circulate widely in popular culture long after Aykroyd and James
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Belushi are gone or decide to stop performing, so rather than attempt to “do away” with
the film, it would be more productive to encourage critical awareness of its negotiation of
whiteness and authenticity, especially in the larger context of white-black race relations.
As new Blues Brothers continue to perform and the act spawns additional spinoffs
throughout popular culture, these texts still carry potential to open critical spaces for
interrogating the relationship between minstrelsy, race, imitation, and authenticity.
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Conclusion
Authenticity, Beyond the Blues
On January 20, 2009, civil rights leader and minister Joseph Lowery delivered the
benediction at Barack Obama’s presidential inauguration on the National Mall in
Washington, D. C. The inaugural festivities drew an unprecedented 1.8 million
supporters to the event, where Lowery gave his five-plus minute benediction from the
steps of the U.S. Capitol.469 Lowery’s blessing was described as capturing “the power of
the moment” as the public prepared to witness the first African American get sworn-in to
the nation’s highest office.470 As with the blues, the category of authenticity is clearly at
work in presidential inaugurals, an epideictic ritual in which the elected candidate is
confirmed as the nation’s authentic leader through a ceremonial, public spectacle. At 87
years old, Lowery’s confident delivery was steady, his cadence measured as his voice
conveyed a grandfatherly warmth that cracked with age. Lowery looked upon the
audience as the benediction came to a close, and with a slight smile on his face, read a
few brief lines that fulfilled one of the generic features that Karlyn Kohrs Campbell and
Kathleen Hall Jamieson identify as central to all inaugurals, the reconstitution of the
nation as “one people.”471 Lowery said:
We ask you to help us work for that day when black will not be asked to get back,
when brown can stick around, when yellow will be mellow, when the red man can
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get ahead, man, and when white will embrace what is right. Let all those who will
do justice and love mercy say “Amen!” Say “Amen!” And “Amen!”472
The assembled masses, which had been mostly silent during the benediction, responded
to his call with shouts of “Amen!” and enthusiastic applause as he embraced a smiling,
laughing Obama.
Lowery’s benediction offers another poignant example of how the blues idiom
can be used as a symbolic resource for authenticating the self. Although he made no
mention of this during the prayer, his concluding remarks were derived from the lyrics to
the protest song “Black, Brown and White,” first recorded in 1951 by Mississippi blues
guitarist Big Bill Broonzy. In it Broonzy sings, “If you is white, you’re alright/If you is
brown, stick around/And if you’re black, oh brother, get back, get back, get back!”
Discussing Broonzy’s biography, All Music Guide contributor Steve James notes:
In terms of his musical skill, the sheer size of his repertoire, the length and variety
of his career, and his influence on contemporaries and musicians who would
follow, Big Bill Broonzy is among a select few of the most important figures in
recorded blues history. Among his hundreds of titles are standards like “All by
Myself” and “Key to the Highway.” In the U.S., he was instrumental in the
growth of the Chicago blues sound, and his travels abroad rank him as one of the
leading blues ambassadors.473
In the context of the inaugural ceremony, the paraphrased lyrics of “Black, Brown and
White” embodied one of the central themes in Obama’s presidential campaign—
“change”—while at the same time reminding the nation that the so-called “post-racial”
era Obama’s election seemed to herald was not yet a reality. Lowery asks God “to help us
work for that day,” a reminder to all listening that much work remains to be done before
the goals of the Civil Rights Movement can finally be realized. Through his use of calland-response, one of the central structural elements of the blues sound that developed out
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of African American gospel traditions, Lowry invites the audience to join him (and, of
course, the new president) in that struggle toward racial equality. Although it is unlikely
that many viewers recognized that Lowery’s concluding words originated in Broonzy’s
mid-twentieth century blues composition, the passionate cries of “Amen!” echoing up
and down the National Mall are a reminder of the powerful relationship between the
blues idiom and the management of political power through appeals to authenticity.474
From Plato’s Republic to Barack Obama’s inauguration ceremony, the concept of
authenticity has played an important role in the way people think about themselves and
the world around them for over two thousand years. How people come to understand the
concept has surely changed over the course of history, as it adapts to their present needs,
values, and desires with great flexibility. Indeed, despite millennia of usage
“authenticity” remains an impressionable signifier, and its ability to accommodate our
ideological investments in any given context provides one of many reasons to appreciate
the concept’s rhetorical power. Yet despite all its ambiguity and “slipperiness,”
“authenticity” is not a purely floating signifier, adrift at sea without a referent; although
the term is shot through with conceptual ambiguity, it remains tethered to specific criteria
in every instance in which it is used. In this study, my charge as a critic has been to 1)
discern what those criteria are, and 2) uncover their rhetorical significance. This study
has offered a series of extended examples and case studies, grounded in a variety of
critical theories and philosophical perspectives, in order to illustrate how the critic may
474 This was not the first time in recent U.S. history that the blues played an important part in a presidential
inaugural. In 1989, the inaugural festivities for George H. W. Bush included a blues and R&B concert
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go about doing this. The final task at hand is to explore how these case studies might
inform a structural framework for theorizing authenticity from a rhetorical perspective,
beyond the more narrow boundaries of the blues. It is to that task that I now turn.
In the introduction of this study I posed three questions about the relationship
between authenticity and rhetoric: What are the major rhetorical dimensions of
authenticity? What does rhetorical analysis reveal about the relationship between
authenticity and its various signifiers? And, what does our desire for authenticity teach us
about ourselves as symbol-using creatures? Although these questions are admittedly
broad, our journey through the negotiation of authenticity in U.S. blues music and culture
has provided valuable insight into their answers. I opened this study with a brief narrative
about my relationship to the racial politics of authenticity in the blues, and have shared a
number of autobiographical anecdotes to explain my personal connection to the texts
examined in each chapter. Because authenticity has the potential to be an abstract
concept, it is my hope that these narrative insights helped ground the analysis in each
chapter as well as provide readers with an incentive to consider how authenticity affects
their own lives. In the introduction I discussed the search for authenticity of the self and
object in popular culture, as well as its connection to the category of race, and illustrated
how these are negotiated in the film Black Snake Moan. Chapter One provided an
introductory primer in blues history that traced the genre’s transition from the plantation
to the television screen, showing how a regional, southern black art form became a
widely popular, global commodity. This chapter offers more than a simple historical
overview and description of the blues’ unique sonic elements, however. It shows how
blues history and sound directly influence the way people negotiate authenticity with
respect to blues music and the musicians who perform it. In this sense, one cannot hope
to understand what it means to be “authentic” in the blues without first having a working
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knowledge of its historical context and sound. This points to authenticity’s contextuality,
an important characteristic I will discuss in greater detail shortly.
In Chapter Two, I used the methods of oral history to record the narratives of
blues artists working in the city of Austin, and drew on Barry Brummett’s work on the
rhetoric of style to analyze the way these artists negotiate authenticity in their
professional lives. The interviews revealed that authenticity is an important concern for
this community. Moreover, I explored how the artists conceptualize authenticity
according to a style/substance binary that indicates, however counterintuitively, that
authenticity in the blues sometimes has very little to do with the music an artist plays and
more to do with extra-musical qualities, such as race and class. Ultimately, the interviews
suggest that the binary collapses, because authenticity is experienced as real aesthetically
even though it is negotiated rhetorically. Based on the insights gained from this chapter, it
should come as no surprise to learn that authenticity is negotiated according to what
Brummett calls “aesthetic rationales,” a point I will also return to in the next section.475
Whereas Chapters One and Two focused more on authenticity through the lens of
specific blues artists and the historical context they are situated in, Chapters Three and
Four expanded the study’s scope by considering how authenticity is negotiated when the
blues is mediated for larger popular audiences. Chapter Three examined Living Blues
magazine, a publication with a more specialized, niche readership, and Chapter Four
explored the Blues Brothers and their eponymous 1980 film. Although both sets of texts
differ in terms of their mainstream success and visibility (far more people have seen The
Blues Brothers than have read Living Blues), each shows how blues authenticity is
inextricably connected to racial categories and the formal characteristics of identity and
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imitation. These case studies demonstrate that the efforts of progressive whites to
publicize and popularize the blues are both paradoxical and contradictory, and often rely
on minstrel-like, primitive constructions of blackness that reinforce the hegemony of
white control over the blues. I also compared the texts analyzed in the third and fourth
chapters, arguing that Living Blues does a more productive job than The Blues Brothers
of encouraging dialogue about the rhetoric of authenticity in the blues.
Although Living Blues and The Blues Brothers negotiate authenticity in
problematic ways, I argued that both texts can inform a more progressive politics of
authenticity. In the case of Living Blues, the editors’ insistence on following a raceconscious policy provides a valuable opportunity for discussing racial relations in a
public forum. In doing so, the magazine’s rhetoric highlights that primitive constructions
of blackness are, in the end, no more than stereotypes, even when proffered as
“authentic.” The Blues Brothers, by contrast, is less effective at opening spaces for the
critique of whiteness and its influence in the blues. Although Jake and Elwood draw
attention to their whiteness and clearly revel in their ability to assume the subversive cool
of black blues culture, the authenticity of their performance is less self-reflexive than
Living Blues, and ultimately reveals how neominstrelsy continues to run deep in
contemporary popular culture. Chapters Three and Four thus exemplify the incredible
complexity of authenticity, and the ways in which it is both ideological and political. In
the section that follows, I explore the implications of my analyses for theorizing the
rhetoric of authenticity.
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The Struggle Continues: Framing a Rhetoric of Authenticity
Although this study has focused specifically on blues, the case studies highlight
larger areas of concern that inform how we understand the rhetorical construction of
authenticity more broadly. Here, I propose three theoretical principles that constitute
important areas of focus for framing a rhetoric of authenticity. They are: 1) Authenticity
is always context-based, 2) Authenticity is wrapped up in the aesthetic, and 3)
Authenticity is both ideological and political. No rhetorical theory is ever “complete,”
and these principles are certainly not meant to constitute a comprehensive list for critical
scholars interested in studying the relationship between authenticity and rhetoric. Rather,
they are intended as a jumping-off point for further inquiry into a concept that is in
constant motion despite its claims of stability.

Authenticity is Always Context-Based
This theoretical node may not seem particularly revelatory, for one could rightly
argue that all experiences in everyday life occur in one context or another. Nonetheless,
authenticity’s contextuality is interesting precisely because the concept of authenticity is
deployed as if it were beyond context. Put differently, the term “authenticity” conveys a
sense that one has reached solid bedrock, the unchanging foundation of the object or self
that transcends the context of the moment. The search for authenticity is a quest for VIP
access to the ineffable “real” that language can only inadequately gesture toward. My
analysis of authenticity in the blues suggests that this search is an impossible fantasy. For
example, the desire to define and protect an essential blackness by the editorial
gatekeepers of Living Blues offers a vivid illustration of the way authenticity is
constructed rhetorically in such a way that it appears as if it were an objective essence—
stable, unchangeable, and pure. We saw this again with the oral history narratives in the
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second chapter, where Austin blues musicians offered varying definitions of
“authenticity” based on their experiences and background. Although these definitions
coalesced around the style/substance binary, the fact that there was no singular consensus
between all of the artists interviewed points to the way authenticity is a shifting target as
it emerges in particular settings.
The challenge for critics studying this rhetoric is to identify the unique criteria
that communities establish to assess authenticity in specific contexts. This study has
uncovered a variety of criteria for determining authenticity in the blues, but one should
not assume such rationales apply to other genres of popular music. Take country music,
for instance. Much scholarly work has been done on the culture and “authenticity” of
country music, and it is evident that constructions of authenticity in both the blues and
country genres overlap in significant ways. Just as the regional North Mississippi hill
country style of blues is frequently praised for its relative authenticity compared to, say,
white blues-rock from Los Angeles, Barbara Ching observes in her book Wrong’s What I
Do Best that “hard country,” a particular type of country music that is dialectically
opposed to the pop-country stylings coming out of Nashville, is seen by fans “as popular
culture’s last bastion of authenticity, free from commercial values and aspirations to
sophistication.”476
Aaron A. Fox’s ethnographic work in the small town of Lockhart, Texas leads
him to argue that country is the “authentic” vernacular expression of this particular
working-class community. “[T]o the Texans who appear in these pages,” Fox argues in
his book Real Country,
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country music, verbal art, and the authentic representation of their social
experience are inseparable ideas. The “fantasy” of country music is their
discourse on “the real.” “Authenticity” is indeed the issue that organizes an
understanding of country music in a Texas bar. But the local claim on country
music, which is as rooted in a suspicion of the commodity form as the perspective
of any academic critic or cosmopolitan fan, asserts an alternative notion of the
“authentic”—“real”—essence of the art form, rather than an ironic or despairing
abandonment of the idea of musical truth or beauty.477
One could easily replace “blues” for “country” in the above passage, and the argument
would probably hold true in most cases. Still, it would be a mistake to argue that country
authenticity is precisely the same as blues authenticity. Blues is characterized by its
oppositional nature as a counter-hegemonic and infrapolitical art, while Reebee Garofalo
argues that “country music has always been coded as conservative and patriotic,”
especially in times of war.478 In addition to espousing differing political ideologies, the
two idioms differ in the way racial categories are used to authenticate the music and
artist. Whereas blackness is the organizing signifier of racial authenticity in the blues,
whiteness enjoys hegemony in the country genre. Black country star Charley Pride’s
successful career notwithstanding, he is of course the exception that proves the rule.
Indeed, whiteness functions as the hegemonic signifier of authenticity in many genres of
popular and “serious” music. The point to take away from this is that the concept of
authenticity is a flexible one, leaving it up to the critic to look for contextual cues and
discern how it is articulated in everyday life.
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The separate categories of authenticity that I distinguished between in this study’s
introduction—authenticity of the self and object—can also help inform how authenticity
functions in different contexts. One can identify an authenticity of the marketplace, for
example, that privileges object authenticity as a source of power. The exchange value of
products that are described as “authentic” in the context of the marketplace—anything
from music, to furniture, to food, to clothes, and so on—will likely increase in the eyes of
consumers as its use value remains constant, even if the products are clearly mass
produced copies. Companies looking to reinvigorate interest in product lines that have
dropped in popularity can potentially increase exchange value by surrounding their
products with the signifiers of authenticity, and many invest enormous amounts of money
into distinguishing this “authenticity” in opposition to the innumerable copies, imitations,
and “rip-offs” they compete with. It is no surprise, then, that the marketplace is saturated
with products described as “authentic” even though they are mass produced, for such
designations of “authenticity” encourage consumption and the engine that drives late
capitalism. By contrast, performance contexts align more closely with the authenticity of
the self. Whether enacted on the stage, screen, or the more common performances of
everyday life, authenticity is constantly being performed as social actors strive to evoke
the authentic self. Such an authenticity often privileges fidelity to lived experience as one
of its identifying markers.
Although I have argued that authenticity in the blues is a serious, central concern
for the blues community, this may not be the case in every instance and every context.
Postmodernity may be best described as a fundamental crisis of the authentic, but surely
not everyone goes about their daily lives fretting over it (although they may do so in ways
that are largely unconscious). Authenticity’s inherent contextuality implies that there are
situations where authenticity is simply not a concern, and a rhetorical theory of
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authenticity must be able to identify these situations and explore why this is so. Although
I maintain that authenticity is a fundamental concern for many today (just as it has been
for centuries), I believe we can learn much about the rhetoric of authenticity by studying
cases where it does not cause anxiety.

Authenticity is Wrapped Up in the Aesthetic
In Chapter One, I identified aesthetics as one of three formal characteristics of
authenticity in the blues. By returning to it here, I want to emphasize that aesthetics is a
central element of the rhetoric of authenticity more broadly. Aesthetic qualities function
as a kind of symbolic envelope that surrounds constructions of authenticity, reinforcing
authenticity’s contextuality and rhetoricity. Rhetorical critics Steve Whitson and John
Poulakos have mined the writings of nineteenth century philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche
in order to fashion a rhetorical perspective grounded in aesthetics, and ultimately argue
that rhetoric is “an aesthetic, not an epistemological enterprise,” and “that it is art, not
truth, that serves the purposes of human life.”479 Their argument has profound
implications for the way we understand authenticity’s rhetorical nature. According to
Whitson and Poulakos, “what is said to constitute knowledge is the result of sensorial
aestheticism, and to say that something is true is to pay a compliment to aesthetically
successful, not epistemologically valid, discourse.”480 In this worldview, appearances are
privileged as the constitutive force that creates knowledge, which is something akin to
“authenticity.” Moreover, the authors argue that “language is not grounded in
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transcendental signifieds or extralinguistic referents; rather, it is grounded on itself; it has
no grounding outside itself.”481
It may seem counterintuitive to conceptualize authenticity according to aesthetic
rationales, because the discourse of authenticity is caught up in the notion of essences and
purity, not the outward appearance of things. Although this is true, the authenticity or
“essence” of the object or self—a rhetorical fiction, for sure—is often assessed according
to aesthetic criteria. This is common in the blues. When one hears a fan laud the
authenticity of an artist because of the way that artist’s music makes her feel, one is likely
dealing with an aesthetic judgment that affects the perception of authenticity. I certainly
have experienced the kind of affective sensation often ascribed to “authentic” blues: that
difficult-to-describe sensation one feels, way down, when the band hits the right groove
and every note falls into place, when the audience, lubricated just enough by their libation
of choice, gets transported to an elusive space—the blue zone, some call it—and sinks
into an almost trance-like state where nothing else matters accept the music. As a fan I
have felt this in rare moments: watching blues legend John Lee Hooker play solo guitar
to an appreciative audience in southern California, just two years before his death;
hearing veteran soul singer Bettye LaVette sing a cappella on the original set of the longrunning television program Austin City Limits, barefoot and baring her soul; or
witnessing the late nonagenarian Pinetop Perkins, a Grammy-winning pianist whose
career stretched back to the 1940s, sing a deep slow blues at the famed Austin club
Antone’s alongside old bandmates from his days playing with Muddy Waters in Chicago.
These are the kinds of moments where aesthetics takes over in regards to one’s
perceptions of authenticity, as language fails to translate the richness and totality of the
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blues experience and the physical, emotional, even spiritual impact it can have on the
listener.
In a published response to Whitson and Poulakos, James W. Hikins argues that,
“Aestheticism . . . cannot replace or ‘oppose’ knowledge with art, for art is essentially
dependent on knowledge.”482 Sounding the death knell for rhetoric, Hikins warns that an
“aesthetic turn” in rhetorical studies will excise ethics and offer people “absolutely no
recommendations regarding solutions to the serious problems that confront us.”483
Hikins’ point is well-taken, but I believe he overlooks the important ways in which
people use aesthetic qualities regularly in popular culture as criteria for knowledge and
authenticity. As Brummett humorously observes regarding the logic of aesthetics and
style, “if ways of thinking are shifting from the verbal, expositional, and demonstrative
toward a more aesthetic mix—well, get over it. That’s the way it is going to be.”484
“Authenticity” does not disappear with this shift towards the primacy of the aesthetic, it
merely changes the way we think about the concept. A rhetorical theory of authenticity
must therefore be attuned to the way communities draw on aesthetic qualities of self,
object, or experience to inform their notions of what “authenticity” means.

Authenticity is Ideological and Political
A rhetorical theory of authenticity must account for the social, discursive, and
power bases under which the category of authenticity continually comes up. As I have
argued throughout this study, authenticity has no “objective” existence, for it is always
caught up in rhetorical processes of signification that serve the interests of those
482 James W. Hikins, “Nietzsche, Eristic, and the Rhetoric of the Possible: A Commentary on the
Whitson and Poulakos ‘Aesthetic View’ of Rhetoric,” Quarterly Journal of Speech 81, no. 3 (1995): 364.
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influencing authenticity’s contextual definition. Authenticity therefore functions similarly
to the way Michel Foucault conceptualizes mental illness. Speaking of the changing
conceptions of “mental illness” throughout history, Foucault argues that our present
understanding of it “is not the gradual discovery of the true nature of madness, but simply
the sedimentation of what the history of the West has made of it for the last three hundred
years.”485 “Madness” is therefore not confined to the world of psychology and medicine,
for it is “an overall structure.”486 The discourse of science surrounds “mental illness” with
an aura of objectivity, just as most negotiations of authenticity present the category as if it
were immutable, as if it were not influenced by the very discourses that call it into
existence.
Authenticity thus functions as a kind of hegemonic discourse (though not always)
that is constantly at risk of being exposed. When I describe authenticity as both
ideological and political, I mean to say that authenticity is a kind of quality that implies a
direct connection to the “real,” and that this connection can be used to manage the
distribution of power and the given attitudes, beliefs, and values of a society.487 This
study encourages critics to interrogate this discourse, and in the process of doing so
uncover not only its rhetorical effects but also the power structures and cultural beliefs
that prop it up. My hope is that in doing this, critics can contribute to discussions that can
potentially change the way we think about authenticity, or at the very least make
audiences more aware of the way the concept is defined and negotiated. Of course, this is
no easy task. As Terry Eagleton puts it in his characteristic witty prose, “Cultural beliefs,
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not least the fundamentalist variety which are bound up with fears for one’s identity, are
far harder to uproot than forests.”488 But rhetorical constructions of authenticity do open
spaces for resisting those constructions, as we saw in the case of Living Blues. This is
also one of the insights gained from my analysis in Chapter Two, where blues musicians
were given the opportunity to articulate what authenticity means to them, in their own
words. It would be inaccurate to argue that their perceptions were formed outside the
matrix of dominant discourses of authenticity in the blues (e.g., Living Blues or The Blues
Brothers), but nonetheless, the very act of giving a narrator space to discuss these issues
can contribute to our understanding of authenticity’s rhetoricity. Narrators like Henry
“Bluesboy” Hubbard even demonstrate how authenticity can be used as a valuable
counter-hegemonic discourse of resistance by black artists protesting white control over
the blues. His narrative reminds us that authenticity, while a rhetorical construct, is
experienced as very real socially and culturally.
Constructions of authenticity that have become naturalized or hegemonic over
time are never immune to contestation. As Stuart Hall explains in an essay on Gramsci,
“There is never any one, single, unified and coherent ‘dominant ideology’ which
pervades everything.”489 Although I think it is useful to retain the idea of “dominant
ideology” (or, better put, ideologies) as a theoretical or explanatory device, Hall is correct
in pointing out that no ideology is ever totalizing; opportunities always exists for
movements to resist a dominant ideology and to change, or at the very least challenge, the
prevailing view of what is “common sense.” Hegemonic discourses of authenticity
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therefore hold the potential to be productive when they open spaces for progressive
dialogue about authenticity’s negotiation and construction.
The third and fourth chapters specifically dealt with the idea of authenticity’s
productive potential, where I argued that Living Blues better exemplifies this potential
than The Blues Brothers because it is more open to discussion and alternate viewpoints
regarding the racial politics of authenticity. Both texts certainly reify harmful stereotypes
by connecting them to the concept of authenticity, but this is quite possibly a necessary
consequence of the negotiation of race and authenticity (at least in the blues, but likely in
other contexts as well). Living Blues differs from the film in its willingness to go to race,
and in this sense the magazine takes a necessary step toward emphasizing authenticity’s
rhetorical nature by inviting disagreement over its race-conscious policy, and thus
illustrates that the only way “out” is “through.” Without having the policy to begin with,
such a dialogue would be less likely to occur. Although one must not overlook the
problematic rhetorical moves made by Living Blues, the magazine nonetheless provides a
public model that illustrates how conversations about authenticity can create possibilities
for social change.
In addition to its bimonthly publication, Living Blues also holds an annual free
symposium at the University of Mississippi that is open to the public, where Living Blues
staff and respected blues scholars hold panels and discuss issues related to the magazine,
blues tourism, and the blues industry. For example, during the 2011 Living Blues
Symposium, Stephen A. King appeared on a panel with past editor Jim O’Neal and
moderated by Adam Gussow to discuss the blues tourism industry in Mississippi, where
King engaged in a frank discussion with panelists and audience members about the
primitive stereotypes present in the Greenville/Washington County Convention and
Visitors Bureau advertisement (from the February 2011 issue of Living Blues, see
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Chapter Three).490 As he told me in a telephone conversation, many were surprised to
learn that the offensive advertisement appeared in the pages of Living Blues, and several
audience members weighed the political implications of the ad in relation to the
magazine’s greater mission. As of April 2011 variations of the ad continue to run in the
magazine, but it is clear that its presence, much like the numerous editorials that have
been published over the course of Living Blues’ forty-year history defending the
magazine’s race-conscious policy, creates spaces for challenging the rhetorical
construction of authenticity. Such forums are not as common with The Blues Brothers
and the many texts that revolve around it. To my knowledge, Dan Aykroyd or the Belushi
brothers have never publicly acknowledged their act’s relationship to the minstrel
tradition.
If authenticity is contextual, wrapped up in the aesthetic, ideological, and
political, then it is a concept that will necessarily be at the center of the texts of popular
culture, for popular culture is all of those things as well. Authenticity is not only at the
center of popular culture, but is central to it, circulating in ways that are both obvious as
well as outside of our conscious awareness. Popular culture is often described as a site of
struggle, and therefore authenticity will be an important part of those struggles. The
simple truth that considerable energy and resources are invested into maintaining the aura
of authenticity points not only to the concept’s inherent power, but also the way power
itself is managed through appeals to authenticity. Authenticity thus becomes a window
unto other important issues, many of which we have already seen at work in the blues:
race, imperialism, class, and so on. The greater the struggle over authenticity in any given
context, the more invested people likely are in the criteria used to assess that authenticity.
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Sites like these will be of particular interest to the critic, for they are the moments when
authenticity’s rhetorical effects resonate with the most power.

Concluding Remarks
In 2007, novelist and National Public Radio contributor Marcos McPeek Villatoro
filed a report while on assignment in Peru. Titled “The Lost Art of Authenticity,” in it
Villatoro recalls his experience eating cuy (guinea pig) in a small local village. “I once
prided myself for eating just about anything,” he boasts, “roasted ants in Guatemala, a
tepescuintle in the jungle, another rodent, I think, though big like a hog. But the cuy did
me in. To me, it’s a little fellow you buy at PETCO. In Peru, it’s sacred and it’s
authentic.”491 Villatoro goes on to describe the inauthenticity of American restaurants
serving Mexican cuisine:
Unlike the Mexican restaurant in Anytown, U.S.A., we know that the pile of
melted cheese oozing over a fat missile-shaped cylinder of beans and chicken,
well, nuh-uh, that ain’t a burrito. It’s not even a burrito’s cousin. It’s been
Americanized, which I’m not sure if it means “made less tasty” or “filled with
more carbs.”492
Villatoro contrasts such establishments with “real ethnic restaurants,” where “everyone
knows who you are. Not like Cheers, where they know your name, I mean who you are.”
In search of such a place, Villatoro discovers a restaurant in Atlanta that serves traditional
Mexican dishes like menudo and tacos de seso (stomach soup and brain tacos,
respectively). “Here in a Mexican restaurant that serves the intestine soup I’m a gringo,”
he says, closing out the report. “This may be my country, but in their establishment I’m a
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foreigner. That’s okay. The menudo’s authentic. And, really, isn’t that all we want from
our meals, from our friends, authenticity?”493
There is an unmistakable element of exoticism in Villatoro’s commentary, a clear
delight taken in his touristic encounter with the “primitive” authenticity of South
American cuisine and the Mexican restaurant in Atlanta. The report seems harmless
enough, airing on a respectable outlet like National Public Radio (who, at the time of
writing, happens to be experiencing its own “authenticity crisis” as Congress debates the
future of public funding for the multimedia news organization). Villatoro’s report shows
how authenticity circulates in public forums in often subtle ways, and how, just like in
the blues, the authenticity of something like a taco can evoke constructions of the foreign
other. What is most revealing about the commentary, however, is the final line, which
reveals how a profound desire for authenticity can become manifest in something as
simple as a weekend visit to a local taquería. The search, the struggle, for authenticity
continues.
Authenticity is unlikely to go away any time soon, if ever. The goal for a critical
rhetoric of authenticity should not be to “do away” with authenticity, or to replace it with
a new, “better” term, but rather to recognize the slippage in its signification. Authenticity
is deliberately ambiguous, and that ambiguity allows it to do its rhetorical labor. It is in
those moments of slippage that the rhetorical construction of “authenticity” becomes
most clear. This study has offered a conceptual framework for productively exploiting
that construction, and in the process better understand a concept that is fundamental to
the human capacity to communicate.
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